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Cecilia Quartette,
Miss NETTIE A. M1LLIKEN, 1st Soprano,
Mias BELLE BARTLETT, 2d Soprano,
Miss MARGARET BYRANT, 1st Contralto.
Mrs. JENNIE KING MORRISuN, 2d Contralto,
Mr. IIARVEY MURRAY, Accompanist,

Monday, Jan. 23. One Night Only.

famous rendition of Audran's most

store MUST and WILL he

in our

anything

line, NOW

is the TIME

TO

UNTIL TOO LATE.

We Mean What We Say.

WEBB, Violinist.

Under the auspices of the

A Full Line of First-class Dry k Fancy Goods
AT LESS THAN COST PRICE.

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.

_
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Roller Skating Riuk
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Prof. C. B.

Whitney,

More than One Million

CALICO

Curtis.Proprietor & Managor.

PARTY,

Prices

Totsday and Wednesday, Jan. 24 & 25.
First appearance in this city this

season

as
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Speciality Company
great orginal

Pain Killer has been In constant use
fop forty years, and the universal testimony
from all parts of the world is, It never
fails. It not only effects a permanent cure,
but It relieves pain almost Instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, It Is safe
in th6 hands of the most Inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of Pair
Killer would flu volumes. The following

The Southern Sunburst.
The South is

Much has been done

subject
About a year since my
to severe Buffering from rheumatism. Our
resort was to the Pair Killeb, which speedily
relieved her.

and violent spasms of the stomach. The doctors
at Westminster Hospital gave up my case in
despair. I tried your fain Killeb, and it gave
I have regained my
me immediate relief.
strength, and am now able to follow my usual

scarcely

occupation.
G. H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:

Attraction. Two Shows in

one.

Usual price*, 76, 60 and 36 eents. Sale of seats
•commences at Box office Saturday, Jan. 21.
CUAS. B.

DOBSON,

immediate relief from pain in
of your Pain Killeb.

use

Have used Pain Killeb for thirty years,
and have found it a never-failing remedy for
rheumatism and lameness.

From actual use, I know your Pain Killeb
is the best medicine I can get

All druercrlsts keen Pain Killer. Its nrice
13 so low that It Is within the reach ot all,
and It will save many times Its cost In doctors’
bills. 20c., 00c. and 91.00 a bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
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DODulation of25.000. it has
$4,000,000 invested in cotton manufactories
alone. These run 115,000 spindles. There
are six mills, and all declared large dividends the past year. The Augusta factory
tnrnriaps. With

ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE G CENTS.

1 scientific—throughout the land.
fnr
obtained e.sewhere for
The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be
double the price, or tbe money will be refunded in every instance
to all partsoi me
Thousand** of Copies are ncntby uiail, securely sealed and post-paid,
world, every mouth. upon receipt of price, $1.25.
Tv
an

..

M. D.

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE or W. H. PARR LB,
4 Bnlfiucti St., Boston, Mass.
Nov^-eoataugio

league.

Irish Land

G-Xt^LiN-Xi

Promenade Concert,
AT

Tuesday Evening, Jnn. 24t!i, ’83.

Music

by Collin’s Band.

TIt’KETM:-I.adie*, 25 cent*.

GeullcFor Male at McGowan’s
iiu n. 50 ctnlN.
If oak ttiore, by inen«bcrs of the League
and at the dour.
jaulSatd

MAINE

STATE

Fine New York Boots for Ladies’ wear in all the
sizes and half sizes. Aly
stock of tfine Boots are second to no stock in Portland. Ladies’ Fine New York Boots a specialty.

leading styles, all widths,

Pomological Society.
The Winter Meeting and Exhibition of this
ty will be held at City Hall, Biddeford, on

GENTLEMEN’S

Socie-

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
Jan. 33 and 3G, 1883.
SestiOEe day and Fveiling.

Fublic

are

—

^

on

furnished to persons
Eastern, Roxtoa A

Tifiinr. Portland A Ogdeusbwrg and Knox
A I incoln Kail oad*. At stations on Maine
Central Railroad, tickets to Porilaud and return,
will be sold to persons attending this meeting at one
fare for the round trip.
R. H. GARDINER, President. 1
GEO. B. SAWYER, Secretary.

jan 19dlw

CHANDLER’S BAND
Offer the following Attractive List of
ENTERTAINMENTS at City Hall.
EVENING, Jan. 31.- Grand
by the Fall Military Band,
Ass if ted by MRS. FANNIE HAWES, Soprano,

TV EM RAY

at U. S. Hotel, Portland, Me.
Office
dec20
eodlm

At 421 CONGRESS STREET,

WMMVWV.U

I--

TI'EUDAY EVENING, Feb. 14th,
GRAND CONCERT by the WEBER CLUB, of
this city, comprising 18 Male Voices, and justly
celebrated as one of the Finest Vocal Organizations
olthe count’ y. They will be a*sisted by the EmiEMnent Cornet Virtuoso, .TIB. WAITER
EKMON. of Boston; the promising young Violinand
CHANDLER’S
MISS
BEKT1E
ist
WEBB,
ORCHESTRA, who will perform the celebrated

THE

SHOE

Especial

between dances.

Tickets to the Course $1..50,
To be obtained of members of the Band and at W,
E Chandler s Music Store, where also they can be
exchanged for reserved seat tickets on aud after
Thursday Jan. 28th, without extra
Concerts to commence at 8 o’clock.
janlSdtf

charge.

Art Club Exhibition
-AT-

C. F. DAVIS’ GALLERV,
593

CONGRESS

ST.

Open Horn TUESDAY, A. M., Jan. 24th, through
the rest of the week, for the benefit of the Station
cents.

All persons sitting
for their Photographs
within the next two
will
or three days
be enabled to have
part, if not all of their
order for Christmas.
Choice and rich selection of tSilk Velvet

Frames, Easels, etc.
constantly on hand.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Class In Wallzingtlic “German”
and Newport every Monday even-

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective <?r water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Lin.cstone, Sulphate cf Copper &e, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our conntry of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, Us unsolicited endorsement, by
the medical facnltj and a sale uneqealed
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It. For sals by all Druggist:
and (irocers.

514

Congress St,

DOW’S SEW BLOCK
dt

1ccl9

201,505.30
61,971.29

05,439.00
tures.
23.000.00
Last valuation of real estate.
value
of
taxable
68,000.00
Aggregate
property...
b
F. D. ELLIS, Treas.
Cumberland ss. Jau. 19,1882.
Personally appeared and made oath, Frederick D.
Ellis, that the above statement is correct.
Before me, EDWIN fL. DYER, Justice of the
Peace.

jan20d3t

Portland, Me., Jan. IS), 1881.
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so

Because they

recognized by the profession.
are

articles of manufacture.

Third.
only plasters that relieve

the

It is remarkable how speedily the public
have become used to the Century as the
But four
new name of Scribner’s Monthly.
numbers have been issued under the new
name, and already the publishers think it advisable to drop the name Scribner’s as a
sub-title. With the February or Midwinter
number the magazine will also don a new
cover, designed by Elihu Tedder, and the
publishers say they will send out no more
numbers whose edges have been turned by
machinery. Even the bound volumes will
be untrimmed hereafter, and they will be
put into new covers of dull gold cloth
stamped with a handsome design in dark,
reddish brown. The change of name seems
also to have stimulated the circulation of

pain at once.

Fourth.
BecauBo they will positively cure diseases which
other remedies will not even relieye.
Fifth.
Because over eOOOpliysicians and druggists have
voluntarily testified that they are superior to all
other plasters or medicines for external use,
Sixth.
Because the manufacturers have received the
ever
given for porous plasters.
only medals

C H0L“pins

[Operate

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
therefrom such as
j

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dnst Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female
all Diseases

Complaints, ana

|

or the

A

Druggist

Urinary Organs.

has Hold

over

1,000 Bottles

Rockland, Me., April 25,1881.

Elixir of
where it

Through the

^erT^^orees^aiid"*1"
the"fcirculatum^1*
BELOUM
>"»■ rruVI

»

Holman’* Ague, Liver and Stomach Pad
For Malaria Ague and Stomach troubles. $12.00
Holman’* Special Pad. For chronic cases $3.00
Holman’* Spleen Belt. For stubborn cases ot
enlarged Spleen and unyielding Liver and Stomach troubloa,. $5.00.
Holman’* Infants’ Pad. For ailments of Infants and Children. $ 1.50.
For Uterine,
Holman’* Abdominal Pad.

Ovarian\dA& Bladder Troubles. $5.00.
Holma’n* Benal or Kidney Pad. For K id
ney Complaints. $12.00.
Holman’* Pectorial Pud. For affections of the
Chest and Lungs. $3.00.
Hof man’* Absorptive Medicinal Body Plaster. The best Plaster in the wor.d. 125c.
Holman’* Ahworptive Medicinal FootPla*
For Cold Feet, Headaches and Sluggish
ter*.
Circulation (per pair), 125c.
Absorption Salt for *«edcated Bath*. For
Colds, Rheumatism, and all cases where a Medicated Bath is needed; also an excellent foot-bath
(per Va. lb. package), 125c.
Fof Sale by all Druggists, or sent by mail, postpaid. on receipt of price. Tne Absorption Salt i s
not “mailable,” and must be sent by Express at

purchaser’s expense.

See that each Pad bears the Private Be venue
Stamp of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY, with
above Trade-Mark printed in green.
Dr. HOLMAN’S advice is free. Full treatise sent
Address
free on application

IIOLIHAN PAD CO.,
744 Broadway, IV. V.
2112.)
(P.
eod&wnrmBm—(tmar21)
jnel4
O. Box

WM. H. KITTREDGE.
Nearly Bead aud One Bottle Cured Him
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittredge, Agent Elixir of Life Root.
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaininr
ief, 1 was induced to try a bottle of your
EL
,K OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of It completely cured me. I
recommend It as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that 1 was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myBelf may be o
fortnnate as to try yonr valuable medicine.
T. F. McMAIN.
Truly yours,

NEW YORK.
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Balm

CATARRH. Elys’Cream cleanses
Effectually

1,10 uasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, causincr hualthv secretions.

u

TiTcAWI

from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
of taste and
sense
smell ;beneficial results
are realized by a few
A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled fo
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use. ApHttle
tl16
m, v/
l>y
finger
P
\g p in
On
P1 fc V EL
■ into the nostrils.
in
Port
50c
will
mail
a
For
sale
of
package.
receipt
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

«

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros1’ Pianos,
Versed by annif LOUISE CARY.

STRING TONIC ANB APPETIZER IT HAH NO EQUAL.

Elixir of Life Root Company,
eod&wly22_

je

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
dtf
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WM.

M.

MARKS,

Book, Gam, M ion Printer
JC* .■intere’

111

Exchange,

Exchange Si., Portland,
Fine Job

Orders oy mail

or

Me,

Priming a Hpcrialfy.
in person promptly attorned

PaMkntnr attention paid

Pamphlet Printin'#
jl

l«>

K

h

fellow

umicmi

to

and

TuThStf

AFTER
BEFORETAKIBfl.Consumption'ond'u
Premature Grave.

TARIBS.

I

3,000 copies

were

year ago, from 8,000 to 10,000
needed every month.
Philadelphia is to have

a

sufficient
are

new

now

illus-

trated literary weekly, conducted by Judge
A. W. Tourgee, Daniel G. Brinton, and
Robert S. Davis, and called, not very happily, Our Continent. It promises to be a
handsome journal, the foremost writers in
each department of literature are declared
to have been engaged, and its special departments are to be conducted by well
of decoration and
known people—that
household art by Louis C. Tiffany and Donald G. Mitchell (“Ike Marvel”), the household by Helen Campbell, dress and fashions
by Kate Field, social customs and etiquette
by Louise Chandler Moulton, and humor by
Charles H. Clark (“Max Adeler.”) There
will also be a department of religious
thought under the head of “The Still Hour.”
Each number will be cut, stitched and bound
in a colored paper cover designed by Mr.
_

fiction, 074; law, 133; political and social
economy, 102; arts and sciences, 452; voya'
ges and travels, 291; history, 437; poetry’
148; year books, 339; medicme, 104; belleslettres, 247; miscellaneous, including pamphlets not sermons, 232.

11011^.,

luc inch

holds,

does not

m

uiuci

prevent

the

~o.sc,

them

tuc

cuui

from being

President Garfield’s

/MNFAIIING

ft$P““Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congress St.,
txZCloun>j If Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

w

memory is so beloved in California that no difficulty has
been found in raising a fund for a monument. Twenty thousand dollars have been
set aside for the statue, designs for which
must be sent in before the 15th of May next.

lORAU5KIN\

I Remedy suck as Diseases!

Itetter.itch, sores.

aug29dlyr

pimples.

/

An early number of the Century will contain an article on Lord Beaconsfield by Prof.
James Bryce of Oxford, author of “The
Holy Roman Empire.” The article on Glad-

^ERYSIPEIAS^ WWNGWOR^f

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

COCOA

KREAKFAHT.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which
govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the tine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctor’s
bills. It is by the judicious us© of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with, pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (Va-ib and ft), labeled.
.FAN!EM EPPS A
CO., FFomaopnihic
Clictnitf*, IiOtt'lon, England.
nov29
Xu,S#wlyr40jg

where

taxed elsewhere, for the reason that no
State can exempt property from taxation out
of its own jurisdiction.

Pr3p=&Full partieulars in our pamphlet, which wc desire to
send free by mail to every one. G^r'The Specific Medicine is
cold by all druggists at »1 per package, or six pneknges for f5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
addressing
°
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Slain Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

EPPS’S

land, and,
a

United States
decides that registered bonds and stocks of
one State may be constitutionally taxed in
another. Whether State bonds are taxed,
at
or are expressly exempt from taxation

MARRn^|^u?en|rTRA®|^^K
tTiat
iuwnory,

average cir-

will be 135,000 copies printed of the Februaof
ry number. There were 20,500 copies
November sold in England against an averorrAAf 1(4230 for the nrecedinff 12 months.
St. Nicholas is having a like growth in Eng-

The supreme court of

d&wly48

TRADE

Remember that stamina, vital energy,[the lifeprinciple or whatever you may choose to call tbo
resistant power which battles against the causes of
diseases and death, is the grand safeguard of health.
It is the garrison of the human fortress, and when
it waxes weak, the true policy is to throw in reinforcements. In other words, when such an emer
gency occurs, commence a course of Hostetter-s Bitters. For sale by Druggists and Do.alers, to whom
apply for Hostetter’s Almanac for 1883.

janl 2Th,T&S

S. R. NILES,

Advertising Agent,

BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in al
cities and towns of the United States and the
British Provinces.

TRE3IONT NT.,

\
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Pleasures.

By

gested between

Mr. Milner’s journal and the
of the Americans, Thoreau and Burroughs. But the essence in Mr. Milner’s work
is purely poetic. He observes the changes of
leaf and flower, the motion and color of clouds,
not to the end of the naturalist's calendarmaking, but as oro is glad to dwell upon and
measure the manner of his delight. A more
sensitive and perfect balance of physical sight
and poetic vision is rarely to be found; and no
temperament is surely more enviable than this
which unites the instant and responsive nature
of the artist to the cheerful, clear-sighted activity of tho efficient man. If one may judge
—when entire absence of egotism on the author’s part so greatly precludes personality—it
seems likely that Mr. Milner is much in sym*
pathy with the new-romantic group of artists
in prose, poetry and paint, but his art is wholly free from the affectations of the extreme
wing of the party. To him, the delight of nature is so intimately blended with poetic associations that he would not be satisfied to record
the phases of the year without giving the spirit of them as well as the form. Thus his work
has a continual reference to, and illumination
by, poetry; his sight takes in the actual appearance of things, and also the subtle poetic

threads that connect those outward colors and
some of the most essential, fervid

shapes with

pleasures.

and durable

The Pageant and Other Poems. By Christina G. Rossetti. (Boston: Roberts Brothers;
T)WlnnJ.

T

tf-

Ue.m/xn \

'TV.

u

most recent volume of Miss Rossetti’s poems
impresses the reader somewhat sadly. It might
have been written in circumstances of physical
weathor weariness from work or
er; but whatever is the cause it lacks impulse
and buoyancy. Miss Rossetti’s power of expression has never been facile or voluble—it
seems always a little difficult for her to shape
her fancies and make them intelligible; she
has none of the light, practical touch aud the
mutual understanding with her audience that
would lead her to choose what is bcBt for their

hiin^srf
THE GREA

stone, printed in Scribner’s not long ago, is
declared to be by him.

now

Tiie London Law Journal is of the opinion that a judge should have the power to
remove a prisoner from the court room, and
proceed with the trial, if justice can not decorously be administered in the prisoner’s

URE FOR

IWHINE PILES

Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching, worse at
night; 6eemsas if pin-worms were crawling about

the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
pleasant, economical and positive cure, Swayne’s
Ointment is superior to any article in the market.
Sold by druggists; or send 60 cts. in 3-ct. Stamps. <k
Boxes, $1.26. Address, Da. Swa yne A Son, Phlla., Pi*

&Janl8
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presence.
A Greek translation of Dante's “Infermade by Muslims Pasha, Turkish ambassador to England, has just been published in London.

no,”

Round the World Letters. By Lucy 8.
Bainbridge (Boston: D. Lotbrop) is a very
much pleasanter and better written book than
the ponderous work of the Rev. Bainbridge,
Mrs.

above reviewed.

Bainbridge, though by

elegant writer, is a sensible,
pleasant and observing tonrist, and full of zeal
concerning the good to be effected by missionary labors. But to do good to the heathen, it
would seem that a missionary should have the
sympathetic and large quality of feeling which
would perceive and rospect the least vision of
divinity as personified in heathen gods, and
lead so from the least to the greatest ligh t.
And tiiis is suggested by the spirit of limited
no

means

religion

an

which undertakes to wake the echoes

of an antique temple by singing (confessedly
without musical skill) a very unpoetlcal hymn.
This lack of large feeling and of the fitness of
things touched its climax when Rev. Joseph
and Mrs. Cook lately celebrated the Puritan
feast of Thanksgiving in the Greek Acropolis,
and flourished the ephemeral drumsticks of
the turkey of to-day in the ancient place where
cymbals and Antes sounded in antique times
and where mighty spirits towered high above
the mis-located revels of

Mr. and Mrs. Cook.

This, however, is the protest of that which is
not mediocre against mediocrity—to quote Mr.
Wilde with a difference: and the protest having been suggested and made, let us give Mrs.
Bainbridge credit for a volume full of humane
and Christian good feeling, and an unaffected,
womanly and very interesting record of her

journeyings.
J. R. Osgood & Co. of Boston paband fine edition of the meditations
of Thomas ii Eempis, entitled the Imitation of
Christ.
Messrs.

lisb

a

new

Historical Outline of the English Constitution. By David Watson Rannie (New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons; Portland: Loring,
SBort & Harmon). This is a compaot, con-

venient and thorough explanation of the history of the Constitution and polity of England,
which the author modestly intends for the use
of beginners in the stndy of national science.
bat which

win be

a clear ana

louna

userai

presentation of the subject to all classes of
readers and thinkers.

depression,

hearing. The first poem of her volume, which
she names The Keynote, expresses the writer’s
consciousness of singing against a songiess
mood. The Pageant is a pretty little masque
of months, that as children—and one pictures
them with the round faces and quaint dresses
of Kate Greenaway’s wee folk—visit a cottage
with songs and gifts. It would be extremely
pretty, played by children as a costumed diabut reading it with literary leisure, it
neither real nor imaginative wholly,
but rather un-real; and it lacks shading and
softness of outline. Some very nice effects of

logue ;

seems

metre are to be noted. Italia, io ti salulo! is
full of feeling, and melodious. Mirrors of Life
and Death has the'‘dot-and-carry-one” rhythm
—irregular short lines which, not precisely poetic and quite unmusical, were not inappropriate in the author’s Goblin Market—but is a very
cramped and insufficient means of expression
for the really rich intention of the poem. The
Ballad of Boding has less ot this fault, but to
the grim imagination of this poem is added a
distinct physical repulsiveness which decreases
its actual force. Yet a Little While is significant and is, moreover, good verse. The group
of sonnets entitled Monna Innominata are as
graceful in design and artistic in execution as
they are passionate and full of live fire. The
cadences recall Mr. Dante Rossetti’s sonnets,
especially those which are translations from
the Italian, and are entirely in the vein of the
verse-writers of the time of Dante and his circle. The ballad of Johnny is a little ’story
which is interesting because Miss Rossetti tells
it with feeling, and because it is said precisely
as she and no other would be likely to tell it—
but is far from being poetry, hardly verse.
Maiden May is delicately written. A Fisherwife is dramatic and direct. Mariana suggests
Miss
a most musical and melancholy song to
Rossetti, which Bighs as tunefully as the wind
in the South. Boy Johnny is a touch of mediteval comedy, prettily done. An October Garden has distinct music and atmosphere. Scour
Louise de la Misericorde has much of the cadence which one associates with the ballades—
within a few years revived in their intricate
harmonies—but would have been much better
had strict rules been followed, rather thansug.
gested while their technical requirements are
left unfulfilled. An Old World Thicket is a
fine and sustained poem. The religious poems
which concludo the volume are fervent and
characteristic. It is impossible to read Miss
Rossetti’s work without recognizing the true
genius which she possesses, and the original
and intense quality of her gift, narrowed by
the limitations of her power of expression, but

rising, not seldom, into phrases of remarkable
beauty.
Gaspara Stampa. By Eugene Benson. With
Selection from her Sonnets, translated by
George Fleming, author of Kismet, Mirage,
etc.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) This is a memorial
a

of the hapless life and love of Gaspara Stampa,
a Venetian lady of the golden times of Titian,
Varchi, Sansovino, and whose poetry was so
penetrated with passion that she was named
the Sappho of Venice. Her story is told by
Mr. Benson with effect—sometimes rather too

conscious; but the sonnets, of which the biography stands for preface and commentary, are
a precious and vivid addition to the treasures
of Italian verse of that period. It is a singular coincidence that, precisely as Miss ChristiMonna Rossetti’s imagination had painted a
na Innominata, this sad and beautiful ghost is
arisen as if called back by the kindred new
with her the songs that seem,
in re-crosssing the forgetful stream from tlia1
to this shore, to have retaken memory and life.
The translation is sensitive and harmonions,
with a few technical faults, which, more pardonable in freer verse, show in a sonnet like a

voice, bringing

fault in-ihe

cutting

of a gem.

philological works, 082; juytnile works, 500;

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

J. VV. kittredge:. Agent,
KOCKLANB, MAINE.
EE'-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_dB|

magazine; 120,000

the

Duking the year just passed there were published in England a total of 5400 new books,
of which 1290 were new editions, books already known to the public. This shows a
falling off, as compared with the year 1880,
of about 300 books, which is attributed to
the rapid development of the periodical
press. About 14 classes of books are included
in the total of 5400. For them the figures
are as follows: Theology, sermons and othand
er religious works, 945; educational

AIM a choice dock el flntelau
A*

the

was

culation of Scribner’s during its last year,
while that of the Century in the past four
months has been 132,000, and new editions
were called in December and January. There

Tiffany.

Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
A\.8y
of Vision, Premature
/<2a5|L
Old Age, and znanyd
-iW* otlier Diseases that

compliance with

Existing Capital....
Debts due.
Capital invosted in real estate and fix-

1.000 Oak and Spruce Pile*.
500.000 ft. Oak, for Par Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 ff. Hemlock.
100.000 ft. *-8 drr pine br»
boarjs

BANNER

;

18 BEAVER STREET,

Diseases

IN

B. C. JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.

and

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

the statute?, I make the fol
lowing statement of the condition of the CUM
B ERL AND BONE CO.
^
Assessments actually paid in..
$110,000.00

TuTh&Sly

aration,

hands, having a working capital of $11,000,000, and sold during the year $32,800,000 of
fabrics. This is an increase of $8,000,000
over 1880. Iron and tob acco are the leading

__
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SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT.

aog

THE

I have sold over one thousand bottles of
Life Root, and have never found a case
failed to give satisfaction.

/R v 7W

^_I

LIFE ROOT!

HY

janl2dtf

BBM

-Of-

applications.

Every Thursday Evening.

ing.

ELIXIR

allays inflammation,
protects the membrane

81.
entlw

Nixfcr

First.
Became they possess all the merit of the
strengthening porous plaster, and contain in addition thereto the newly discovered powerful and
active vegetable combination which acts with increased rubefacient, stimulating, sedative and
counter irritant effects.
Second.
Because they are a genuine pharmaceutical prep-

TRADE MARK.

SCHNAPPS.

GILBERT'SASSEMBLIES
rS

Jly7eodtf

Scliiedam Aromatic

Mission.

Single Tickets twenty-five
janlO

Specialty

a

Eife Size Crayons.

for

WOLFE’S

eodtf

jnnl4

Facilities

HOTEL.

Aim:—TO PLEASE.

AViirb Waltac. wiih Bell Nolo, as played at
the Park Theatre, Boston, and encored nightly.
TUESDAY EVENING, Eeb. 28th,

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERT, on which occasion GLOVER’S BAND of Auburn, (winners of
the first prize at the late Band Tournament) an t
Chandler’s Band will compete in friendly rivalry,
playing selections in turn, finally uniting in one
.Tliignificriii Band of 30 piece*. At the
close of lbe Concert there will be an attractive order
of DANCES with music by Chandler’s Full Orchestra, Glover’s Band furn.shing Promenade Music

FALMOUTH

OPPOSITE

DEALER.

Remedies:

Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
REMEDY AT LAST. Price JScts.
MEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
&wlly
nol)
aug31

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

BROWN,

—

at ce

Reasons Why they arc Preferred to All
Other Porous Plasters or External

SURE

Fine Portrait Work

Tyler. Eindall. Moore and Brook*.

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters.

SEABURY &. JOHNSON,

THE GOLD BOOT.

SIGN OF

BY

Brail’s Capcine Porous Plaster!

all the leading styles, all widths, sizes and half
sizes. Medium price goods for everybody

and other talent to be hereafter announced, and introducing a Clarinet Solo by MR. W. E. CHANDLER, the rising young Clarinetist, and a Solo for
Fcmr Comets, performed by Messrs.

«.f the celebrated “DESERTER'S MARCH"
that has proved such an Immense success in New
York, as rendered by Gilmore’s Band, and obtained especially for this occasion.

Vicinity:
MR. F. O. THOMHS,
Formerly of this city, but now a resident of the West, would respectfully announce
that he will he in Portland, for a short time, for the treatment of Hernia or Rupby
ture, in all its forms. Haring been cured.of a Rupture uf Thirty Years Standing
an entire new orocess* he offers Ills services as above. Oi all cases where a rupture
renuns
reinuueu.
ue
is rcduceable -t cure will be guaranteed or tne moaev win
By this
from the country can receive treatment and return home tfcesame day.
method, which is practiced at the Vienna Institute for the cure of Hernia or Rupture, of St. Louis, Mo., over GOO Ruptured persons have been cured the past year.
Mr. Thornes was a patient of this institute, and received instructions from Dr. F.
T. Srnythe, President of the Vienna Institute of St. Louis, whose universal success
in Ihe treatment, and cure of Rupture has been admitted by the leading physicians
and surgeons of the West, and testified to by hundreds of persons cured by him of
is not a
Ruptures pronounced utterly incurable by able physicians. The treatment
not interfere with one's occupation.
surgical operation and does
at
St.
of
cure
for
the
Louis,
Hernia,
of
Vienna
Institute
(Rupture,)
the
President
Dr. F. T. Bmythe,
with Mr.Tbomes
middle of next month. Persons
making arrangements
Mo., will visit Portland about the
the treatment of their Rutures will receive the attention of Dr. Srnythe, upon bis visit to Portland.

Concert

ail'.'tuu

RUPTURE CURED

GOODS!
in

POSITIVELY CURED

experience.

for

Hand $ wed

Jersey

Invited.

Free return tickets will be

attending, to stations

and

To flie Citizens of Portland and

HALL,

CITY

requiring skill

a

1881, and added 50 per cent to its capital
stock. The Sibley and John P. King are
just starting. Columbia, Ga., with a population of only 7,400, has in creased its assess,
menfbv $471,000, and its business by $695,000. Kichinond, a city of 63,000 population,
has a property valuation for taxable purpos.
es of $40,000,000 in round numbers, producing an aggregate revenue of a million dollars. The debt of the city is $4,686,208.
There are in the city 675 manufacturers, embracing almost every kind known to the industries of the country. They employ 17,500

«

all diseases

a

dividend of ten per cent, and added
ten per cent more to the surplus fund,
the Graniteville did the same. The Langley
paid eight per cent dividend for six months
of the year, and is expected to declare as
much for the last six months. The Enterprise paid ten per cent dividend in cash in

paid

bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
...___ ^iU- Qi
Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,

on

superficial

sinking fund, $193,573, leaving
a balance of $286,945, for ordinary expenditures. The city has no floating debt, and
cannot, as the State law stands, increase its
bonded debt. Augusta, Ga., has been wonderfully successful in its manufacturing en-

"ijf^bLllPi'iceouly

N. E.—The author may be consulted

200 pairs Ladies’ Goat Button with low vamp,
Box Toe, only $3.00, former price $3.50; widths
A A, A, B and C, all widths, sizes and half sizes. 200
pairs Peb. Goat Button, only $2.50, former price
$3.00, all widths sizes and half sizes. 200 pairs
Goat Button, only $1.50, former price $2.00. 150
pairs Kid Button, only $1.50, former price $2.00,
all widths, sizes and half sizes.

their

interest and

,.

STOCKED!

have one-tenth of

under cultivation, and the agricultural
resources of the South have not yet been
more than simply demonstrated to be very
great. The growth of the South is fairly indicated by the prosperity of its cities. Atlanta, Ga., with a population of 37,000, reports revenues from all sources during 1S81
amounted to $480,518. The city debt is $2,196,200, and the expenditure on account of

!££.?} hS^moruf^

religous

in the twelve

area

_

Great Double

twelvemonth.

a

confidently anticipated

More is

is worth many times its weight in gold. —Medical Times.
He reaches the
The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor
both continents by millions.
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The hook already is read upon
^
was fairly won and worthily
Life
of
the
of
Science
author
the
Medal
awarded
and
Jewelled
The Gold

Tableaux of Erin.

in

month to como. The reports from the leading cities of the South, relative to their trade
of the past year, and their present financial
condition, are in the highest degree encouraging. That the future will bring even more
satisfactory results, must be admitted by
all who have any familiarity with the condition of the South and its enormous capabilities for development. The cotton States

Edgar Cady,Owatonna,Minn., says:,
wife became

experienced

up. Its people are
from the unfortunate

waking

turning their faces
past to a future that promises happiness.

extracts from letters received show what
those who have tried it think:

the side by the
E. York says:

George Milner.
(Boston: Reberts Brothers; Portland: Lorinc1
Short & Harmon). It is not easy to praise
enough this exquisite and wholly artistic volume without falling into phrases so lively as to
do violence to the delicate impression. It is a
minute running record of the changes which
the turning sun of a year might bring to the
garden of the author’s home at Moston, England, or to the larger scenery of tho Lake
country. An obvious first comparison—and
an interesting one as a study of comparative
temperature and progress of seasons—is sug-

Country

notes

SEND NOW.
on Physiology ever publm:hed.
The Science of Life, or Solr-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work
either require or
can
sex
There is nothing whatever that the married or single of either
in short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good!health.—TbrcmtoGfol*
what is fully explained
It
of Life, or Self-Preservation, it
The book lor young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science

WHITE & PARSON’S
with the

M

com-

Everf regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate signed by 8tanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.

away from fire or heat to avoid danger
of explosion, nor is it an untried experiment that may do more harm than good.

Steel engravings.
acute and chronic diseases.
Bound in beautiful French Muslin, embossed, full gut,
‘TllWfiftCi P
<
1.25 byllail. (New Edtyion.)
■

comparable

•

Self-Preservalion. A Grcnt Medical Treatise
Manhood; the Pause and Cure of
tiililv. Nervous and Physical Debility, alsoon
iT..ioi.i »* Lv.
itricinor from tlif1 EveesNCS ©1 ITlufinest
cure Yean. 30© pages. Royal *mo. The very
125 invaluable Prescription*, for all

Exhn^.led

Usual.

in-

of the

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

258th Edition.

THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 26th,
TWO NIGHTS ONLY-

Everybody

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

Needs It.

preecrre

with

Mr. Burdttt writes:
It never fails togive relief in cases of rheumatism.
Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:

Copies Sold!

or

the

Barton Seaman Bays:

•

and address of the writer are in
for publica-

indispensable, not necessarily
as a guaranty of good faith.

undertake to return
munications that are not used.

more painful than these
pair, can be removed and
the disease cured by use of Perry Davis’
Pain Killer.
Tills remedy Is not a cheap Bendne
or Petroleum product that must be kept

I

cases

anonymous letters and communi-

name

Wo cannot

I have used your Pain Killer for rheumatism,
and have received great benefit

eodtf

janlO

TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 24th.

New Portland Theatre.

CO.,

and Brown Streets.
Cor. Congress
0

Exhibition of fancy Skating by

produced by this Co. for over 300 times. First
and only correct representation of the Opera in
Usual prices.

F. A. ROSS <fe

Tbe

tion but

Pain in the.Back and Side.

Charles Powell writes from the Sailors
Home, London:
I had been afflicted three years with neuralgia

•

d4t

ail

There 13 nothing

8TOCKBRISGE, Tenor;

Mr. IV. II.

as

and

oar

DON'T PUT IT OFF

Mr. J. IS. COYLE JR, Baas;

MASCOTTE,”

Comedy

in

goods

We do not read
cations.

Neuralgia, Sprains,

diseases: but

PUBCHASE.

Reserved Neats, 35 ets.
sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
Concert begins at 8 o’clock.

charming work,

Frank

out of Business

Tickets for

WIIM OPERA CO.
this city.

If you will ever need

Admission, 25 cts;

THE

in their

Every Dollar’s worth of
sold at some price or other.

assisted by

Miss BERTIE

THEATRE.

positively going

SATURDAY HORNING, JANUARY 21.

Rheumatism

the last day of this month.

-AND-

ENTERTAINMENTS.

That,

CONCERT

spaoo, the

Advertising: One inch of

ength of column, constitutes

a

we are

less and its proDanie
number of readers greater in inverse propor-

tion.

DON’T FORGET

Pobtland.

volume would nave oecn

Recent Publications.

PRESS.

THE

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS__

ENTERTAINMENTS

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
PublUhed every day (Sunday, excepted,) by the

Authors and Authorship. Edited by William Shepherd. (New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon).
Everyone who reads is interested in the authorship of his favorite volumes, in the relations of writer to publisher and public, the
the
ways that lead to success in literature,
of the failures that lie scattered on this
the Rocky Mountains of literary
side of
achievement, like the eyeloss, brainless buffalo-skulls in the alkali deserts. Mr. Shepherd
(whose nom deplume is not to be lifted as a
mask, hut who is evidently behind the
cause

scenes

of

a

publishing-house) has
pleasant and pertinent

selected

pages
much
notable authors, and added
excellent matter of his own Writing, concerning the difficulties and encouragements of literature. He has a quick and just sense of how
much and what is allowable to render to popusome

very

from

lar

curiosity;

and his volume

is

suggestive,

entertaining and useful. It is agreeable to
know that it will bo followed by others of the
series, whiob, it is hoped, he will refrain from
Bpoaking of as "booklets.”
Around the World Tour of Christian MisA Universal Survey by William Bainbridge (Boston: 1). Lothrop & Co.). This is
the large-sounding title of a volume upon mis.
sionary labors, containing many statistics and
a bulk of information which required great insions.

collect, and will be of worth to those
dustry
concerned in
persons and societies directly
missionary labors. In a literary point of view,
the volume, when it is not dry and heavy, is
to

the verge of absurdity; but the
excellent iutent and solid information contained in it will atone, to those who will read
ambitions

to

it, for its lack of good stylo. If the writer had
condensed his work, had not felt his individual importance, and restrained his pen when it
showed a tendency to flourish, the size of th

Moods. By Miss Louisa M. Alcott (Boston:
Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short *
Harmon), is a reprint of the first story from
the hand that has been so useful and kindly in
giving to the public of readers some of the
best aud most healthful as well as the most

aoceptablo

of American fiction.
»
_

Shakspoarean Myth.
Morgan (Cincinnati: Robert
This is a bulky contribution to
The

By Appleton
& Co.)

Clarke

the mass of an-

ti-Shakspearean literature which holds that the
Avonian did not write his own plays, and is
perhaps to bo credited with little more than
the players’ “gags,” which he, actor and manager, saw fit to insert to please the rough taste
of the time. Mr. Appleton’s arguments are
based on what he considers to be “circumstantial evidence”—the most delusive evidence
possible when it gives body to falsity. Whether shifting the burden of the inspired dramas
makes the
on to the shoulders of Lord Bacon

authorship less marvelous, is

an open question ; for inspiration goes where heaven sends
it, and an actor has as good a chance at proving himself to possess genius, great and unique,
Aud it is easy to
as a Lord Chancellor has.

or at least cast grave
doubt upon any fact of history when the immediate makers of it are dead. One would
thfnk that these unbelieving disturbers of
Shakspeare’s sleep, which must be yet peopled
with his great dreams, would sometimes take

seemingly disprove,

fearful thought of the curse left for those that
move his bones.
_

German Principia. Part I. (New York:
Harpers; Portland: Loring. Short & Harmon).
This practical handbook of the German language i3 written upon the

plan of

Dr. William

Smith’s Principia Latina, and is a scholarly,
compact and well-arranged beginning of the

study of German.
New numbers of Messrs. Harper’s Franklin
are Mr. Hardy’s clever novel A LaodiB. Eaton’s
cean; a reprint of Mr. Dorman
adoring study of Civil Service in Great Britain
compared with the uncivil and unserviceable
institutions of our own country as viewed by

Square

the political pessimists of Eastern Massachusetts; a smartly written bat inadequate Life of

General Garibaldi, by J. Theodore Bent,
whose fancy it seems to be to exhibit a flippant

style rather

than to make a harmonious

por-

trait of the great leader; Chiistowell, a strong
story by R. D. Blackmore; The Question of
r»ln an original, subtle and very readable
novel by Mrs. Cashel Hoey; Sir Christopher
Wren, an interesting memoir of the arohitect
and his times, together with some of his letters
and a discourse upon his art, now for the first
time published. Miss Lucy Phillimore is the
author and compiler. The Dickens Reader
has characteristic selections suitable for public
Mr. Nathan
illustratedThe Senior Partner is a novel by Mrs. J. H.
a rfitaarkably strong and well-written

private readings, arranged by
Sheppard. It is freely and well
or

Riddell,
story of domestic and business affairs.
Books Received.

President Gnrflrld and Education. Hiram
College Memorial. By B. A. Hinsdale. Cloth
Portland:
p. Boston: J. H. Osgood A Co.;
43,
>
Loring, Short A Harmon.
Beauties of Sacred Song. Boards, 208 pp
W. E
Boston: Oliver Ditson A Co.; Portland:

Chandler.
The Question of Gain. A Novel. By Mrs.
New
Cashel Hoey, Paper, CO pp., 20 cents.
York: Harper A Brothers. Portland: Loring
Short A Harmon.
of
Civil Service in Great Britain: A History
American PolAbuses and Reforms, bearing upon
itics. By Donnan B. Eaton. Paper, 82 pp., |25
Portland:
cents. New York: Harper & Brothers,
Loring, Sho:t A Harmon.
and HU
Sir Christopher Wren: His Family
and a Discourse on
Times, with Original Letters
Architecture. Hitherto Unpublished. By Lucy
York:
Phillimore. Paper, 44 pp., 20 cents. New
Short A HarHarper A Brothers, Portland: Loring,
mon.

Around the World Tour of Christian
Missions. By William F. Bainbridge. Cloth
583 pp., $2. Boston: D. Lothrop A Co.
Around the World Letters. By Lucy S. BainLothbridge. Cloth: 642 pp., 81.60. Boston D._
rop A Co.
The Senior Partner. A Novel. By Mrs. J. H.
New York-.
Riddell. Paper, 94 pp., 20 cents.
Short A
Harper A Brothers. Portland: Loring,
Harmon.

The Dickens Reader.
oucppcuu*

Arranged by Nathan

uiuBMuevu,

New York: Harper A Brothers.
ing, Short A Harmon.

rtr-i----

Portland: Lor-

Suicide. Studies on Its'Philosophy, ’Causes, and
Prevention.
By James J. O’Dea, M. D. Cloth,
322 pp., $1.73. New York: (1. P. Putman's Sons.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.

Cloth, 113 pp..
Arsieads and Other Poem*.
$1.25. Now York: G. P. Putman’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
•“ America and Cbiaa.
By H. H. Kane, M. D. Cloth, 166 pp., $1. Now
Portland: Loring,
York: G. P. Putman’s Sons.
Short A Harmon.
By FrederThe First Book of Knowledge.
New York:
ick Guthrie. Cloth, 130 pp., $1.
G. P. Putnam’e Sons. Portland: Loring, Short A

Opium-Smoking

Harmon.

Floods. A Novel. By Louisa M. Aleott. Cloth,
359 pp., $1.50. Boston: Roberts Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
Prayer* by Theodore Parker. New Edition,
Cloth, 200 pp.. $1. Boston: Roberts Brothers:
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
Historical Oatiine of the English Constitution. For Beginners. By David Watson Raunie.
Cloth, 180 pp. New Yolk: Charles Serlbner’s
Sons. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
By
Antictaui and Erederichsburg.
Francis W. Palfrey. Vol. V. of the Campaigns of
York:
New
the Civil War.
Cloth, 228 pp., $1.
Portland: Loring
Charles Scribner’s Sons.
Short A Harmon
of Pilnce Mettcraich. Vol. V.
memoirs
1830—1835. Cloth, 476pp. New York: Charles
rlbner’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short A Ha r

The

on.

GUITEAU ON TRIAL.

SATURDAY MORNING, JANUARY 21.
Magazine Notices.
The number of The Living Age for the week
ending January 21st, has the following noteworthy table of contents: A Page of Diplomatic History, by C. Blennerhassett, Fort-

nightly Review; The Freres, by Mrs. Alexander, author of The Wooing O't, etc., Temple
Bar; Dean Stanley as a Spiritual Teacher and
Theologian,

Yule Time
in Shetland, by an Old Shetlander, Chamber’s
Journal; The Adventures of-a War CorreNineteenth

Scoville Closes His Argument for
the Defence.

THE PRISONER

WILL ADDRESS

THE

JURY TO-DAY.

Century;

Blackwood’s Magazine; Robin, by
Mrs. Parr, author of Adam and Eve, etc.,
Temple Bar; A Gracious Ploughing, St.
James Gazette; The Constituents of “Pleas-

Guiteau Assaults One of His Keepers.

spondent,

antness,” and Bad Handwriting and Stupid
Readers, Spectator; and the usual amount of
■elect poetry. This is the third weekly number of the new volume.
begin with the volume.

New

subscribers can

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
THE BOSTON & MAINE DISASTER.
Testimony of Roadmaster Smith.
Great Falls, N. H Jan. 20.—The jury in
the Beaton & Maine disaster case at Wells met
• Great Falls this forenoon to take Roadmas.
His testiter Edward A. Smith’s testimony.
follows:

substantially
mony
Am 62 years old; for thirty years have been
superintendent of construction on the eastern
division; I was in the baggage car and the
train was going from thirty-five to forty miles
per hour; the train was late; I sat in a chair in
about the centre of the car, and the whole affair was done very quick; I think the forward
part of the car got over the bridge and hind
end was off the track; I felt a very sudden
shock and then was insensible for some time; I
neither heard nor fait any settling till we were
nearly off the bridge; think the forward end
of the car went over the bridge all right; the
bridge was built on au*augle of about 60°; alterations have been made in it since building,
the first four or five years ago by placing
wrought iron saddles on the top of the upper
cord, and new timbers and guard rails have
since been added; the sleepers were placed
same as on the Mitchell bridge, eight inches
apart and six and a half inches thick; my
opinion is that a bridge built on an angle like
this would not be so strong as one built square
across; I have always fell safe while crossing
this bridge and have considered it sound; did
not feel any unusual jumping of the car till we
struck the bridge; I knew where we were; am
satisfied we were on the bridge; when an axle
breaks it most always throws the cars from the
rail; the bridge was tested on the 17th of November with aone engine of thirty-five tons,
as

was

anri thAn riAtantArl

nn

vihrat.ion.

Commissioner Anderson wa3 present at this
session. G. C. Yeaton was also in attendance.

Shooting Accident at St. Stephens.
Calais, Jan. 20.—Edward Mills, a truckman
in St. Stephen, N. B., shot his wife, probably
fatally, last night. He claims that while
handling a revolver it accidentally went off.
It is rumored that they had quarrelled lately.
No action has been taken by the authorities.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Well Known Physician Suicides.
Fall River, Jan. 20.—Dr. Isaac 8mith, Jr.,
a well known physician of this city and county and a member of the Bristol County Medical Association, commitied suicide at one
o'clock this afternoon while lying in bed sick
at his rooms in the Troy building by shooting
He died instantly.
himself through the heart
The doctor had been in ill-health for several
to his practice.
attend
unable
to
weeks and
Daring this time he had taken considerable
morphine and chloral and has been very despondent. He has threatened on several occasions to commit snicide and his partner has
been obliged to take a revolver from him.
The deceased was 41 years of age and the son
of Rev. Isaac Smith of Foxboro, Mass.
Piano Factory Damaged by Fire.
Boston, Jan. 20.—Fire occurred late tonight in the four-story brick building on Harrison avenue, owned by Charles Henry Baker
and occupied by the Baker Piano Manufacturing Company, Bourne & Sons, piano makers,
and several wood working firms, causing a total damage of about 87,000’, tally covered by
insurance.
_

NEW YORK.
The State Legislature.
Albany, Jan. 20.—In tho Senate to-day a
resolution was adopted providing for the appointment of a joint committee to consider the
cession of the Erie, the Champlain, and the
Oswego cannls to the national government.

Adjonmed

to

Monday evening.

WASHINGTON.
The Navigation Laws.
Washington, Jan. 20.—The Honse Committee on Commerce to-day heard argnments by
John Roach ot New York, Wra. Rogers of
Maine and several others in behalf of the enactment of certain amendments to the navigation laws.
Relating to National Banks.
The Honse Banking Committee to-day adopted Mr. Dingley’s resolution favormg the continuance of the national banking system by a
The Crapo bill, to enable navote of 9 to 2.
tional bankiug assoesations to extend their corporative existence, was referred to a sub committee.
The Jeannette Search.
The Secretary of the Navy has just received
the following telegram from Engineer Melville, of the last Arctic exploring steamer
Jeannette:
Irkutsk, Jan. 18.
Melville, uaueunower ana eleven men are
all well. Melville has returned to the Arctic
Ocean. Found log books, instruments and
tour records left by Delong. No tidings of the
second cutter, Lieut. Chipp. Search will be
continued during the winter by the Cossack
commandant of Belua and Jokutsk under the
direction of Gen. Tschernieff. Word from
Kolyma river states that no boat had arrived to
date (Nov. 14th). I am acquainted with the
country everywhere. Delong and party ieorders to remain with two men to renew
Danenhower and nine
e search in March,
men to return to the United States. Danenbower’s sight has been partially recovered.
The Small Pox Epidemic.
The executive committee of the board of
health this afternoon declared a small pox epi4pmic in the United States, and an order was
made directing the inspection of several of the
most important quarantine stations in the
country in order to determine if the rules and
regulations of the board are being properly enforced.
Inspection of Steam Vessels.
Washington, Jan. 20.—G. M. Toner, Supervising Inspector of steam vessels for the second
distsict, which embraces the New England
coast, New York city and Philadelphia, made
to the board supervising inspectors to-day a
report showing the results of the official inspection in his district during the past year as
follows: Total amount of sieam vessels inspected, 1,753; total officers licensed, 5,653.
total number of passengers carried on these
vessels, 342,106,333; total number of lives lost,
2, both suicides, Forty per cent, of the total
tonnage of the United States, thirty per cent,
of all licensed officers and more than onc-third
of the whole inspection work of the United
States are embraced within the limits of this
district.
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THE STAR ROUTE CASES.
A Clever Game Played by the Government.
Washington, Jan. 20.—The principal cause
of delay in the trial of the straw bond Star
Route cases thus far has arisen from the defence insisting upon the identification of every
bid and contract introduced as evidence. The
prosecution by a clever manoevre have had all
these papers examined and identified by Notary Webster, who originally witnessed them,
and this morning created a sensation in court
bv calling Mr. Webster and Mr. Blackman to
the stand and proving the papers in balk.
Strong objections were made by the defence
to this action, but were overruled by the court.
The defence denounced this private examination as “Star Chamber proceedings," and manifested much feeling on the subject. The
court said the defence should have the privilege of examining these papers, and Mr. Bliss
suggested the examination be conducted in the
post-office department. The identification of
bids in bulk was then resumed. At the conclusion of this examination A. M. Gilson,
special attorney for the United States, testified
to a conversation between himself and Cabell
wherein the latter acknowledged his bandsmen
were of no stability, and he was a partner with
Boone in the mail carrying business. He also
said he knew nothing of Cabell s performance
of the service on his routes. The defence refused to examine the papers separately, and
the court admitted them as evidence and adjourned till Tuesday.
Death from Trichinosis’
Chicago, Jan. 20.—Henrietta Strrese died
to-day in great agony from trichinosis from
eating raw ham a mouth ago. Others who ate
of the ham at the time and became affected,
have been cured. An examiuation of the
muscle disclosed 40,000 of parasites in one
square inch._
The Sprague Estate.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 2<!—The creditors
tbe A. & \V. Sprague estate, representing
nearly five inillioug of indebtedness, have telegraphed their desire to become members of the
proposed organization of creditors to take the
property at a sum not less than $2,000,000.
The time closed to-night for joining the scheme
which is now thought may afford successful
means of settling the estate.
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Washington, Jan. 20.—At ten minutes past
10, without any preliminary incidents or demonstration on the part of the prisoner, Scoville
resumed his argument.
Guiteau brought into court with him a roll
of manuscript said to be an elaborate preface
His counsel seemed to
to his late speech.
think this morning that Judge Cox will allow
him under certain fconditions and restrictions
to address |the jury after Scoville has concluded.
Scoville called attention to the testimony of
Dr. Hamilton, “one of the government con-

He read from his
he terms him.
testimony and said that from the very start
Hamilton had perverted his testimony and
studiously made use of the very strongest adjectives, showing the intensity of his feeling
as though every effort on his part was designed
to secure beyond doubt the conviction of this
prisoner. Scoville pointed out seventeen instances where Hamilton had used a strong
adjective where none was needed and where
in fact its use was both improper and inadmissible. As an instance he cited Dr. Hamrelative to the prisoner’s
ilton’s evidence
mouth. Said Scoville, “When Dr. Spitzka
spoke of these mouth tests brother Davidge
ridiculed him, and yet Dr. Hamilton, one of
their own witnesses, made the same tests and
spoke of them as delicate and important.” In
speaking of the prisoner’s mouth, he (Dr.
Hamilton) said, “I asked him to open his
mouth. He did so and I found it perfectly
open and round.” Scoville commented upon
this testimony and said:
Why, he must have applied a mathematical
test to warrant him in using thg the word "perfectly.” Why did he not say, "I found it
open and round.” That would have implied
all that he had a right to say. But he goes beyond this and he would have you believe
that the prisoner is even more than an ordinary man—absolutely free from physical imperfections of all kinds and physical indications of any character whatever denoting possible disease of the brain. In short, his feelings led him to transcend the bounds of truth,
and those expressions are used by him, as it
appears to me, for the express purpose of manufacturing a feeling in your minds against
the prisoner.
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in attendance when
speech, and with his
once assumed the
at
characteristic affability
task of guarding the understanding and judgment of the jury from being perverted by any
improper influences on the part of Mr. Scoville. The latter produced a diagram showing
a section of the prisoner’s head.
“That’s not in the evidence,” said Corkhill.
"It is,” replied Scoville, “an exact fac simile of a diagram you put in.” (Beaching across
the table to the district attorney.) "You can
fake it and see that it is so.”
Corkhill (shaking his head contemptuously)
—Impose it on the jury if you wish. Don’t
put it on me.
Scoville (earnestly)—I will take a rule and
make the measurements here before the jury.
Your speech is bad
Corkhill—Oh don’t!
enough; your testimony will be worse.
Scovflle—(half apologetically)—Well, Corkhill, I am doing the best I can and am honestly endeavoring to get the truth before this
of the prosecution
Mr. Scoville began his

ative

jury.

Scoville continued with frequent interruptions on the part of the district attorney.
Taking up the diagram of Guiteau’s head
offered in evidence by Dr. Hamilton, Mr. Scoville said;
“I propose to show by these enlarged diagrams, if not permitted in this way then by
measurements of this cast, the plaster cast
made by Clark Mills, and if this is not satisfactory then I will have the prisoner brought
up before you and I will have accurate measIn short, gentleurements taken of his head.
men of the jury, I am going to show you that
Dr. Kempster lied when he told you that this
diagram was a correct representation of the
shape of Guiteau’s head. He attempted to
convince you that Guiteau had an unusually
symmetrical head, and I propose to show you
that his evidence in this respect was absolutely
false.”
Corkhill asked to be permitted to examine
the diagrams which Scoville held in his hand,
and after looking at them a moment said with
a sneer,
“This has a look of Dr. Spitzka’s
work.”
Scoville—No, Corkhill, that is not Spitzka’B
work. That name seems to worry you a good
deal. One would think you were haunted by
the recollection of Dr. Spitzka. (Laughter.)
Mr. Scoville continued to discuss the subject of the head diagrams and the proceedings
were becoming somewhat tedious when they
were enlivened by prisoner. His first utterance was from some cause postponed until 11.30
He had been busily engaged in reading the papers and the possibility of his remaining quiet
until after recess was fast merging into a probability, when he suddenly took advantage of a
pause and called out, “The District Attorney
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lows till he can get an extra appropriation
from Congress.” (Laughing,) “They had better
have stayed in New York. They will go home
with less money than they expected and it
serves them right.”
Scoville read from Dr. Hamilton’s evidence
relative to the configuration of heads and as
he paused the District Attorney said, “Now,
Scoville, if you have the least desire to be fair
please read on and you will find that you are
entirely misrepresenting Dr. Hamilton.”
A little spat ensued between the counsel,
when Scoville with a slight show of impatience
retorted, “I don’t object to giving everything
bearing upon this case. When the District Attorney asks for anything in the name of fairBut I
ness I am only to happy to accede.
must protest rgainst his continually volunteeras
he
did
yesterday
ing his own testimony
when be wanted to cast a slur upon one witness (Moss).
I have seen the record this morning and have learned the reason for the District Aitorney’s animus agaiuBt that witness. It
seems that Moss had to sue Corkhill in a magistrate’s court for a three dollar wash bill
which the Distnctt Attorney owed Moss’s wife,
and the record says the District Attorney paid
it and one dollar and twenty centsjcoscs.
Guiteau—exultingly—“If they should under
take to sue Corkhill for all he owes it would
take the time of all the courts to attend to the
business.”
Scoville—“I very much dislike to bring out
such a thing in a court room, but when a DistrictAttorney persists in his mean little personalities be compels me to retaliate.”
Shortly afterwards Col. Corkhill again interrupted, when Judge Davidge, who had come
in, protested with mock gravity, “Oh, don’t interrupt him; he might stop altogether.” (General laughter in which Scoville joined)
Guiteau found an opportunity to call out,
“The papers say I spent three weeks preparing
my speech. As a matter of fact I only spent
three or four days, nights and mornings, and
I want the record straight on this matter.”
Mr Scoville took up the tables offered by
Dr. Gray of homicides by insane persons who
had been under his charge at the Utica Asylum. “These tables,” said Scoville, "were
prepared for this case and do not correspond
with the tables for tho same year under Dr.
Gray’s official reports.” He then proceeded to
official tables four cases
the
read from
which were not contained in the tables offered
in court by Dr. Gray. “Cases,” he said,
“which had a direct bearing upon this case.
In reading the account of one case of homicide,” Scoville said, “had the District Attorney been there he would have said probably,
put him on trial for murder and hang him;
this is a case of devilish depravity.”
Guiteau shouted exultingly, “Corkhill is an
authority on the Devil. Dr. Gray is a man
with a big mouth; that’s the way I mark him.”
The court at 12.15 took a recess for threo
quarters of an hour.
After recess Mr. Scoville said:—"I might detain you, gentlemen, for a week longer with
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upon the evidence introduced by the prosecution, but I shall not dwell longer upon the
facts. I will close with a few general observations. You are aware that all laws framed for
the protection of society and punishment of
crime are directed against sane people. Not
one is framed for the punishment of the Insane. Another thing I would call your attention to is that all laws are made to cover general classes of cases, and it is not possible to
make laws that will cover each particular
case according to its attendant circumstances,
ft is impossible for human laws to meet the exigencies of every case and do exact justice to
each, and wnile we try in the examination of
these matters between our fellow men to reach
the exact truth and obtain exact justice, yet
you all know how imperfect human laws are
Now when you come
in obtaining this result.
to consider this case now on trial they will tell
you because he knew his act was wrong,
the same punishment should be meted out to
him as in the case of the hardest criminal who
has devoted all his life to the pursuit of evil
plans and evil purposes. I tell you this is not
right, and when a man has overstepped the
boundary line of sanity and committed a crime
he should not be punished as should a sane
The iron rigor of the law is modified in
man.
this particular, and as I believe, the court will
instruct you if you find a reasonable doubt as
the law mercifully declares, of his sanity, you
shall give him the benefit of it. The object of
human punishment is not for revenge, to do
unto a criminal as he has done to his victim.
The object of punishment in this enlightened
age is for the protection of life and property,
for the security of society, and is not lounded
upon the barbarous theory of revenge. Any
punishment that has that result—the protection of life and property—is right and sufficient
for us to inflict, and what is best to secure that
result is the question presented to us now.
Mr. Scoville then discussed at some length
the demoralizing influence of the scaffold. In
diminished
his opinion crime would be
by the abolition of capital punishment. He
then proceeded to anticipate the argument of
Judge Porter, and point out to the jury the
fallacy of the arguments which he predicted
Judge Porter would advance. In conclusion,
he said, “It has often been said that our jury
trials were a farce, and I have in my practice
ought
frequently heard it said the jury system
to be abolished;
but, gentlemen, I thauk
ancesGod there was a time when my English
and
try stood up against wrong and injustice,
wrested from a despotic being the right of
trial by jury, and I never yet have seen
the time when I would wish to see that right
abolished. I feel more secure and more safe

in this mode of administering justice than m
it does
any other. So long as juries are honest
not require that you should have read Kent or
Blackstone. It requires that you should have
honest hearts and clear heads, and above, all,
that you should bo fearless to find for the right
regardless of what may come; regardless
whether your fellew men may approve it or
shall
I
what
expect
This
is
not.
of you, gentlemen, and I heileve you will do it.
I leave tue case with you,gentlemen, thanking
you for your kind attention.”
Some applause followed the conclusion of
Mr. Scoville’s speech, which was promptly
checked by the court. Col. Corkhill stated, on
behalf of the prosecution that he would withdraw all objections to Guiteau’s addressing the
jury; that the trial had been long and expensive and he did not desire to give any opportuna
ity for an objection upon which to found
demand for a new trial.
Guiteau remarked he appreciated this unexpected courtesy of Mr. Corkhill.
Judge Cox Btated he had docided to allow
the prisoner to speak.
Guiteau—I shall deliver to the jury my
speech which has been published in all the
newspapers. I hall want about two hours,
your honor; I speak rapidly.
After some consultation between the court
and counsel, as Guiteau was not prepared to
speak to-day, the court adjourned till to-morrow.

Foreign Imports.
Steamship Prussian-lOCO boxes of
merchandise to Twitcholl, Champlin & Co.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
hush Cornmeal to G

By water conveyance—1000
W. True & Co.

_

Dry Ctoods Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
oorrected dally by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

Heavy 361n. 7%@ 8 Va Fine 7-4.14®17
Med. 36 In. 6%@ 7% IFine 8-4.18<§22
Fine 9-4.22@20
Light 30 in. 5 I® 6
IFine 10-4....27%@32%
Fine 40in. 7%@ 9
BLEACHED COTTONS.
Best 30iu. .11%@13
®fl
Med. 30 in.. 8
light30in.. 6
Fine 42 in..10
Fine 6-4....11
T

Tickings,

Best.16

Medium... 11
Light. 8

@20

Fine0-4.16

§23

IFine 7-4.19
Fine 8-4.21
@20
Fine 9-4.26
@30
Fine 10-4 ..27%ta32%
US, ETC.
Drills.
Corset Jeans....
Satteens.

Battle—Best.11%

Sleek market.

following quotations of stocks are received
anil corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange)* corner of Midrho

dle

and Exchange streets:

Overling.
Boston Land. 8%
Water Power. 0%

Elied

Cloting.
8s/s
6%

Flint A Pere Marquette commons 24
0. S. & Clev. 7s.103
Hartford & Erie 7s. 07 Vs
A. T. &S. F. 95%
Boston & Maine.145
Eastern... 35%
Flint & Fere Marquette preferred. 95
L. R. & Ft. Smith.«"2
Marquette, Houghton & Ont. 62
Summit Branch
Denver & Rio Grande.

24

103
66%
94%

Washington, Jan. 20.

The House went into committee of the whole
the private calendar. Six private bills were
considered and ordered reported to the House.
The committee then rose.
Bills reported from the committee of the
whole were then passed, including one for the
relief of TbeophilusB. Chandler, formerly Assistant Treasurer of the United States at Boston.
Mr. Chandler, from the Committee on Accounts, made a report, designating tne commitmittees which would be entitled to clerks, the
additional ones being the committees on pensions, bounty and back pay, on enrolled bills
and ou manufactures. No action taken.
The fortification appropriation bill was reported by Mr. Forney, and the House adjourned
till Monday.
on

New Vork Slock and

35%
95
62
62
14

13%

Money Mnrkei.

reg.118js

coup.}18%

184
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Alton preferred. 140
136%
C. B. Quincy.
Erie. 41%
Erie preferred...,. 83
Illinois Central.'. .135%
••

Shore.114%
Michigan Central. 88%
96%
New Jersey Central
Northwestern.126%
Cake

FOREIGN.

preferred..138%

Northwestern
New York Central.8
..”133
ltoek Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred .121
118%
Union Pacific stock..
81%
Western Union Tel. Co.

A Conspirator Sentenced.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 20.—Nicolai Sankoski, who attempted to kill Gen. Tenesevice at
the Interior Department, has been sentenced
to he hanged, and his accomplice, Melnikoff,
to twenty years hard labor.
was sentenced
Both pleaded extenuating circumstances and

Parnell and O’Kelly, members of
Parliament, and Mr. O'Brien, late editor of
the United Ireland, received last evening notice from the Governor of Kilmainham Jail
that they have all been remanded for the
further period of three months.
Messrs.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
R. G. Dun & Co., of New York, report business failures of the past seven days at 177. The
Eastern States had 13.
Last evening four masked robbers entered
the house of Joseph Hiller, a farmer residing
near Georgetown, O., bound the whole family
hand and foot and got away with $4000.
Deacon Ellis, of the Rumford Congregational church. Providence, R. I., is suffering from
lockjaw caused from cutting his hand while
opening a bott'e of communion wine.
Seventeen new cases of small pox were reported at Pittsburg, Pa., and thirteen at Alleggany City yesterday.
METEOBOLOGIOA L.
INDICATIONS

EOn

THH

NEXT

TWENTT-XOUB

HOURS.

Wal Dep’t, Office Chief Signal l
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
Jan. 20,1 A.M,
>
For New England,
Generally warmer south to west winds, lower barometer, generally cloudy weather and
light snow or rain.

[special bulletin.]
Rain has continued in the Southern States
and cloudv weather with light snow or,rain preThe temperature has
vails in New England.
risen in all districts except in northern MinneSouth to west
sota where it is much colder.
winds prevail in New England and the Northof
A storm
west.
slight energy is central
north of Lake Superior and a second storm is
developing in the lower Mississippi valley.
The indications are that cloudy weather aud
rain will prevail on the Atlantic coast during
Saturday, followed on Sunday in New Englandand the Middle Atlantic States by colder
and clearing or fair weather.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Pally Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Jan. 20.
There is a good tone to the Flour market: trade is
quite active at full prices, and jobbers report a decided improvement over last year at this time. Corn
ana Oats are steady without quotable change in
prices. Sugar was unchanged to-day, and a further
decline is not anticipated by gome dealers. In Produce business is fairly active at yesterday’s quotations. Poultry is firm and steady; about three tons
were received this afternoon, a part of which was
consigned to Thompson & Hall. Pork and Lard
strong.
following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. &e.

are

The

Flour.

Superfine.6 75®6
Extra Spring..6 50@6
XX Spring... .7 25&7

Grain.
25 H. M. old Corn,
car lots
75
75 New Corn,

76@77

car lots,
73@74
Spring
65
Whoats.8 50@9 26 Oats,
Bran
Sacked
Win00@24 00
Michigan
Mids..
27 00
ter best.7 50@7 G5
Cotton Seed,car lot 31 00
Common
bag lots 36 00
Michigan....7 00@7 25
80
LouS
WinCorn,bag lots..
St.
7 50®7 75 Meal,
77
ter fair

Patent

...

Winter

good. .7

75®8 00

Oats,

6G
2G 00
28 00

..

Winter best... 8 25@8 60 Bran,

..

Mids,
13b
potatoesB 26@5 501 Rye,
Provisions.
15^17
Mess Beef.. 11 00@11 60
Chickens.
13@15
Fowl.
10@12V2 Ex Mess.. 12 26@12 60
13 (
Plate
2G@27
Eggs.
Ex Plate..l3'
3
Onions,bbl. 00@3 26
Pork—
Ornberries, $> bbl
Produce.

..

Sweet

..

Turkeys.

Backs.... 21 00
Clear.20 00
Mess.18 6(M
9% Hams.lit
Bound
9*4
Hogs.... 8@ 9

Maine
00®10 00
Cape Cod,1100@12 00
9

£ugar.
Granulated...

......

Extra C..
Fruit

Lard.

Musc’tlRaisiR8270@3 50 Tub, $> ft.... 11 % @12
London LayersS 10@3 15 Tierces, ft $>.11% @12
Valencia
9% @ 10 Pail....
12%®13V2
Deans.
Turkish Prunes.7%@8©
..

Prunes,12%@14 Pea.

3 65
Mediums.3 60@3 65
Oranges
Palermos $>bx 3 00@3 50 Yellow Eyes. .2 76@2 86
Butter.
Messina,$>box 3 >(®3 25
Valencia $>*aseO 0G@7 00 Creamery.32@35
2 50 Gilt EdgeVermont32(®35
Jamaica $>100..

French

Good.. ,19@21
Messina.
@
Ralermos.3 50@4 50 i,tore.,.16@17
Cheese.
Nuts,
Maine..12%@14
Vermont—12%@14
Peannts—

Malaga.3 00@3 25

Wilmington.l 76@2 25
Virginia....2 00@2 25
@
9@10o
Walnuts
12Va@15o
Filberts
I2%@16c
Peoan
I2%@15c
Tennessee...
Oastana.il lb.

N V

Factory.l2ya@14

Skims. 7Va@

8

Apple*.

Perbbl. ..2 76@3 00
Cooking.1 26@1 60

Evaporated.15@17
Dried Western. ...6ya@7
do Eastern.... 6%@7

Potatoes.
Early Rose, IP* bnsb:—
00
Houlton.
Maine Central.^e@l 00
Grand Trunk.
@00
@95
Proliiics. Eastern.
__

GrandTrnnk.
@90
@90
Jacksons
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes: small
ots about 5c highs r.
Fresh Beef market.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 8 @9% Hinds.10 @12ya
Rattles. 6Va@ 6%
Fores.6 @7
Rounds. 8 @ 9yz
Backs.6ya@8
Rumps.13^14% Loins.13 @18
@16
Rume Loins.13

Galilornia

(By Telegraph.)

>

San Francisco. Jan. 20 —The following
closine Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher

are

the

7%

f1%

..
Con. Virginia.

13%
Eureka
Gould SdCnrry. 8%
1%
Hale &;;Noroross.*.-•-

Mexicali.

l}9
10

Northern Belle.

8

Ophir.
Savage
Sierra Nevada.

1%

..

Onion Con.
Yellow Jacket,.

<%

10%
2%

Gloucester Fisk market.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING Jan. 19.
Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots
and jobbing lois command an advance on our fig

Codfish—We quote $5% qtl for large
“Georges for
medium: Bank $4% for large and $4

and

$4%

®84% for medium; dry cured Bank at$4%@S6
large and §3% for medium. Shore Codfish,
pickled cured, $5 for large and $4 for medium.
Bav trawl $4%®$5 for large; N. S. Shore $6%@
$6f Newfoundland $6%.
Cusk firm at §4, and Hake and Haddock at S3 i>
English do S3%@$3%.
qtl: Pollock at $2% ®$3; fish
lb for
4y3®6%0
Boneless and-prenared
Hake and Cusk to 5 V*@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Halibut at 10%c t> tb. Smoked Salmon 18e; Scaled
box; No 1 at 16o; tucks 13c. BloatHerring 18c
ers 8uc & hundred.
Mackerel—market firm at $20 for Is, $12 for 2a,
and $9 for 3a in straight lota. Nova Scotias $11@
$16 for la, $8V2@U) for 2s, $7^7 for 3s
cwt;
Market Fish—We quote ateak Cod at $6
lb.
market aDd Haddock $2Vis: Tongues 10c
Frozen Herring—In abundant supply and prices
hundred
have fallen to 75c
Fresh Halibut—Sales Tuesday at 9y2 and 7c Tp lb
for white and gray.
Trout $14 $> bbl: Swordfish at $6@7; Codfish at
$3y2, Hali$6, Haddock at $3y2, Halibut Heads
but Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes at $4y2, Tongues
$6, Tongues and Sounds at $10; Alewives at $3@
$3V4; Halifax Salmon $22 for No Is; $20 for .s;
California do at $16; Shad $10.
Pure Medicine Oil at 80c $ gal, crude do at COc;
Blackflsh Oil 65c; Cod do 35c; Shore do at 33c;Porfor

o. aa> tnn* "Fish

Fish Skins

dn *9: Tiiver do $9:

513; Livers 35c 19 backet.
Dsmsslie VI aril els.

(By Telegraph.1
Jan. 20 -Evening.—Flour
10®16c higher,with advance mainly for low
and more doing for
demand
fair export
Vkw York.

^Receipts

market

grades:

jobbing

9,100 bbls; exports 3,227 bbls;
sales 20,600 bbls; No 2 at 3 20@4 10; Superfine
4
16®4 70;common to good ext.
and
State
Western
Western and State 4 90@6 76; good to choiceWes80®9
at
6
00; common to choice White
ter- extra
Flour

do at 8 00
Whe«t Western extra 7 00® 8
tf9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 10@8 25
common to choice extra St. Lotus at 6 00®9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 8 00®8 60; choice to
double extra at 8 60@8 76, including 3800 bbls
itvMill extra at C80B7 00 for W I; 1400 bbls
No 2 at 3 20@4 10;1100 Superfine 4 16@4 70; 900
bbls low extra 4 90®6 25; 6300 bbls- Wniter Wheat
4 95
extra 6 10®8 76;6800 bbls Minnesota extra at
®8 75; Southern flour is firm. Wheal—receipts
%@lc
103,200 bush; exports 89,703 bush; opened
higher, afterwards became weak and lest most of
advance, closing with little more strength, light exaeport business and active trade on speculative
eountjsales 2,691,000 bush.including 171,000 bush
l
1
at
30;
ungraded
15@
on spot; ungraded Spring
Ited at 1 24®; 1 47; No 4 do at 1 2314®1 26; No 3
do 1 40Vi. No 2 do at 1 45%@1 46V4! ungraded
White at 1 38®1 41; No 1 do at 1 41 @1 42. Bye is
duli and nominal; quoted at 90®96c. •liaijey dull.
Corn %@% higher, closing with less strength; export trade light with moderate business in optl ns;
bush; exports 39,766 bush; sales L-

OOjfanoy

receipts 26,250
163 bush, including 163,000 on 8pot;ungraded 68@
71%o: No 3 at 69®69V4C; No 2 at 70c for new,
70%®71e old; No 2 White at 78VaC; No 2 for Janclosuary at 69%@69%c: February 70V4@70%c,
ing 70%c; March 7l%@72c, closing 71%c; May
Oatt less active
at 73%@73%c, closing 73% c.
and easier; receipts 81,680 bush; exxports 1644
bosh; sales 183,000 busn; No 3 at 48c; do White at
48®48140: No 2 at 48%®49o new, 49%®60c old;
do White at 49%@49% c for new, 50%@61o old;
No 1 at 49c; jo White at 51c: Mixed Western 47%
®50c; do White 60®52c: Mixed State at 60®51c;
White do at 62ya@56c, including 30,000 bush No 2
for January 48%@48%c; 16,000 do February at
48% ® 49c. Mu gar unchanged and very dull; fair
to good refining quoted at 7%//7 V20; refined about
steady; White sx0at8@8ya; Yellow do 7%@8;
Yellow at 6%@7Ys; Confectioners A at 8%@9c;
crushed 10%c; powdered 9s4@»%c; granulated at
9 5-16@9%c; standard A 9ys; Cubes at 10c. «•lassrs firm. Petroleum higher and very strong;
united 84% c: refined at 7%c. Tallow dull and
unsettled; sales 66.000 ibs. Porh opened stronger
but closed weak with better export demand jsales of
486 mess on spot at 17 00 old, new quoted 17 62'/a
76; do February 17 36®17 60. Card opened
®7% higher, afterwards lost advance and declined a trifle, closing heavy; sales 800 tes prime
steam on spot at 11 2 7 Va® 11 35; 310 city steam at
1110® 11 15;reflned for Continent closed at 11 60.
Cheese firm on One.
Butter firm and unchanged.
Freights to Liverpool strong; W beat 19 steam 4.
Chicago. Jan. 20.- Flour in good demand at full
prices Wheat firm and higher: No 2 Chicago Spring
at 1 30%® 1 30% cash; 1 30% January; 1 30%
for February; 1 31% for March; No 3 do at 1 17@
®1 18; rejected 86®93c. Corn in fair demand and
lower; regular 6n%o; fresh at 61%ceash, 60%c
January; 0%c February; 6iyac for March. Oats
are quiet and weak at 43%c o-tsb; 43Vs ®4311 c for
January: 43c for February and March. Eye and
Barley steady and unchanged. Dressed H ogs firm
at 7 25,®7 50. Pork strong and higher but unsettled at 17 60@17 75 for ash, 17 bo@17 62ya for
February; 17 72Va@17 75 for March; 17 95 April.
Lard firm and higher at 11 15 cash;ll 17%@11 20
for February; 11 32ya@ll 36 for March; 11 45@
-nlk Meats higher-shoulders
11 47 % for April.
at « 60: abort r b» 9 10; -tort clear 9 35.

f317

>

the Board Wheat closed
easier at 1 31%(5il 31% March; 1 32% lor April.
Com is dull and tendiug downward at 60% bid for
January; 60%@«0%c for February; 0iy8c March.
Oats irregular at 43(&43%c February; 42%(a43c
March. Fork easier at 17 47%@17 60 February;
17 67% for March 17 90 April. Lard is dull and
lowerat 11 12% February; 11 27% March; 11 40
4 e

Jan. 20.
The following quotations of Grain were received
by telograpb from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial Btreet:
Chicago-Wheat-. -Corn-.<—Oats—Mar.
Feb. Mar. May.
Mar.
Time. Feb.
9.38.. 130% 131Va 61% 61% 66%
66%
9.40. .130% 131% 61V4 61%
43%
10.32. .180%
131}i 0i% 61% 66%
43%
11.32. 131 y8 132% 61% 613,4 66Va
43%
132ya 611/4 61»A 68ya
12.34..131
43
132
61
61% 663/8
1.02.. 130%
43
Call. ...1308/8 131% 60% 0iy4 66%
PORTLAND

An nfi^rimnn call of

(5)14 *2% April.

Receipts-10.000 bbls ttonr, 25,000 bcsb whea'.
166 000 bush com, 96,000 bush oats. 2,200 both
rye. 19,000 bnsb barley.
Sbioroents-14 000 bbls ttour, 12,000 bash wheat,
11 000 bush corn, 62,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush
rvo. 11,000 bush barley.
ST. Louis,Jan. 20. Flonr quiet and unchanged.
.Wheat higher: No 2 lied Fall 1 43 for cash; 1 44%
for February; 1 44 Starch; 1 4,i% April; No 3 do at
1 36% bid. No 4 do 1 O. Con firmer but slow at
66%c for cash and January; 66c March; 67o April.
Pork higher 17 65 cash and bid February; 17 92%
hid March. Lard higher at 11 66.
bnsn wheat,
Keoerpts— 2,000 unis Dour. 5,000
83 000 bush com, 13,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush
bnsb
barley.
rye. 5,000
v
Shipments-7,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat,

bush ojrn, 9,0 >0 bush oats, 00,000 bush
Barley, 2,000 bush rye.
Detroit, Jan 20.—Wheat firm: No 1 White spot
1 37%; January 1 37% bid; February at 1 38%
bid; March at 1 40; April 1 41%; No 2 Red 1 39%

Foreign Export*.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Toronto—42,441
bush wheat, 11.948 do corn, 2700 do peas, 608,240
lbs butter, (61.- ( 0 do bacon, 2,6oo do cneese,43t,100 do lard, 55 bbls pork, 166 do apples, 26 lb?
potash, 48 packages leather, 763 Dags flour, 230 dp
cloverseesl, luO cases canned meats, 10 do brass, 47
do teas, 28 do boots and Bboes, 16 carcasses mutton, 1271 sheep, 173 cattle.

^Receipts 15,000; shipments 0,000

bush.

NEW YORK, Jan. 20.—Ootton easier;
lands 120.

Middling up-

easier;Middling

up-

firm; Middling up-

European Markets.
Bv Telegraph.)
Jan. 20 —Consols at 100 1-1C.

BARRETT,

SWAN &

MlIPKTimS”

186 Middle St., Portlaud, Me.

,

INVESTMENTS.

DRAWERS,

Stocks bought and sold at New York, PhiladelBoston Stock Exchanges. Members of
Stock Exchange.

phia and
Boston

& Moulton
Covers, Woodbury
Cor. Middle A Exchange Sts.,

Corset

—

v

—

-AND

ecdtf

dec31

—

IB’ DRESSES, January Jividends:

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JANUARY 21.
High water, <P m)..12.42
Sun sets.4.55 1 Moon sets. 7.52

We

NEWS.

PORT OF POKTIiANXI.

FRIDAY, Jan.

London,
Liverpool, Jan. 20—12.30P. M.—Ootton market
easier; Uplands 6%d; Orleans16ysd; sales 10,000
bales; speculation and export 1,000; future* steady.

in all about 75 pieces, are slightly
soiled and will be sold much
under former price.

30.

Arrived.
Steamer Falmoutli, Hall, St John, NB, via EastBoston.
for
port
Barque Sir Robert Peel. Anderron, Philadelphia—
coal to Boston & Maine RR. VTessel to Chase, Leavitt & Uo.
Sch S H

1

Andrews. NB, with
Pinkliam, Doughty,
76,000 herring; Mary Lizzie. Barter, 86,000 do.
Sch Toronto, Dority, Bluehill—granite to Collins
Granite Co.
Sch Island City, McFarland, Eastport for New
St

Sch Maggie Dalling, DalliDg, Cardenas—George S

Hunt & Co.
Sch Flora

•

Rogers, Rogers, Wiscasset,
Savannah—Ryan & Kelsey.
SAILED—Sch Fannie A Bailey.

to

load for

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Cld at San Francisco 19th, ship St John Smith,
Waterhouse, Liverpool.
Ar at Charleston 19th, sch C B Paine, Hiliyard,
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Dec 6, barque Ada P Gould,
Mendtt, New York; brig Jennie Phinney, Noyes,
for New York.

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.

TRUST

chafed. The hull is s< und throughout and can
repaired for a few hundred dollars. Capt Grant
paid §60 for the wreck as it lay ashore.
The new ship Gen Knox, Capt Henry, which ar-

H. M. Payson & Co.

BT USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S
Entirely harmless; Is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Callous

8CURE IS QUARANTEBD.JS&
For sale by all Druggists.
Price 95 cents.
Tr* it and you will be convinced like thousands
wholiave used it and now testify to its value.
A 4k for Schlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take

no

O01HE8TVC

—

oorpus

PRATT’S

MUNICIPAL

New York.

Cld 19th, sch E R Emerson, for Coosaw, SC.
PORT ROYAL, SC— Sid 19th, sch Messenger,
Falker, Boston.
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 16th, sch Fred Smith,
Brown. New York.
CITY POINT, VA— Ar 18th, sch Gertrude E
Smith, Jameson, New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, sch May Morn, Guptill,
Savannah.
Cld 19th, sehs Addie M Bird. Fales, Wilmington,
NC; Isaac Orbeton, Achorn, Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18tli, sch John A Griffin,
Fisher, Wilmington, NC.
Cld 18th, steamer Lancaster, Mills, Portland, (and

proceeded.)

Cld 19th, barqne Ormus, Shackford, Matanzas.
Ar 19th, brig Castalia, Jackson, Boothbay.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, brig Anita Owen, Brauscomb, Pernambuco 35 ds; sehs Olive Crosby, Hutchinson Fernandina; Magnolia. Norton, Boothbay;
Nellie Eaton, Blatchford, Calais; WmGRMowry,
Campbell, do; Sami Hart, Holbrook, Clark’s Island;
Georgia Coffin, do; F P Hall, Kelley, Maehias; Fred
Gray Lee, Thomaston; Laura T Chester, Kent,
Thomaston; Pallas, Avery, New Bedford; Paragon,
Shute. Fall River.
Cld 19tb, sobs Jas Slater, Tooker, for Para; T B
Witbersiioon, Sheppard, Barbadoes; Ernest T Lee,
Blatchford, Savannah; George Albert, Hall, Boston; Loduskia, Leach, New Bedford.
Sid 19th, brigs F I Merriman, for Sagua; David
Bugliee, for Cardenas; Katahdin, for Fernandina.
Passed the Gate 19th, sebs Lookout, from NYork
for Boston; Prescott Hazeltine, Hoboken for BelAdriana, Elizabetbport for Bath; Pushaw,

fast;

do for Somerset.
NEW HAVEN— Ar

a

clearer, softer, steadier light than gas.

W. W. WHIPPLE &
0ct3

OBO-

sneodt2G;a

13 PREBLE STREET.
Pressman

Tailor’s

Coats,

Pants and Vents Cleansed
Every Day.

or

Dyed

SPECIALTIES.

wick Gs>
At Cienfuegos 14th, barque Boylstou, Small, from
Philadelphia, uno.
Ar at St Jago 10th, brig Rachel Coney, Coney, for
14th

inst, sch

A It

Weeks, Lit-

tlefield.

At Matanzas Jan 14, barques Ocean Pearl, Henley for North of Hatteras 18th; Norena, Chase
Portland 19th; John F Rothmau. Nnsb, wtg;
brita Geo Burnham, Staoles. for Wilmington; Carrie Bertha, Hall, aud Onolaska, Griggs, for North
of Hatteras; Leonora, Blood, aud Clara Pickens,
Coombs, do; R W Messer, do; sebs Grace Webster,
Young, from St Tbomas; F L Richardson. Belano,
Fred Jackson, Snow, for Philadelphia 9 days;

for’

disg;
ami others.
At Cardenas Jan 14th, barques Fannie H Loring
Soule, from Guantanamo, ar 10th; Josie Mildred,
Ginn North of Hatteras; John J Marsh, Falker,
for North of Hatteras; brigs Elizabeth Winslow,
Locke for do; H B Cleaves, White, do; Goodwin,
schs
Sawver, unc; Helen O Phinney, Sylvestor, do;
s M Bird, Merrill, for North for Hatteras; Ariadne,
do.
Dyer, and Eben Fisher, Reynolds,
Dec 7, oft' St Helena,
Singapore for London.

ship Patrician, Fossett,

from

PINE

ART

STORE

IS? Congress

I have just received a large lot
fine, White, Embroidered Flannels,
at a great sacrifice, and shall sell
the same at a great bargain. At
$1.00 we shall offer several patterns that wonld be cheap at $1.37
1-2 and belter grades equally as
cheap.

are

Trusts

non-taxnble,

a

are

for Gentlemen,
and Children.

PRESTON, KEAN & CO., Bankers.
lOO

Wanhington 81., CHICAGO.

<1#c6-«odtfebl6

Western Bonds
Also buyers and sel-

sales.

same.

JOHN F. ZEBLEY A CO..

3 llroad St., (Drexel Building,) New lfork.

m,w&s3m

Ladies

clear of taxes and

expenses.
secured bv the best of real estate and personal
GUARANTEED
to F. G. PATTERSON. Portland,

property. Apply

jan20if

Me.

HENRY

HOUSE

OF

—

CLEWS 6

CO..

(NEXT DOOR TO

THE

STO';K EXCHANGE.)

Four per cent, interest allowed
Y. Stock

ceived.

on

Ex

SLIPPERS in Maine.
CHILDREN’S Spring Heel
Boots in Calf, Straight,
Goat and American Kid.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
French hid and Patent
Leather for Gentlemen

OUT

Bills of Exchange on Great Britain,
Ireland and all the continental cities,
bought and sold.
Travelers and Commercial Credits issued, availa-

all parts of the World.
Collections made in the United States, Canada
and Europe.
Telegraphic transfers of money, made in this
Country and Europe.
jan2 eodtf

COST.

DIARIES.
large assortment of
Diaries for 1882 at

A

FRANKB. CLARK’S,

Bookseller and Stationer,
515 Congress St.
dec29

A splendid assortment of Najir
kins at VERY LOW PRICES.
of Linen Towels.

An abundance of Cotton Sheetin all widths.

dtt

INTERESTING

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIR-

poisonous plasters, no mercury or
poisonous medicines used. Relief guar

other
in every case as 1 have 28 different modes
Ko
for curing Cancers and can meet every case.
charge for consultation, and only for medicine until
of
references
the cure is effected. Can give the best
as to skill and medical standing from some of the
lead ng physicians of Boston, also, sworn certificates
of cures.
Send a full history of your case with
Stamp to O. G. RANDaLL, M. D., 65 Day street,
Boston Highlands, Mass. If you call, take the Jamaica Plain Horse Cars.dec23eod3m
an teed

JERSEY MILK.
Having wade an addition to my hord of Jerseys
I am prepared to furnish a few more families with
pure Jersey milk, delivered every morning, Sundays included. I have also Sweet Corn put up expressly for family use. Address, V. H._Soule, Wood

S. II. PETTEAGILL Ac €0/8

Advertising Agency,
I
Stale SI..
|3» Park

Bow,
NEW VOBHL
Estimates furnished grail! for Advertising In
Prov
Nevjgpapers in the United States and British

BOSTON.)

nee s;

{

feb2(5

LOTS.

liuuies',

WHITNEY

GAITER

SHOE C0„

Cor. Union St., Under Falmouth Hotel

Janl4dtf

JAS.G. McGLAUFLIN
61 Preble
lias

a

St.,

Head of Portland

We have

just bought

a

large

lot

Linen Handkerchiefs whichwere made for Gentlemen, but are
one inch smaller than regular size.
They are as large as many gentlemen wish, large enough for
of

and what are liked by many
In quality they are equal
to goods sold for 25 cents. We
shall offer at 14 cents each or
$1.65 per dozen.

boys,

ladies.

good stock of custom

HARNESS,
for all

kinds of work.

Owen, Moore & Co.
dtf

janl4

HORSE COLLARS
made

to order and warranted

to

lit.

HORSE BLANKETS,
Surcingles, Halters, Brushes,

Currycombs

an

WHIPS.
Harness
janlO

repaired,

cleaned

eodtf

AGENTS WANTED t Exclusive territory, with
competition, and a book which overv citizen of
the State should possess, worthy the SPECIAL NOTICE of OLD BOOKMEN, and a Splendid Opportunity for beginners: sells at sight. Now isyour opportunity to MAKE MONEY, because everybody needs
One agent has
the book; It supplies a real want.
sold 200 in four weeks. LADIES a* well as GENAddress
at once, H. It. BISTLEMEN succeed.
NEl.l., Publisher, 07 Cornhlll, Boston, Mass.
il&wl mJan7
no

Associated Charities

and oiled

New Gazetteer of Maine!

mar

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

1»

oi

Bents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s

eodtf

no

t

In order to reduce our Stock to make
for Goods of onr own manufacture.

Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to comIlo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

Cancers Cured

jan5

room

Pillow Case Cottons and Linens.
Now is the time to begin to buy
these goods, and HE are able to
furnish the above named at greatly

ianl3

W. P. GOSS.

BOOTS and SHOES.
Ti BAis our enure shock

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED.

23f”We are bound to close every thing
if low prices will sell them. Come early
and avoid the rash which is sure to come
when
slaughter goods in this way.

to those In want of

ings

prices.

75 Pairs Ladies’ Serge Congress, only
50 cents; former price $1.00.
50 pairs Ladies’ Fine French Kid, brok*
cn sizes, $2 00; former priee $4.50.
80 Pairs Ladies’ Kid Button, slightly
damaged, only $1.; worth $2.50.
200 Pairs Ladies’ Rubbers, only 20
cents; worth 50.
120 Pairs Men’s Rubbers, only 50 cents;
worth 75
70 Pairs Childs’ red top Boots, 7 a cents;
worth $1.25.
40 Pairs Men’s flue tap sole Calf Boots,
$2,50; worth $3.75.
30 Pairs Men’s Grain Bals. $1.25; worth

$2.00.

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED,
Are offering GREAT BARGAINS
in Bleached, Half-bleached, Turkey Red and Cardinal Table Dam
asks.

Before Removal we Offer the Following

GOODS LESS THAN

brushing.

M. G. PALMER,

SALE.

ble in

Boys.

Misses’ French Kid School
Boots with low heels:
very serviceable.
Colored Boots and Slippers
for Ladies and ChHdren.
Nubian Waterproof BlackpoHshes without
ing,

XIO knife,

CLOSING

DEPOSITS RECEIVED.

only stock of fine, fancy

reduced

"'■'W

Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on tavorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on de-

for Ladies.

large variety

««

janl2

man ..

LACE BOOTS in
SIDE
French and American
Kid and Goat.

A

25? Middle Street.

EIGHT PER CENT. INTEREST

?es.

and

STUDLEY,

Information furnished regarding

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

Members of the N.
baA
WATERPROOF BALMO- daily
marlGeod
change.
RALS for Gentlemen.
CuRK J. B. Brown & Sons,
CALF
FRENCH
SOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
BANKERS,
PEBBLE GOAT and French 218 Middle
St., Portland, Me.
Hirl. Hand Sewed Roots

The

We wish to close out all our
yarns and shall offer our entire
stock of yarns of all grades at
about half price in order to close
out at once.

18 KEV ST., WBW YORK.

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,

Materials.

cyrusfTd AVIS,

Certificates

direct obligation of a good Railroad Company, and the cars are held in trust, thus
making n double security.
We also deal in good Municipal Bonds.
Collections promptly made.

proof.

ford’s.
nov21eod t

Artist’s

Chicago 6 per ct. Car

—

,,

Jeremie gUl jn8tj goll ^yinuer, Frye, Bruns-

FLANNELS!

YARNS,

BANKING

m

_

eodti

oct8

auglS

liacques, Cloaks. Shawls, At. Cleansed or
Dyed. Kid CJIovei* Cleansed Every Day.
sneodtf
0c7

—

EOREHiN PORTS.
EsAr at Sydney, NSW, about Oth inst, barque
Batavia,
Waterhouse,
cort.
Ar at Zanzibar Cec 10, barque Chasca, Wasbburn,

Street.

194 Middle

regarding litigation and

Cor. Congress & Elin Sts.,

Walker,
Cld 19th, schs Kate Markee, Allen, Harmon's
NS m H
Harbor; N H Skinner. Thrasher, Wiscasset;
Jordan. Thrasher, Georgetown, Me.
Ar 20th, schs Cora, Wixon. Weehawken; Ada R
Terry Terry Eastport; Empire, Closson, Searsport;
J C Wood, Wilson, Red Beach; Guluare, Goodwin,
and Arooia, Campbell, York.
Cld 20th. barque Havana, Rico, New York.
NEWbUK YPORT—Ar 19th, sch May Day, Thorndike, Weehawken.
SALEM—Ar 19th, sch Durock, Adams, Bangor.
GLOUCESTER -Ar 19th, sch A F Crockett,
Thorndike, Boothbay for Baltimore.

HANSON,

SAMUEL

lers of

ais for New York.
fiM fm pinm island, sehs Jos W Hunt. Harkness
from Bath for New York; W H Jordan, cole, Boston for do; J V Morse, Williams, do for Baltimore;
Abbie Bu slev. do for Richmond.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th. schs Idaho,Jame
Parker M Hooper,
son, Rockland for New York;
Lane. Boottabay for Baltimore; Mary E Long, Har
for
do.
Boston
dy.
Sailed, sobs Lexington, and David W Hunt.
ED .ARTOWN—Ar 17tb, sch Veto, Tyler, Work
for Blueliill.
BOSTON—Ar 19th. schs Belle O’Neil, McLaughAmlin, Baltimore; Geo W Baldwin. Morton, Perth Me
boy “J B Smart,” Young, and Nellie Burns,
Carrie
Portland
via
;
Donald, St Andrews, NB,
,,

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York

Stock Exchange.

Employed.

MIDDLE STREET.
230
eodtf
nov21

Matanzas
^Shi^mBoston.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Dye Bouse,

NEWPORT—Ar 19tb, sch Am Chief, Snow, from
Hyannis for New York, (and Bailed.)
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 19th, sehs Ida L
Howard, Dodge, Irom Providence for Barren Island;
Mott-Haven, Collins, and F A Pike, Hallowell, from
Calais for New York._
Also sailed, sehs W B Chester, Thompson, (from
Cornwallis) for Philadelphia; Leiington. Field, (fin
Belfast) for Brunswick; Emma Crosby, Crosby, Cal-

Boston.

Railway Bonds

These

CO., Agents,

MARKET SQUARE.

21

Foster’s

lUth, seh Prudence, Fickett,

New York.

—

BEST.

AN

Be sure that yon get OF VOUB
ES, PRATT’S GENUINE.

18th, sch Agnes I Grace,
Fountain, Pensacola.
seh S M Thomas, Con19th.
PROVIDENCE—Ar

Somerset—Ar

-AND

OIL.

ASTRAL

SAFEST

cinnsM.

CEDAR KEYS —Ar 14th. sch Addio Ryerson
Cushman. Galveston.
Shi 14th, sch B F Farnham, Lloyd. Surinam.
PENSACOLA—Ar 17th, barque Thomas Fletcher,
Harding, Galveston.
Ar 16th, brig L M Merritt. Barrett. Galveston.
Cld 16th. scb Seth M Todd. Norwood, Kingston.
KEY WEST—Ar 17th, barque St Cloud, Stiipbeu,
Montevideo.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 16th, soh Nellie S PickeriDg, McKeen. Fall River.
SAVANNAH—Ar up 18th, sehs Four Sisters,
Bunker, Boston; Nellie Star, Colby, Boothbay.
Ar 19th, brig E H Williams. Gould, New York.
Ar at Tybee 19th, sehs Eva C Yates, Yates, Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Ar 18th, brig F H Todd, Clark,

LIVIUIIUILJ 1.1 ILL*

eodtf

nov23endtf

DONGOLA BOOTS, water

PASCAGOULA—Ar 16th, schs R F Hart, McCobb
Galveston; Eddie Huck, Bartlett, do.
Ar 15tb,
barque Penang,
NEW ORLEANS
Townsend. Philadelphia.
MOBILE—Cid 19tb, sch A P Emerson, Oldham,

FMDDmnrDcn

other.

be

PORTS.

3% Exchange Street.

jan7

Corns l

tom

rived at Norfolk 10th inst from Thomaston, was out
in the gale of Dec 31
Capt Henry states tb?t the
wind commenced to blow from NE, increasing to a
and
then
a
hurricane; the wind suddenly shiftgale,
ing. struck the snip on the beam and in slacking
the weather braces they got adrift and the yards
went fore and aft. driving the ship into the trough
of the -ea. The man at the wheel was thrown over
and severely injured. The crew suffered severely
from cold and several of them were frost bitten. A
boy from Waldoboro fell from the upper topsail
yard to the deck, but was noffburt beyonn somb
light bruises.
Barque Rachel, of Portland, before reported on
Avalo reef, struck Dec 29, during heavy weather
and a strong current. She was got off badly damaged, the keel being broken in two places, metal all
torn off and bud much broken. Would be condemned and sold. Part of cargo saved.
Barque Elverton, from Baltimore for Portland,
which put back to Hampton Roads leaky, has been
surveyed and tne survejois recommend that about
96 tons coal be discharged and sold, and topsides
calked where necessary.
Sch Emma Crosby, Crosby, from Calais for New
York, put into Dutch Island Harbor 18th and reports. when off Portland, in a strong wind and cross
sea, the jibboom broke short off at the bowsprit cap,,
carrying away foretopmast and head gear.

FUNDS.

We have just dosed out a lot of
samples of extra flue Hamburg**,
that we shall sell in strips of I 1-2
yards each, at about half price of
goods of same quality.
The above
samples represent
many new and choice styles, with
The above
Inserting to match.
are all of nice flue quality, and not
the coarse, cheap stuff that the
city is flooded with.

sntf

Furnishes

Sch Frank Pierce, which has been lying ashore on
the rocks at Pumpkin Knob since Jan 4, was hauled
off 20th by the tug W H Scott and placed on Cape
Elizabeth flats, full of water. One mast is gone,
some deck planks started, keelson broken, and bot-

choice line of

suitable for investment of

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

Shipbuilding—J O Cushing & Co, Thomaston,
are getting out the frame for a schr of 200 tons, to
be set up this winter. The vessel if to be off next
spring and will be commanded by Capt Kalloch of
St George.
H Kennedy & Co, Waldoboro, lias the frame up
for a three masted schr of 600 tons, to be off’ in two
months.

a

HAMBURGS!

-CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.-

Cure Your

Cleared.

offer

Municipal Securities,

York.

Sch Carrie W,-, Eastport for New York.
BELOW—Schs Clio Chillcott, and Sunbeam.

OF

SAMPLES

Evansville, Indiana.(is
Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortgage..(is
Leeds It Farmington 1st Mort.Cs
Portland & Ogd-naburg 1st Mort.Os
Northern Pacific 1st Mort.0s
New York St New England 1st Mort.0s
.Os
Railroad Equipment Co
Maine Central R. K Co. Consol.7s

CHEMISES,

—

eodtf

novl9

Skirts,

21
21
21
21
24
York.
.Jan
Andes.New
.Kingston
Alene.*.New York..Cape Hayti...Jan 25
25
.New
York..
...Jan
Liver
Adriatic.....
pool.
Sardinian.Portland....Liverpool-Jau 26
...New
York.
Jan
26
.Hav&VCruz
British Empire
Gellert.New York. .Hamburg .Jan 26
28
Jan
City of iScrUn.New York..Liverpool
.New York..Havana.Jan 28
Niagara
Circassia.New York.-Glasgow.Jan 28
Colon.Now York..Aspinwall.. ..Jan 30
Amerique.New York.. Havre.Feb 1
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool....Feb 2
Feb 2
City of Paris.New York.. Liverpool
Suevia.New York..Hamburg....Feb 2
Germanic.New York..Liverpool.... Feb 4
Furnessia.NewYork. .Glasgow.Feb 4
Feb 9
Hibernian.Portland. ...Liverpool
Cityof Brussels. ..New York..Liverpool.. .Feb 11

MA-RII^E

4

j*8

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

.Boston.Liverpool.Jan
Saratoga.New York Havana.Jan
Britanu....New York..Liverpool....Jan
Helvetia.New York.. Liver pool.. ..Jan

SPOKEN.

Orleans, Jan. 20,-Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands ll%o.
Mobile, Jan. 20.—Ootton is quiet; Middling upNew

lands at 11%@11%«.
Savannah. Jan. 20.-0otton
lands 11 6-16e.
Memphis, Jan. 20.—Ootton is
lands at ll%o.

ROBES,

NIGHT

FOR

FROM

S8

7s
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.,
7s
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
6s
And. A Kennebec R. It. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
8s
Jackson Lansing & Saginaw It. R. 1st Mort.,
Guaranteed by Michigan Central R. R.
6»
Davton A Michigan R R.,
(guaranteed by Cin.. Hamilton A Dayton R. R.
6s
No. Pacific it. R. Gen’l Mort. I^and Grant,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,
-FOR SALE BY-

SAILING I*AY* Ol MTEAlYIMHIiV*.

ITlEnOBANDA.

Kfiaing Sl«ck».

34,0(10

Brain market.

only

74

(By Telegraph.)

suppliediwith provisions to-day.

Female Land Leaguer Sent to Jail.
Dublin, Jan. 20.—A member of the Ladies’
Land Leagne named McCormack has been
sent to prison for onemonth, in default of finding bail for her good behavior.

In Ferry Village. Jan. 19, Jessie A.,
daughter of Wm. H. and Henrietta Kincaid, aged 6 years
6 months 19 days.
[Funeral service Sunday forenon at 10.30 o’clock,
In Yarmouth, Jan. 19, Capt. John Young, aged
87 years 2 months.
[Funeral service this afternoon at 2Va o’clock.]
In West Bath, Jau. 18, Daniel Small, aged 90
yea s 2 mouths.
In Brunswick, Jan. 19, Charles J. Noyes, Esq.,
aged 76 years.
In Freeport, Jan. 13, C. L Rogers, aged 45 years
8 months.

Sun ris* 8.7.29 I

New York, Jan. 20—Evening. Money loaned
Detweeu o ana o.ciosing onereu uv
tile paper at 6®7. Exchange steady at 483% for
long arid 488 for short. Governments irregular and
unsettled. State bonds fairly active. Railroad bonds
in liget request.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange ags regateJ 640.000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Governmen tsecuritles:
United States 6s, ex.101
United States 5’s ext.102%
United States new, 4y3 B, reg. 114%
United States new, 4V3’b coup.134%
United States new, 4’s,
United States new, 4’s,
Paciflo G’s of 95.128
The following arc the closing quotations of stocks:

The Southern Floods.
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 20.—A steady rain
still prevails and the rivers is within 21 inches
of the rise of 1847, but is now stationary. A
large number of sufferers from the back waters

A

DEATHS

Deer Is1 e Mining Company.38c
.27c
Milton
31
Twin Lead
Sullivan Mining Co. .2%

HOUSE.

Soiled
Goods.

#

Portland City,

145

72%
74%
74%
Northern Pacific preferred..
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Jan. 20. |
Eastern Railroad 4%s, 1906.107%
Douglas Mining Company...87%@95c

XLVII th Congress-lst Session.

In Brunswick, Jan. 12. John H. Brackett and
Miss Hattie P. Toothaker.
In Bowdoinhara, Jan. 12, Orrin F. Small of Richmond and Miss Eunice Lambert of Bowdoinbam.
In Harrison, Jan. 14, Eugene M. Dudley and Miss
Judith C. Jackson.

...

Good... 8%i

_

appealed.

MISCELLANEOUS

FINANCIAL.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Samarin.

Cambrics.
Silesias.1'
Cotton Flannels.
'Twine & Warps li

Denims.12%
Dueks-Brown 9
Fancy 12%i

The Assassin Getting Savage.
As Guiteau was being taken out of the court
he stopped to speak to Mr.
room at recess,
Scoville when Bailiff Tall attempted to move
him along. Guiteau turned angrily and said
“Come, come,”
to Tall “Behave yourself.”
said Tall, impatiently, trying to push the
Guiteau.
shouted
me
“Let
alone,”
prisoner.
Tall having ap“Mind your own business.”
some pressure to Guiteau the latter with
is manacled hands struck the officer in the
breast, when he was at once seized by the officers and turned out of the court room.
Judge Porter Feeble.
Judge Porter is 'quite feoble and probably
will be unable to speak before Monday, and it
is probable, therefore, the court will adjourn at
noon to-morrow until Monday.

were

ITIARKIAGEH.

GLASGOW.

Particular Notice.
earnestly requested to send the
person applying to them for charity
to the Seerotary. By so doing they will aid the person wiioeo name they send. Persons wanting washing done, snow shoveled, wood sawed, or other com
roon labor will help the cause by applying to the
Secretary. Address limply, Secretary Associated
Charities, City Building.
d2m cod
dec2t>
Our citizens

name

are

of overy

^
*

PBESS.

TTTIE

COMMISSIONERS’
REPORT.

COUNTY

SATURDAY MORNING, JANUARY 21
HEW

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

SAVING MADE THE LAST

A LARGE

YEAR.
ENTERTAINMENTS.
City Hall—Cecilia Quartette.
Roller skating rink—Calico party....
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Coe.—5.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—G. W. Carleton & Co.
Fiauo lor sale—Wm Allen dr
For gale—C.A Beck ford
Notice is hereby given—3
Boy wanted—E Russell & Co
Carlisle Mining Co—Statement
Pioneer Development Co-Statement
Portland Dry Dock—Patement
Dissolution—Motley & Winchester
New department—W L Wilson A Co
You

General

Yesterday

AUCTION SALES.
Furniture, Carpets, tic
real
estate
Valuable
Horse Blankets only 80c, Coe, the Hatter

Physical Suffering.
No one can realize, except by
rienoe, the anguish of mind and

personal exbody endured
dyspepsia, indigestion, con

by sufferers from

stipation and

other diseases of the stomach.
Burdock Blood Bitters are a positive cure
for this direst of all diseases. Price $1.00, trial
size 10 cents.
Fur

the Hatter.

of
the very
best
Our Hamburgs
quality and remarkably reasonable in price
Owen, Moore & Co.
janl9d3t
Soft and Stiff Hats at C06t.

Coe.

Owen, Moore & Co. are giving away an
elegant little cedar cabinet containing Thimble and Pin Cushion, to all who purchase the
contents, which are six spools of Clark Thread,
Thimble and Pin Cushion.

Caps imported, only 75c.
Experience of

Coe.

dec3S,M&4V&wl*49

Fur Trimming 25c per yard.

Coe.

From 11. Frank Swan, son of M. it. Swan, formerly Jeweller, 154 Water St, Augusta, Me.
I have been troubled with Asthma lor twelve
years, and have employed skilful physicians of

Boston, also two of the leading physicians of
Augusta, without effect. I have felt nothing

taking

Adamson’s Botanic

janl7MWS&w

One Cannot be too Careful
in the selection of cosmetics. J. & E. Atkinson’s Milk of White Roses, while harmless and
delightfully perfumed, is one of the most
s&w

effective.
Brief Jottings.

Cloudy yesterday morning with
night. Mercury at 8° at sunrise, 22°

snow

at

at noon,

23° at suuset; wind northeast.
W. C. Cobb, tho baker, who has retired from
business, was presented the other evening
with a large framed picture of his former employes. Mr. L. A. Goudy made the presentation speech. Mr. Cobb responded. The picture is on exhibition at Merrill’s, under the
Preblo House.
The Boys’ Temperance Society, connected
with the Y. M. C. Association, will have a
fruit festival this afternoon at their rooms,
which will be tastefully decorated lor the occasion. The society now numbers ninety-three
members and has a fine library and reading
room.

S. C. Strout, Esq lectured on ‘‘Partnership’
before the Law Students Club last evening.
The Lewiston Journal says Mr. Heald, of
Portland, waa in Leeds one day last week
looking after fast horses. He bought the “Old
Maid’, at the Slate Fair. She was raised in
Leeds.
Rev. J. K. Smyth will lecture on “Marriage”
at the New Jerusalem church tc-morrow eve-

ning.
The usual ladies’ temperance meeting wiil
be held at the Gospel Mission to-night at 7.30
o’clock. All are invited.
The Greenback City Committee will hold

meetings in Reform Club Hall Thursday evenings, and J. M. Todd will speak next Thursday evening.
David H. Hayes, the colored cook, who
stabbed the fireman of the City of Richmond
at Bath, was taken to Wiscasset jail Thursday
afternoon in default of bail. Edwards, the
stabbed fireman, is recovering.
Two Denmark men stopped at a hotel in
Portland last week but didn’t turn the gas enquence.
Rev. Dr. Seward, of Plymouth church, and
Rev. F. E. Clark, of Williston church, will exchange pulpits to-morrow morningThere will be a temperance meeting in the
Knightvill SI. E. church to-morrow evening at
7 o’clock. Addresses by Capt. J. B. Colye and

speakers
dially invited.

from Portland.

other

All are

cor-

The Rev. J. M. Lowden, of the Casco street
church, will address the citizens of Portland at
Ciry Hall to-morrow evening. Music by a fine

quartette. Exercises commence
All are cordially invited.
The Reform Club will hold

temperance reform meeting

an

at

at

7 o’clock.

old fashioned
their hall

on

Temple street, to-morrow evening, commencing at 7 o'clock. All arc cordially invited.
Capt. Leonard Slontgomery, of Portland, has
bought the dwelling house of his brother,Capt.
Robert Montgomery, at East Boothbay, and
will soon move his family to that place.
Remember the Y, C. C. A. service" of song
at 4.30 p.

m.

The Pennell Case.
At the present term of the J. J Court a suit
for 55,000 was entered in favor of Mrs. Lemira
P. Pennell of this city, against Drs. Cummings,
Brooks, Small and Foster. She claims that
these physicians in January, 1881, made a cer-

tificate, in which they stated that they lia<U
examined her, as to her mental condition and
found her insane, needing the restraints of an
insane hospital; that the municipal officers of
Portland upon the strength of this certificate
sent her to the insane hospital at Augusta,
and bad her there confined five months. She
alleges that, in fact no such examination was
made; that two ot the doctors signed said certificate on the strength of the alleged examination of the other two, and in fact, she was
insane at said time, or at any time since.
Hon.
The case goes over to the April term.
J. J. Perry and H. D. Hadlock, Esq., are
not

Drummond
counsel for Mrs. Pennell.
Drummond will appear for the doctors.

&

—

xue

managers

ui

Workroom.
rue

»uiuau a

wuraruum

request that persons in noed of common clothing, such as dresses, aprons and undergarments, to call at Miss Noble’s, 15(3 Spring
street, and examine their work. They have a
large assortment, and unless they can dispose
of their garments at reasonable rates they will
be compelled to discontinue the work, which
has already accomplished great good, and
promises to be of still more lasting benefit to
that class of poor who are earnest to help
themselves.
The managers wish to acknowledge the receipt of §200 from Mrs. D. M. Rea, §5 00 from
Mrs. Delliff, and §40.00 received through Miss
Anna H. D. Evans from other friends of tho
cause.

Surprise Party.
East evenmg a large party of the Methodists
belonging to the several Portland parishes
went out to Morrill’s Corner on a surprise party
to Rev. C. J. Clark’s, Presiding Elder of this
district.
They bore with them substantial
proof of their regard in the shape of a Bland

nugget, amounting to quite a handsome

sum.

Mr. and Mrs. Clark received them most cordially and a delightful evening was enjoyed.
Index to County Deeds.
The County Commissioners have engaged
Hon. Eeauder E. Cram to make an index of
deeds in the Register’s office for Cumberland
County, included between the years 1870 and
There were 318 volumes in the 110 years
and there are almost 100 in
the last ten years. The work is in most capa-

1880.

preceding 1870,
ble-hands.

herein-

after set forth:
COURT

HOUSE

ACCOUNT.

$3,328.10

Heating the Court House, or more properly
the county portion of the City Building, is
done by the City of Portland, the county of
Cumberland paying its share of the cost, which
is estimated at four-tenths of the amount.
Repairs upon the building are to be made by
the city, upon notice and request of the County
Commissioners. In this connection it may be
proper to say, that in 1858 the County of Cumberland leased the old Court House lot to the
City of Portland for a term of nine hundred
and ninety-nine years, for a yearly rent of one
dollar a year.”
The office room of tho register of deeds is no
more than sufficient for present necessity, and
in order to make the ledger index to that part
of the records not indexed, as required by law,
more room is absolutely necessary.
JAIL ACCOUNT.
Jiuaiu

Ul

..I

ww,vv*.«/u

Clothing and Bedding.1.686.86
Repairs.1,642.15
Heating.872.65
Lighting...376.70
Water.:..200.00
.147.15
Furniture.
500.00
Watchman.
...400.00
Physician

Medicine.193.05
Stationery and Printing.70.50

Miscellaneous.243.62

815,194.26
jail Nov. 30,

The number of prisoners in
1880. was.91
The number of prisoners in jail Nov. 30,
1881, was .90
The number committed to Jail during the
twelve months ending with Nov. 30,
1881, was.1,162

Males.1,102

Females.60

Sentenced 30 days.45
60
.108
<•
....79
90
6 months.7
11
1
9
'•
1 year or more.12
Bound oyer to await the action of the grand

jury .46
Committed for Bate beeping.402
for non-payment of fines.283
“

prisoners.115

as

U. S.

as

poor debtors.50

for other causes.14

Included in the above, as sentenced for various
terms, there were committed daring the
year for drunkenness..339
The price paid for board of prisoners from
Jan. 1, to March 14,1881, was two dollars a
week, and subsequently under the new law
one dollar and seventy-five cents a week, with
an extra allowance for “soap and washing.”
The amount paid for clothing and bedding
for the prisoners, includes the cost of the original outfit necessary to put a “prison suit of
clothes” upon eacli male prisoner sentenced to
labor in the jail, which was done at the beginning of the year 1881.
The suit consists of pantaloons and frock
made of ftloth of two colors, the right half being dark, and the left side light, with the right
shoe black and the left one “russet.” The expense of the first outfit is quite largo, but with
good management it is thought that for a term
of years the cost of clothing for the same number of prisoners will be very much less.
Pillows with white slips have been furnished
for all the beds, which give the jail a more
comfortable and cleanly appearance. Since
the first lot, all the clothing has been made
arid repaired at the jail with prison labor.
Repairs to the jail during the year consisted
principally of the changes made in the heating
The paintarrangements and in painting.
ing was very much needed and was done with
The old sectional
prison labor altogether.
boiler used for heating the jail became entirely
useless early in the season, and on being remrtrrcr? it.

too a

fnnnd

trt

Via fmrwl

fnr nntViiiiff

Vint

old junk, and was sold accordingly. Connection had already been made with the boiler in
the jail workshop by means of steam pipes
placed in a tunnel which had been excavated
for that purpose between the two buildings,
and when the old boiler failed, steam was
turned on from the shop. Some difficulty was
experienced in getting the water back from the
return pipes, owing partly to the method of
piping for the old boiler, and partly to the lack
of sufficient fall from the lower levels in the

jail.

A No. 3 Pratt & Whitney steam return trap
was put on, and now the work is entirely satisfactory. Contrary to expectation the workshop
boiler seems to be sufficient to heat the jail in
all kinds of weather, but as a matter of economy as well as precaution, it is recommended
that another boiler of ten or fifteen horse power be put in, so that in cold weather the large
one may be run at a low pressure for heating
purposes, and the smaller one at a higher preBsure, which will be necessary to furnish power
to drive the machinery.
Many of the bills paid in consequence of
these changee were charged to the workshop
account, and an allowance of five hundred
dollars for steam and two hundred. dollars for
repairs was accordingly made to that account,
and charged to the jail.
The expense of beating the jail heretofore,
has been twelve hundred dollars annually, but
with the present arrangement requiring only
one engineer instead of two, it is estimated
that hereafter it will not cost more than six
hundred dollars a year to furnish all the heat
necessary.
The lighting account; includes as heretofore,
the cost of lamps, chimneys, brackets, waste,
and all material used in that connection,but by
reason of the inconvenience and extra fire
risk, on account of the use of oil, it was deemed best to change from oil to gas, as a means of
lighting the jail, provided, that such a change
could be made upon favorable terms, and ac1
a contract has been made with Sliercordingly,
iff Sawyer, to light the jail with gas, making
all necessary repairs to the fixtures for 1883,
for the sum of five hundred dollars.
The amount charged for furniture includes
the cost of such tools and kitchen utensils as
were necessary for use in and about the jail.
A regular morning call of the physician was
established at the beginning of the year, the
necessary report books having been provided,
and all who reported sick were registered and
examined each morning, and those who were
found to be really sick were treated for their
complaints, while those who were attempting
to avoid work by feigning sickness, were sent
to the shop.
The result has been that the number reporting sick has been reduced to almost nothing,
1

_:_

US11

a

it.

A.__

__

averages no more than two and one-fourth dolan
average of over
twelve dollars a month last year, while the increased amount of labor in the shop, if of any
value'whatever, compensated fully for the ex-

lars.per month, against

^

Woman’s

sums as

an

Price Twenty-five Cents

of this trouble since
Cough Balsam.

accounts, amounts to the sevoral

Ice. 95.97

Jias been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cares
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-colic. By giving health to the child
it rests the mother.
a bottle.

Also orders were passed summoning certain
trial justices to appear before the County Commissioners for examination in relation to their
official action: and an order of notice to the
City of Portland, that more office room in connection with the registry of deeds is required
for the accommodation and convenience of
said county.
The bills audited by the County Commis.
sioners during the year 1881, upon the various

Furniture.130.45
Sprinkling Street. 50.00
Janitor..,.„.600.00
Miscellaneous, including repairs ..530.42

Old Eurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
Yean’

to-morrow

and also collected several old bills that have
been some time pending.
The first part of the report gives the disposal
of cases that have been before the Commissioners and have been previously reported in
the papers.
Upon protest of Neal Dow against the payment of the bills for services of the special
deputy sheriffs in the suppression of the liquor
traffic, an order was passed, requiring itemized
bills for such services, to be filed with the
commissioners before payment would be
allowed.
An order was passed authorizing the county
treasurer to hire a sum ol money for the use of
said county, not exceeding $5,000, for a term
of time not exceeding five months, at a rate of
interest not exceeding five per cent, per an-

Water.:..200.00

A Lot of nice Worsted Scarfs, 25 cts each.
Owen, Moore & Co.

Forty

our

Heating.$1,696.01
Lighting.126.25

janl9d3t
Scotch

enabled to present

num.

Caps only $1.00. Coe,
are

a

we were

readers with the County Treasurer’s report, for
Cumberland County, and to-day we lay before
them that of the Commissioners. It will be
seen that they have made quite a saving,

steamer—IL Farmer

ocean

the

by

County.

buy—Coe

can

Collected

Bills

Old

Several

*

Pairs of Inner Soles.

Pairs of Taps. 14,780
Pairs of Counters.
1JJ.742
Sheets of Heeling. 32,824
of
labor
number
of
The entire
single clay’s
prisoners in the workshop during the year was

14,529

The whole number of different men
ployed during the year was 459.
The average number at work during the
year was 51.
The amount of coal carried by the shop is
larger than asual, as it is designed for the use
An
of the jail as well as the workshop
amount considered sufficient for a year’s supit
is
estimated
and
ply was bought for 31027.25,
that at the same price, the remaining quantity
is worth 3700.
em-

OTHER ITEMS.

The three county bridges have been put in

been
good repair, Staples Point Bridge havingand
a
shingled with the best cedar shingles,
All

sidewalk built on Portland Bridge.
the bridges are in such a condition that it is
thought that with tho supply of plank on
hand, the cost of maintaining them for the
coming year will be very’ light.
For the amount of bills audited upon the
reference may be had to
other accounts,
the amount of bills paid, as set forth in the
County Treasurer’s report.
It should be remembered, however, that the
gross amount of the bills paid from the treasury may not be precisely the same as the
amount of bills audited by the County Commissioners, as some of the bills audited this
year may not be paid till next year.
It will be seen that the entire liabilities of
the county including the bonded debt is only
new

329,79G.17.

The amount of cash in the treasury aside
from the amount of taxes due and unpaid, and
other resources, is 325,554.34, which will be
sufficient to pay all bills which may become
due before the tax of 1882 becomes available.
The county bonds can be paid only by comparatively small annual instalments covering
a long period of time, so that although the resources are sufficient to pay all indebtedness
still the county cannnt bo said to be out of
debt.
«
In compliance with Sec. 21, Chap. 239, of
estimates for
“like
the laws of 1S80, requiring
the year next succeeding” the year after that,
in which the report of the County Commissioners is made, the following estimate was
prepared to conform to the new arrangement
of biennial sessions of the legislature:
1882.
Court House.$3,500.00
Jail. .14 000.00
Jail Workshop .10,000.00
Supreme Judicial Court. 3,500.00
ESTIMATED EXPENSES FOR

500.00
Trial Justices’ Court.
200.00
Mittimus Fees.
Salaries of County Officers —11,000.00

500.00

..

ESTIMATED RECEIPTS.

Superior Court.10,000.00
Clerk of Courts. 1,500.00
Municipal Court. 3,500.00
200.00
Recorder of Municipal Court..
100.00

Trial Justices’ Court.

500.00

Jailer.

Workshop.12,500.00

Jail

100.00
276.00

Road C*ses.

Other

sources.

Amount to be raised by tix in
1882..

-$74,670.00

The amount of forty-six thousand dollars required by the foregoing estimate, was granted
and ordered by an act of the legislature passed
ana approved March 17, 1881, and will be apportioned as the county tax of 1882.
In the present financial condition of the
county that amount is considered amply sufficient to “defray all expenses which have accrued or may probably accrue” for the ensuing
year.
Leander E. Cram,
William L. Prince,
David P. Chaplin,
of Cumberland CounCommissioners
Ceunty

tyA
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“Village Improvement Society”

On

Peak’s Island.
A movement has just been begun on Peak's
Island, which if vigoronsly prosecuted .cannot
fail to bring that almost unnot iced suburb of

prominence as a simmer resort,
delightful home for any PortlandPeak’s Island has long been visited by our

this city into
and also as a
er.

citizens during the summer months, but how
many have ever considered the plan of Jmaking
And yet there is
a permanent home there?
almost nothing to prevent; house lots may b®

purchased on the island at merely nomina1
rates as compared with city prices; the cost of

living is very much less than in the city; the
place is noted for its remarkable healthfulness,
and the school privileges are equal to and in
fact a part of the Portland school system; a
steam ferry connection the year round gives
ready access to the various employments of the
city. There is no reason why the mechanic>
the clerk cr the merchant of Portland should
not have his house and family on Peak’s Island.
The movement referred to was inaugurated
at a meeting of the Islanders on Thursday
evening, presided over by E. G. P. Smith, Esq.
Enthusiastic speeches, alternating with music
by the Island Cornet Band, were made by the

chairman, Messrs. Jones, Trefethen, Brackett>
A. G. Sterling, Fisher, Rev. T. P. Adams,
Mr. Woods, a gentleman from Massachusetts
who happened to be present, Mr. Patten and
others.
general sentiment seemed to be
that the Island .had been favored by nature
with attractions far exceeding those of Old Orchard and other watering places in the vicinity, and all that was needed was a little enterThe

the part of the residents.
shade trees should be immediately set out alohg Island avenue and the
cross roads, new roads laid “out—particularly a
drive way around the Island—and a public
garden planned. Various other improvements
were suggested, and a committee of prominent

prise

and activity

It was

on

argued that

citizens was appointed Dy tne cuair, to report
at the next meeting a scheme of general im"

provement.

A resolution of thanks was voted to Capt. C.
H. Itnowlton for providing so good accommodation in the matter of ferriage during the
winter mouths, and especially for his morning
and evening trips; and assuring him of the

appreciation
general
I
osity.

of

his

unfailing genet"

The meeting was then adjourned,
to the call of the committee.
1
subject

to

meet

Potato Cars.
An improvement has been made in potato
and the prospect is that potatoes will
,
cars
henceforth be conveyed safely to market, no
matter how cold the weather. The improved
car, which is now about to be introduced, is
specially arranged for the regular diffusion of

Commercial street, yesterday afternoon,
and got the shoe of his sled caught in the railroad lrack, just as a freight train was backing
dowD. The engineer of the train tried to slow
down, but found it impossible and the locomotive struck the rear of the sled, pushing it
along the track for some distance. One of the
knocked

down and drasrerod

alontr

The principal value of the system however,
dependsiupou the fact that absolute justice can
be done to the prisoner, and much difficulty be
avoided in carrying out the terms of his sen-

with it. The sled was badly smashed and the
cabbages strewn in the street. The horses
were taken to Ling & Holland’s stable, but

To amount of

Dr.
manufactured stock

on

baud, Jau. 1, 1881.
To amount of unmanufactured stock on
hand, dan. 1, 1881,coal, etc.
To amount of bills receivable.
To amount of running expenses, 1881,
Dec. 31.
Profits for 1881.

Jo,001.10
1,093.05

2,180.00

9.969.85

1,385.02

$20,235.14
Cr.
By amount of manufactured stock on
hand, Dec. 31, 1881. $8,870.57
By amount of unmanufactured stock on
hand, Dec. 31,1881. 1,656.28
By amount of coal on hand, estimated
Dee. 31, 1881.
700.00
By amount of cash paid into CiAntj

Treasury in 1881.
By amount of cash paid, by Superintendent for stock, labor, etc., Dec. 31, ’81
By amount of allowance for heating jail,
Dec. 31, 1881.
amount of allowance for repairs to
heat jail, Deo. <1,1881.
By amount of bills receivable, Dec. 31,

5,375.83

455.70
500.00

By

1881.

200.00

2,470.71

$20,235.14
During the year ending with Dec. 31,1881,
the following articles were manufactured in

toe

workshop:

Lorenzo.frar.r3r,?<r0’^n
So„,i?Airwi2

Bettina.

Frederick.J-F. Conly

Priuce

..Mw-ChUMnaii
Fiametta..hily est
TABLEAUX

OF ERIN.

panoramic views of Ireland have always
received good support in Portland when presented here, and we are quite conUpnt that
The

White and Parsons’ -‘Tableaux of Erin,'’ to
be exhibited at Portland Theatre next Tuesday and Wednesday, will prove no exception.
in
Quite a strong comedy company is promised
addition, and the two attractions should fill
toof
will
commence
seats
the house. Sale

day.

CHANDLER S BAND.

A glimpse at the attractions offered by
Chandler’s Band for their concerts should be
Sufficient to induce every one to buy a course
ticket. Among them we find for real talent
Mrs. Fannie M. Hawes, one of the best soWeber
prano Bingers iif New England; the
Club; and for instrumental the great cornet
quartette, Messrs. Tyler, Lindall, Moore and

Brooks; W. E. Chandler, solo clarinet; WalEmerson, of Boston, the eminent cornet
player; Glover’s Band, of Aburn, the winner
of the first prize in the band tournament;
Bertie Webb, the charming young violinist;
ter

and the two bands uniting in promenade and
dance music, making up a programme that
will crowd City Hall.

QUARTETTE.
The music loving people of Portland are to
be favored with another grand concert at City
Hall Wednesday evening, Jan. 25th, by the
CECILIA

famous Cecilia Quartette, whose appearances
before our citizens in December last amounted
to almost an ovation, a large and critical audience showing its appreciation of their efforts

voice and dramatic power are too well known to our citizens
to need any recommendation, and Mr. Stockbridge’s finely cultivated tenor willlbe, as always, full toned and clear.
atHmrWs

Rnlendid

NOTES.

Speaking of Miss Anderson as the Countess
in “Love,” Mr. Winter says in the New York
Tribune:—“To see the part as it is acted by
Miss Anderson is, at all events, to look upon a
noble embodiment of grand beauty, and to admire an
expert assumption of successive
moods—simulated scorn succeeding to haughty
self-restraint, and tenderness gradually subduing pride. In no one of her works done Miss
Anderson employ her resources of dramatic
art with more delicacy than in this.”
The New York Times says of Rossi, in the
play of “Edmund Kean,” and of the play itself:—“The character of Kean is developed
with undoubted dramatio force throughout the
play; it is a complex character, full of brightness and storm,
audaciously brilliant at one
moment and recklessly tragic) at another, now
calm and reserved, now dashing and buoyant,
and now passionatoly intense. It runs from
light comedy to thrilling drama. It is, in fact,
as such it apa species of kaleidoscope, and
pears in Rossi’s performance. The resources
and eloquence of the actor were thoroughly
shown in the early scenes, and his intensity in
the latter scenes glowed with deep fervor.
Tbe Salem Oratorio Society produced Handel's oratorio of “Samson” in Lycenm Hall,
Salem, Thursday evening to a good audience.
The chorus numbered 100 voices, and was assisted by Miss Milliken and Mr. A. E. Pennell
of Portland, Mies Ita Welsh and M. A. B.
Hitchcock of Boston, soloists. The oratorio
was given under the direction of Carl Zerrahn.
Tbe choruses were exceptionally fine and the
solos were given in excellent taste.
A special to the Boston Journal, speaking of
Miss Anna Dickinson’s debut as Hamlet, says:
“She adopts a text differing from that of John
Phillip Kemble, adhering closely to the original. Some ideas are claimed to be her own.
For instance, omitting the speech to the players, giving as the due only, “Speak the speech
it to you.” The graveyard scene
as I spoke
between Horatio and Hamlet is read more
fully than has been the custom, an entire scene
being added. She has two dresses, one-of royal
purple, entire purple shoes, trunks and cap,
trimmed with black silk and jet. The other is
dark cardinal. Her costumer succeeded in
making a dress which gives her height, and
the general effect is that of a very stylish,
manly youth, the mouutain climbing she has
indulged ,in having developed her physique.
Her vocal qualities are familiar to all, and she
discards the wig. To say that Miss Dickinson
agreeably surprised those who have seen her
in public previously in a different role is but
Cf t.

t—..
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mnnnnv
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veying an intelligent and scholarly meaning ol
the part'. She has no method either of elocutions
or action; she recites monotonously fit times;
she introduces few new points or stage business, rants none and lacks fire. The fact of it
being her first appearance in male costume
would be a sufficient excuse for some shortcomings. She has satisfied the expectations of
her friends, of whom she has many here.
The Dramatic Times learns that Frank Cnrtis and Joe Wbeelock are getting up a combination. Shouldn’t wonder.
Personal.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Seth Mil-

liken, formerly of this city, but now of New
York, will hear with sorrow of Mrs. Milliken’s
sudden death in Paris, France, last night. A
cablegram to his brother in Portland communicated the sad news. Mr. and Mrs. Milliken
only recently sailed on a trip to fcurope ijnd
had been hut eight days in Paris when the sad
event occurred.
Mr. E. P. Mayo, formerly of the Pkess and
now of the Somerset Reporter, was in town
yesterday. Ned is looking well and the recent
fire doesn’t discourage him a bit.
President Arthur has made an excellent judicial appointment in Maine. The Hon. Nathan Webb, tho new district judge in that
state, is not only one of the ablest lawyers
practicing at the Portland bar, but a man wlm
is universally respected.—Providence Press.
General Joshua L. Chamberlain, President
of Bowdoin College, has received a flattering
offer from capitalists in Florida to locate in
that state, and take charge of their property.
General Chamberlain is now in Florida, and
his decision is expected daily.
The excellent judgment of President Arthnr
in the appointment of Nathan Webb to -the
bench is recognized by all. But well-informed and impartial-minded men find in it no con-

demnation of other contestants. Some journals have been led, through ignorance or mal.
ice, to sneer at tho pretensions of Gen. Charles
Gen. Hamlin is an able lawyer, a
painstaking scholar, and a man of integrity
and good judgment. Had not Mr. Webb’g
name been presented Gen. Hamlin might have
got the appointment.
The marriage of Charles Day, Jr., the well
known Portland fancy goods dealer, and Miss
Lucy Hobart, daughter of Rev. N. Hobart, is
announced. The bride is a graduate of Bridgton High School.—Bridgton News.
Albion G. Bradstreet, Esq., on the 20th of

AccidentB.

expense.

linraeq was

JAIL WORKSHOP*

before the pubis one of the most popular
lic, and if presented in good shape cannot fail
to give great satisfaction. The following will
be the cast.
now

December was authorized to assume ful*
charge of the business of the Tehauntepec Inter-Ocean Railroad Company, as Acting General Manager and Chief Engineer.

over

found uninjured. It does seem as if long
freight trains should not be allowed to back
down the street, The engine should precede
and very long trains not bo permitted.

Capt.

Horace Davis of the “Grace Davis,”
--•/

morning to go aboard his vessel.

event of considerable importance to art
lovers throughout the State, and we bespeak
an

large attendance. The exhibition will
comprise the cream of former exhibitions and
many new works of decided merit, and will,
for it

a

sure, convince our citizens that Port"
land is not behind any city in the Union in
art culture.
we are

0---

The Geneva Award.
The House Judiciary Committee yesterday
concluded the hearing of the arguments in the

A

quantity

of lumber was’ piled on the wharf in such
a way that boards protruded over the walk.
Capt. Davis accidentally run into one, and was
knocked overboard and received a severe cqt
Lumber should be piled with
on the head.
care.

Two ladies wero thrown from their sleight
and the dasher of their cutter broken, by the
Bleigh runner catching in the track of the
horse railroad, corner of Portland and Green

street, yesterday.
I. O. O. F.

were

The Approaching Exhibition of the Ladies Art Club.
The exhibition of the Ladies Art Club in behalf of the Station Mission, at the art gallery
of Cyrus F. Davis’, the coming week, will be

The following officers were installed in Saco
Valley Lodge, I. O. O. F., No. 43, at West

Buxton, Jan. 4th, by Deputy Grand Master,
A. U. Abbott:
N. G.—E. A. Hobson.
V. G.—J. I. Paine.
Secretary—E. B. Hopkinson.
Treasurer—J. IJ., Bradbury.
Warden—E. L. Haley.
Conductor—Geo. H. Hobbs.
O. S. Guardian—J. E. Morton.
I. S. Guardian—Wm. Miller.
R. S. N. G.—Albro Guptill.
L. S. N. G.—Howard Bolter.
R. S. V. G.—W. E. Thompson.
L. S. V. G.—Thomas T. Thompson.
R. S. S.-N. El well.
L. S. S.-C. E. Murch.
The Lodge is in a flourishing condition and
numbers 110 members.

On

Monday evening next|

there will be held

at the Plymoth church a mass meeting to consider the subject of polygamy. Ex-Gov. Lot
M. Morrill will preside. Remarks will be
made by Mr. Morrill and by Judge Goddard,
Rev. Asa Dalton, Hon. George F. Emery and

ance Representatives are very much less confiIt is
dent than they were in last Congress.
probable that they will attempt to organize in
the House among the Southern men against

Rev. Dr. Seward. It is expected that resolutions will be adopted expressive of the sentiment of our citizens as regards the Mormon
question. Tho meeting will begin at 7.30

the war premium and

o’clock and will be public.

exculpated

cruiser inter-

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Mnlesrwom 18 Exchange Ml.

ially inylted.

Ladies

are

NEW

evening to Mr. Wilbor A. Bowen of
Medina, N, Y., who is to serve in the capacity
of State Secretary, and whose duty will be in
short, to strengthen feeble associations and organize new ones where practicable. Y. M. C.

F. O.

A. work in Maine has long needed just such a
supervision as will be given to it by Mr.
Bowen, who will devote all of his time to the
work. The reception took place at the rooms
of the Portland Y. M. C. A. Mr. Bowen was
introduced by Mr. F. A. Smith, President of
the State

of the occasion. The
rooms were beautified by choice flowers and
plants, and a bouquet of unsurpassed excel"
lence and variety contributed to the pleasure
of the guests, of which there were some sixty
present.
This beautiful village is not only attracting
many summer visitors and residents, but by its
great educational, musical and social advantages is gaining renown as a winter resort and
residence.
New streets and new buildings are being
proposed and village improvements started,
C. C.
such as street lamps, &c.

greatly

..

ujr

iui.

x.

xu.

raiuicj

iui

One fine Single Sleigh, light, new departure, and
very roomy.
Two High Back Business Sleighs, very roomy.
Four light Business Sleighs.
One do., not trimmed.
One second-hand Double Sleigh, C. P. Kimba*i s
make, pole and shaft*, round back, very roomy.
One see >nd-band Extra Seated.
One Traverse Runner Pung, but little used.
Ten custom made Harnesses, Robes and Blank*
et*.
These Sleighs are first class In every particular
and warranted.
jan20 dtd E. O. BAILEY & CO., Ancle.

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

__

CIGARS !

large Sale
Carpets,

Fine Assortment,

President,

Thing,

ON EMERY STREET.

W. L. Wilson & Co.,

Jan.

and

of Mt.

THE PRESIDENT’S REPORT.
In the winter of 1878-0, the Legislature passed a law requiring tuition to be imposed upon
the students, and, in April, 1880, the rate of
tuition was fixed at thirty dollars a year and
the time to take effect at the beginning of the
The resulting loss from the
torm in August.
previously established classes was slight, but
the anticipated number in the entering class
was much diminished.
The fact of tuition having now been widely
published in the State, the effect upon future
classes will undoubtedly be much less marked.
The revenue from this source promises to be
above two thousand dollars the present year
ending in June, 1882.
The number of graduates is one hundred and
fifty-six, while the number of former students
who have been connected with the college
from one term to three and a half years, but
who have not graduated, is nearly two hundred
and the percentage of those entering, who complete full courses of study, is constantly increasing. Of all who have been connected
with the college, whose vocations can be regarded as settled, only eleven per cent are in
the so-called professions, while eighty-nine per
cent are engaged in callings of a non-professional character.
The recommendation is renewed that a financial agent be appointed to secure subscriptions to an increased endowment fund of $100,-

has

since

pledged 810,000 on

ing secured.

report,

SNOW,
SNOW,

PASSAGE TICKET- OFFICE.
For the convenience of purchasers of Ocean Tickets, I have opened an office for the sale of such
tickets by nearly all the most prominent and popular steamship lines, of all classes, Cabin, Second
Cabin, Intermediate and Steerage, outward and
Scotprepaid, to and from all parts of England,
land, Ireland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Nor-

Ticket* outward and prepaid told at
lowest rate*.
Krenana
Al»o Exchange in £
and Keiehmurk* in huui* to smt.
The patronage of a*l old friends and ticket purchasers is solicited. Cabin plans, sailing schemes,
circulars, &c., to be seen, and all other information
to
given on

Sterling;

application
I. L. FARMER,

TRUNKS

bursements for salaries and various expenses
The total receipts,
to 810,815.14.
including the balance from last year, and
are
interest on bonds,
818,401.42. The resources of the college, in State bonds, cash on
hand, deposits in savings banks, etc., are

8131,101.28.
A

of several of them, caused by drinking a
tea bought from a peddler and
to have been colored with some poi-

supposed

mineral.
There are eight in the family, and all except
the smaller children, who, it is supposed did
not drink the tea, were more less affected, and
have been unable to do any work since the unsonous

fortunate draught.
The poison seems to have entirely
miicelea rs/ atroinrlli
fl.nH t.llfiV

deprived
A1*A

ill

A

feeble condition. The town officers have had
take care of them, in the meanwhile, and
have made several attempts to dispose of the
The Saindous declined a proposition
burden.
to bo sent back to Canada, on the ground that
they had no friends there, and unless they
should be sent to a hospital, they would have
The authorities finally
to starve or beg.
learned that Saindou had a brother owning a
250-acre farm in Wisconsin, who wrote he
would take care of them if they could get out
there. The selectmen accordingly got them
ready and hate sent the whole family of eight
to Eureka, Wis. The railroad accepted five
The
tickets for the family, little and big.
tickets cost eighty dollars. The Saindous were
They sold even their stove
very destitute.
and their bedsteads to obtain money to purchase necessaries, and realized only a few dollars. All the money they have, to pay for food
on their Western
an d meet any other expenses
by
trip, is four dollars, which was collected
the
French
people at Lissubscription among
bon.— Lewiston Journal.

to

Business Troubles.
Eben Blunt, lumber dealer, Bangor, will
settle in insolvency.
William McGraw. dealer in fancy goods,
Biddeford, has failed. He owes about 551200.
The liabilities of Stephen T. Jewett, aealer
are
in dry goods, millinery, etc., Denmark,
and tfie assets nominally about
about

#(5000,

^

Joseph Teaguo, Jr., boot and shoe dealer,
an arrangement
made
Damariscotta, has
which will Place him upon a good financial
basis. His property is not mortgaged, and is
said to be free from attachment.
An exchange says: “Man’s
is 33 years.” Dr. Bull’s Cough

average life
Syrnp will al-

IdbT

TTr>moeopat liist,

HATS,

Few

a

Thankful for many favors of the past, 1 sliall bo
to receive all of my old, and a large numjant) dtr
new patrons.

pleased

espec-

salboro\M«.

aug20isd6ni

HENRY WALKER, Treasurer.

I, Henry Walker, Treasurer of the Carlisle Mining and Smelting Company, on oath depose and say
that the statement by me above made and subscribed is true according to the best of my knowledge,

You

can

jan21dlw

hereby

kivkn. that

duly appointed

Ex-

HHEHKBI GIVEN, that the
appointed Executor

subscriber has been duly
NOTICE
of the will of

ELIJAH ADAMS, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
All persons having demands
the law directs.
are required to
upon the estate of said deceased,

exhibit the same; aud all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
CLAYTON J. FARRINGTON, Executor.

Jan21dlaw3wS*

given, that the
appointed Executor

EDWARD FOX, lato of Portland,

sent

C. ©. D. with privi-

MERRY,
THE HATTER,

237 Middle Street,

—

PEOPLE^SHOE STORE.

janll

Sign of tlie ©old Hat. eodtt

Before making the extensive

repairs contemplated,

shall dispose of our
large stock of fall and winwe

tni. irAnilfi

ENGRAVED CARDS.

ovfvAinplv Inw

prices, and shall
bargains in job

offer rare
lots and

William S. Lowell,

broken sizes. -Close buyers
will not fail to examine
our goods before purchasing. Rubber goods as low
as the lowest.

in hereby

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, aud has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
All persons
having demands upon
law directs.
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN, Executor.

are

to examine.

lege

BARGAINS
THE

stock

altvay* find complete. lau
to be united by a call.

©oods

d3t

AT

large

sure

1, William F. Hall, Treasurer of the Pioneer Development Company, on oath depose and say that
the statement by me above made and subscribed, is
true according to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
WILLIAM F. HALL, Treasurer.
State of Massachusetts, Suffolk County, ss.
Jan. 17th, A. D. 1882.
Subscribed and sworn to before me,
EDWARD J. JONES,
Commissioner for the State of Maine.

—

a

HATS, CAPS, FURS, FUR CAPS,
GLOVES, BAGS AND UMBRELLAS,

the assessors.I
Dated at Boston, Jan. 14th, A. D. 1882.
WILLIAM F. HALL, Treasurer.

jan21

and select from
assortment.

OUR STOCK II

debts due..... None.
capital invested in real estate ) x e
and fixtures, including machinery.j
No
Amount of last valuation of real estate as )
fixed by the assessors.j valuation
Amount of aggregate value of the taxable \
^
property of the corporation as fixed by S vawi0„

firm at the old
under the firm name

PHEBE PARKER, late of Yarmouth,

CARD

—

480 CONGRESS
OFF.

Janl2

Specialty.

dec29

GRMD, SQUARE
—AND—

k

eoiltf

a

513 CONGRESS STREET.
du

ST.,

PREUI;R IIOUHK.

AND-

Wedding and Visiting Cards

Greene & Co.,

Wyer

KATE ENGRAVER

UPRIGHT PIANOS
From many of tlio best Manufacturers, also

jan2ldlaw3wS*

A RELIABLE, COMPETENT AND
PUSHING MAN.who understands the SUBSCRIPTION BOOK BUSINESS (complete bound
books.) to take a GENERAL AGENCY of onr Subicripion Publications for Portland and vicinity.
Must be able to invest 1100 for stock of books. To
the right man wc shall offer full control of Territory,
extra large discounts, a list of rapid-selling books,
attractive circulars, and all facilities for a sure and

WANTED

business.

G. W. CARLETON & CO., Publishers,New York.
2t Sat&Wed
Jau21

or

To Let.

ROUND CORNERS, ROSEWOOD CASE, perfect order, excellent tone, a very great bargain.
Has been carefully used. Will b 3 sold for cash, or
Has
part cash and balance on easy instalments.
Can be seen at
nice cover, stool aud music rack.
office No. 28 Exchange street.

Win, ALLEN, JR.

iedlw

FOR SALE.
LARGE Traverse Runner Pung.
Enquire at C. A. BECKFORD’S,
220 Federal St.
jan21dtf

SPECIAL BARGAISS
|! in

Colored
Goods,
Shawls, Cloakings, Cassirneres, Skirts, Blankets,
Flannels, Underwear and
Hosiery to close them out
before

Sell

Dress

taking stock.

Boy Wanted.
aged about 16 or 10, who can come well
recommended. Apply to E. RUSSELL ot CO.,
31% Exchange St.
jan21d3t

on

Instalments

or

rent.

Repairing and Tuning done in the best

Wm. P.
144 1-2 Exchange

manner.

Hastings,

St., Portland, Me.
d3m0

decld

INSURANCE

Also, Black and Colored Insure your property in the
ASSURANCE CO., ol
Silks, Velvet Plushes, Black GUARDIAN
LONDON; GO years old. and the
with
Goods, Damasks, Napkins, ONLY CO. in '» HE XVORLD
a paid up Cash Capital of
Towels, Quilts, Buttons,
Trimmings Ac., at very low FIYE MILLION DOLLARS,

prices.

and

A

ONE

now

We are bound to close our
of them very low.

actually paid in.. $ 3,001.
existing capital. 100,000.

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giviug bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same: and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
AM '.I K. MITCHELL, Executor.
ian21dlaw3wS*
Yarmouth. Jan. 17.1882.

jan21

Buy

d3t

the late

Piano For Sale

BIiANKBTS
from 75 cents to $1.50, all kinds
and at your own prices.

Amount of assessments

liabilities of the late firm of MOTLEY A

good-paying

PLUSH LINED BUFFALO
$13.00 to $17,50.

Pioneer Development Company.

will be settled by, and all
ALLWINCHESTER
accounts with F. A. Motley, who will

Portland, Jan. 17th, 1882.

$9.00, $13.50.

MOTLEY,_

JT, A.

subscriber has been duly
Notice
of the Will of

Medium sizes lined $5.00, large
ones, whole skins, unlincd,

-OF THE

Days of

Portland, Jan. 17,1882.

BUFFALO ROBES.

SEM-ANIWAL STATEMENT

C. H. WINCHESTER.
W. J. SHAW.

been

$7.50, 8,00,9,00 to 13,00, large
sizes, good linings.

Ardon

jan21

heretofore existing nnder the
this day

the subscriber has
Notice
ecutor of the Will of

Dry Dock.

ARDON W. COOMBS, Treasurer.
State <5f Maine, Cumberland County, ss.
dan.
14th, A. D. 1882.
Portland,
Subscribed and sworn to before me,
EDWARD M. RAND, Justice of the Peaoe.

of Motley Jfc Winchester is
THEfirmCopartnership
mutual oonsent.
dissolved

is

WOLF ROBES VERY CHEAP.

— ■

W. Coombs, Treasurer;of the Portland
Dry Dock, on oath depose and say that the statement by me above made and subcribed, is true according to the best of my knowledge, information
and belief.

I,

DISSOLUTION.

continue the business of
stand 133 Commercial street,
of MOTLEY A CO.

STATEMENT

OF T1TF.

Amount of the last valuation of real estate and of the aggregate value of the t
o7 * 500
taxable property of the corporation at 1
.I
fixed by the assessors.
Dated at Portland, Me., Jan. 14th. A. D. 1882.
ARDON W. COOMB, Treasury.

oodtt

outstanding

BLANKETS.

d3t

actually paid in.. $74,637.
about-...;. 60,000.
600.
exceeding
in real estate
invested
capital
J on oco
and fixtures, including machinery.)

THE
HATTER

by

BLANKETS,

existing capital

COE,

name

No Valuation.

debts due not

CAPS
AT
COST
For

ation.

Amount of assessments

AND

ODD FELLOW’S BUILDING.

ber of

Dated

Portland

4

cisARK,
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And What It Did for a Family in Lisbon.
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chronicled, in the early part of the winter, the
poisoning of the family, and the critical ill-

Amount of assessments actually paid in.. $100,000
100,000
existing capital..

HENRY WALKER, Treasurer.
State of Massachusetts, Suffolk County, ss.
Jan.
Boston,
18th, A. D. 1882.
Subscribed and sworn to before me,
EDWARD J. JONES,
Commissioner for the State of Maine.
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CUP OF TEA

The investment in green tea made by the
Saindou family, at Lisbon, has been disastrous to that town in more ways than one. We

Carlisle Mining and Smelting Company.
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GLOVES,

condition of the rest be-

TREASURER’S
shows the receipts for the year, from appropriations, tuition, etc., to be 88,333. The dis-

Agent,

P. O. Box 979.

an
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'-££ Exchange

No.

ROBES,
FURS,

Subscriptions of 85,000 each, and

Get

Now

bining speed, safety and comfort.
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institution cannot long remain stationary. Without proper support, it must soon
retrograde. In accepting the grant of the national government, the State pledged to this
institution her good-will and support; therefore
the State is confidently looked to for the continuance of the fostering care and aid to which
the college is justly entitled.

SNOW.

way, France and Belgium, by the largest, best and
fastest steamers, over the safest and most comfortable route across the Atlantic ocean, thus com-

Buffalo

smaller sums have also been pledged. The
foundation of scholarships is asked in view
of the fact that tuition is now required from
the students. A contribution for this purpose
will be regarded as made to the endowment
fund.
Willing testimony is borne to the courtesy,
earnestness, faithfulness in study, and general good deportment of the students during the
year.
Such
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General Ocean Steamer

AND

For this purpose a new

building is greatly needed, at an estimated
cost, with equipments, of $2,300. Some other
additions are needed for the chemical and agricultural departments.

UUU.

ana

modern improvements. A good stable. Lot 62 ft.
front 79 ft. deep. This is one of the best properties
in this very desirable location. Owner going west,
must Mil. Terms easy and made known at sal..
E. O. BAILEY & CO., Ancliwarere.
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YOU
CAN
BUY
WOLF

Two courses in shop-work have been established—the course, in vise-work, and that in
forge-work. The Trustees desire to provide
for three or four additional courses, which,
with the others, will make a full course in me-

m-uhv.

shall

we

story house,

iud

a member
of the Senior class, was appointed to that va.
cancy. Mr. Gilbert M. Gowel), President of
the Board of Agriculture, succeeds Mr. Eich
the farm superintendent, and some few other
minor changes have been made.

last

26th, at 3 ?. M.

THURSDAY,
sell the very desirable property No. 24 Emery
ONTwo
9 rooms, convenient

Cor. Exchange & Federal Sts.
jan21
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sity of Minnesota, Mr. Walter Flint,

me

m.
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Valuable Real Estate

Vernon, was appointed to fill the vacancy.
There has been one change, also, in the Board
of Instruction. Mr. W. F. Decker having left
for a position with higher salary in the Univer-

ghanical engineering.

a.

F. O. BAILEY & COM Auctioneers.

The trustees in this, their fourteenth annual
report, announce a single change in their number. The term of Hon. Sylvanus T. Hinas
Daniel H.

Furniture,

Auction.
at 10

#

Treasurer for 1881.

having expired, Hon.

by

Furniture,
Black Walnut and Ash Patent Rockers, Easy
Chairs, Lounges. M. T. Tables. Dining Tables and
Chairs, Hair and Soft Top Mattresses, Mirrors, Ac.
Also one fine Cabinet Organ, and twenty Tapestry
hi
and Brussels Carpets.

Low Prices.

THE STATE COLLEGE.

Trustees,

Ac.

we

by most of the ocean steamers.
Persons desiring to go abroad will find this a
great convenience. They can at this office obtain fall information respecting the different
lines, see cabin plans, &c., and have a fair opportunity to choose.

of

New

January 25th,
shall sell
Store 18 Exchange street,
ON atWEDNESDAY,
Parlor Sets, Chamber Sets in

sale of tickets

fieports

of

...

New

New Steamship Agency.
Our advertising columns to-day show that an
upoucu

TUESDAY. Jan. 24th, at the
Albert Chase, No. 30

on

Double Sleighs, light and very roomy.
Eleven fine Single Sleighs, new departure, and
roomy.
very

to the charm

vxjuuu la

sell

I SMALL
Carriage Repository of
Preble Street.
Two fine

from Biddeford, Auburn, Augusta, Winthrop
and other parts of the State. At the close of
the reception, there was a business session of
the State Committee. Mr. Bowen will enter
upon his duties at once. His first field of labor

Cumberland Centre.
Cumberland Centre was enlivened Thursday
night by a grand party at the house of Mrs.
Nettie Bowman, of Boston, who resides here
through the summer with occasional visits in
the winter.
The Yarmouth orchestra was
present and discoursed fine music, which sdded

sale

Auction Sale of Fine Sleighs

DEPARTMENT!

Association. There was present a
of Y. M. C. A. brethren

retary.

of Furniture and General MerchanSaturday, commencing at 10 o’clock •.
octadtf
Consignments solicited.

Regular

m.

large representation

will be Biddeford, where there is a vigorous
association and where it is hoped arrangements
will be made for the call of a General Sec-

0* W. AILFJf.

BAILKY,

dise every

last

ways live.

Polygamy.

matter of the Geneva award. The attorneys of
the insurance companies here say that they
have reason to believe that the committee has
been packed in the interest of the war premium claimants. It is noticeable that the insur-

ests.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

The Y. M. 0. A. Maine State Executive
Committee tendered an informal reception

Audran’s opera

Theatre next Monday night.

for ten days’ use. The car is so constructed
the heat from the burners is conveyed beI
that
,
the lining all around the freight, so that
tween
an
even temperature of 35 degrees can be kept
‘‘
holds out, at a comparaas long as the oil
1
up

tra expense.

tence to labor.
The able manner in whicli Mr. Walker, the
turnkey at the jail has carried out the plans of
the commissioners, in making tiie various
changes in the management of the institution,
and the excellent discipline which he has
maintained, together with the scrupulous care
exercised over tho county property, entitles
him to much credit as a faithful and efficient
officer.

seats for the
at Portland

Hamlin.

A Catastrophe Averted.
Mr. Charles Jordan, belonging at Capo Elizabeth, was driving a sled loaded with cabbages

AUCTION SALES.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

A.

THE MASCOTTE.

days remain to sedhre
performance of the '‘Mascotte”
But two

continuous heat, which can bo retained for
any length of time. It may be called a warm
air car. One of these has been running on the
Maine Central Railroad since November, and
1
has
given complete satisfaction. The requisite
is obtained from four 8-inch kerosene
heat
1
which are attached beneath the floor
|
burners,
of the car and covered with iron plates. The
are fed from an adjacent oil tank,
burners
I
holds about thirty-five gallons, enough
,
which

tively trifling

C.

Reception of the State Secretary.

Htja*

tfc
3,000.00
County Bridges. 4,000.00
Roads and Land Damages
1,000.00,
County Bonds due in 1882.... 1,000.00
Interest due in 1882, oa County Bonds. 1,476.00
Miscellaneous... 1,000.00
-$74,670.00

M.

_

by well deserved plaudits and frequent encores. They will appear this time with an entire change of programme, and will be assisted
by Mr. J. B. Coyle, Jr., bass: Mr. W. H.
Stockbridge, tenor, and Miss Bertie Webb, vio-

Superior Court.15,000.00
Municipal Court. 5,000.00

Coroners’ Inquests...
Suppression of the Liquor Traf-

Y.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.
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for our characters in the town, and he had
heard what our clergyman could say for us.
Our only relations had emigrated to Australia, and were not doing well there. My
mother’s death would leave me, so far as
relatives were concerned, literally alone in
the world. “Give this girl a first-rate education,” said our elderly customer, sitting
“and
at eur tea-table in the back parlor,
she will do. If you will send her to school,
ma’am, I’ll pay for her education.” My
poor mother began to cry at the prospect of
parting with me. The old gentlaman said,
“Think of it,” and got up to go. He gave
me his card as I opened the shop door for
him. “If you find yourself in trouble,” he
whispered, so that my mother could not hear
him, “be a wise child, and write and tel! me
of it.” I looked at the card. Our kindhearted customer was no less a person than
Sir Gerard Royland, of Garrum Park, Sussex
—with landed property in our county as
well! He had made himself (through the
rector, no doubt) far better acquainted than
I was with the true state of my mother’s
health. In four months from the memor-

the press.
[Belgravia.]

How I Married Him.
The Confeasioa of a Young Lady.

(Edited by Wilkie Collins.)
CHAPTER I.

When I first saw him he was lost in one of
the Dead Cities of England—situated on the
south coast and called Sandwich.
Shall I describe Sandwich? I think not.
Let us own the truth: descriptions of pla-

nicely they

ces, however

may be

written,

always more or less dull. Being a womnaturally hate dullness. Perhaps some
description of Sandwich may drop out, as it
are
an

I

were, from my report of our conversation
when we first met as strangers in the street.
He began irritably. ‘‘I’ve lost myself,”
he said.
“Most strangers to the town do that,” I
remarked.
He went on: “Which is my way to the
Fleur de Lys Inn?”
His way was, in the first place, to retrace
his steps. Then to turn to the left. Then
to go on until he found two streets meeting.
Then to take the street on the right. Then
to look out for the second running on the
left. Then to follow the turning until he
smelt stables—and there was the inn. I put
it in the clearest manner, and never stumbled over a word.
“How the devil am I to remember all
that?” he said.
This was rude. We are, naturally and

with any man who is
rude to us. But whether we turn our backs
on him in contempt, or whether we are merciful and give him a lesson in politeness, depends entirely on the man. He may be a
bear, but he may also have his redeeming
qualities. This man had edeeming qualities. I cannot positively say whether he was
either handsome or ugly, young or old, well
But I can speak with ceror ill-dressed.
tainty to the personal attractions which recommended him to notice. For Instance,
the tone of his voice was rich and persuasive.
(Did you ever read a story written by one of
us in which wo failed to dwell on our hero’B
voice?) Then, again, his hair was reasonably long. (Are you acquainted with any
woman who can endure a man with a
cropped head?) Moreover, he was of a good
height. (It must be a very tall woman who
can feel favorably inclined toward a short
man.) Lastly, although his eyes were not
more than fairly presentable in form and
color, the wretch had in some unaccountable
manner become possessed of beautiful eye-

properly, indignant

iasiifo.

Alley

were

uctwri

even

f

otr

began".

rather ab-uptly. Let me make my excuses,
and return to my lost stranger.
“Is there any such thing as a straight
street in all Sandwich?” he asked.
“Not one straight street in the whole
town.”

“Any trade,

“As little

as

Miss?”

possible—and that is expir-

ing.”

“A (Jecayed place, in short.”

“Thoroughly decayed.”
My tone seemed to astonish him. “You
speak as if you were proud of its being a decayed place,” he said.
1 quite respected liim; this was such an
Intelligent remark to make. We do enjoy

our decay; it is our chief distinction.
Progross ana prosperity everywhere else; decay
and dissolution here. “That man is little to
be envied” (Doctor Johnson) who can lose
himself in our labyrinthine streets, and not
feel that be has reached the welcome limits
of progress, and found a haven of rest in an
age of hurry.
I am wandering again. Bear with the unpremeditated enthusiasm of a citizen who
only attained years of discretion at her last
birthday. We shall soon have done with
Sandwich; we are close4o the door of the

Inn.

“You can’t mistake it now, sir,” I said.
“Good morning.”
He looked down at me from under his
beautiful eyelashes (have I mentioned that
I am a little woman?), and he asked in his
persuasive tones, “Must we say good-by?”
I made him a bow.
“Would you allow me to see you safe
home?” he suggested.
Any other man would have offended me.
This man blushed like a boy, and looked at
the pavement instead of looking at me. By
this time I had made up my mind about
him.

He was not

only

a

gentleman beyond

all doubt, but a shy gentleman as well. His
bluntuess and his odd remarks were, as I
thought, partly efforts to disguise his shy-

ness, aud partly refuges in which he tried to
forget his own sense of it. I answered his
audacious proposal amiably and pleasantly.
“You would only lose your way again,” I
■aid, “and I should have to take you back
to the inn a second time.”
He turned round in a bewildered way toward the inn.
“I have ordered lunch here,” he said,
“and I am quite alone.” He turned my
way again, and looked as if he rather expected me to box his ears. “I shall be forty
next birthday,” he went on; “I am old
enough to be your father.” I all but burst
out laughing, and stepped across the street,
He followed me.
on my way home.
“We
might invite the landlady to join us,” he
the
of
a headlong man,
■aid, looking
picture
dismayed by the consciousness of his o»n
“Couldn’t
Imprudence.
you honor me by

lunching with

me

if

he asked.

we

had the landlady?”

This was a little too much. “Quite out
of the question, sir—and you ought to know
it,” I said with severity. He half put out

his hand. “Won’t you even shake hands
with me?” he inquired piteously. When we
hare most properly administered a reproof
to a man, what
makes us weakly

is

the perversity which
pity him the minute afterward? I was fool enough to shake hands
with this perfect stranger. And having
done it, I completed the total loss of my
dignity by running away. Our dear little
crooked streets hid me from him directly.
As I rang at the door-bell of my employer's house, a thought occurred to me which
Hiuitutug

nv

a
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lated mind than mine.
“Suppose he should come back to Sandwich?”
CHAPTER II.

Before many days passed I had troubles
of nay own to contend with, which put the
eccentric stranger out of my head for the
time.
Unfortunately! my troubles are part of my
story; and my early life mixes itself up with,
them. In consideration of what is to follow,
may I say two words relating to the period
before I was a governess?
I am the orphan daughter of a shopkeeper
of Sandwich. My father died, leaving to his
widow aDd child an honest name and a little
income of eighty pounds a year. We kept
•n the Bhop—neither gaining nor
losing by
it. The truth is, nobody would buy our
little
business. I was thirteen years
poor
old at the time; and I was able to help my
mother, whose health was then beginning to
fail. Xever shall I forget a certain bright
Summer's day, when I saw a new customer
cuter our shop. He was au elderly
gentleman ; and he seemed surprised to find so
young a girl as myself in charge of the business, and, what is more, competant to sup-

port the charge. I answered his questions
in a manner which seemed to please him.
He soon discovered that my education(exeepting my knowledge of the business) had
been sadly neglected; and he inquired if be
eould see my mother. She was resting on
the sofa in the back parlor—and she received
him there. When he came out, he patted
me on the cheek.
“I have taken a fancy to
he said, “and perhaps I shall come
ck again.” He did come back
again.
My mother had referred him to the rector

Cu,”

uest

man

wisues.

which

personally separated

me

from my

Her husband’s kindness and
my gratitude, meeting on the neutral ground
of Garrum Park, were objects of conjugal
distrust to this lady. Shocking! shocking!
I left a sincerely grateful letter to be forwarded to Sir Gerard; and, escorted by the
steward, I went to school—being then just
benefactor.

fourteen years old.
I know I am a fool.

Never mind.

There

pride in me, though I am only a
small shopkeeper’s daughter. My new life
had its trials—my pride held me up.
For the four years during which I remained at the school, my poor welfare might be
a subject *f inquiry to the rector, and someis some

something',”

”

tieraru s

great

I afterward discovered) that I was indebted to Lady Royiand for the arrangement

cjc-.iaouco

‘Beg your pardon,’
This curious apology increased my belief
I led the way to
in his redeeming qualities.
the inn. He followed me in silence. No
woman who respects herself can endure silence when she is in the company of a man.
I made him talk.
“Do you come to us from Ramsgate?”
He only nodded his head. “We
I
don’t think much of Ramsgate here,” I
went on. “Not even two hundred years
old! and hasn’t got a mayor and corporation !”
This point of view seemed to be new to
him. He made no attempt to dispute it; he
only looked round him, and said, “Sandwich is a melancholy place, Miss. He was
•o rapidly improving in politeness that I encouraged him, by a smile. As a citizen of
Sandwich, I may say that we take it as a
compliment when we are told that our town
is a melancholy place. And why not? Melancholy is connected with dignity. And
dignity is associated with age. And we are
old. I teach my pupils logic, among other
things—there Is a specimen. Whatever
may be said to the contrary, women can
reason.
They can also wander, and I must
admit that I am wandering. Did I mention
at starting that I was a governess? If not,
that allusion to ‘pupils’ must have come in

when the

as

ent

now:

day

By the rector’s advice, I accepted the
position offered to me in this unpleasantly
formal manner—concluding (quite correctly,

than mine. 1 write quite seriously. There
is one woman who is above the common
weakness of vanity—ami she holds the prespen.
So 1 gave my lost stranger a lesson in politeness. This lesson took the form of a
trap. I asked if he would like me to show
him the way to the inn. He was still annoyed at losing himself. As I had anticipated, he bluntly answered “Yes.”
“When you were a boy, and you wanted
I said, “did your mother teach
you to say ‘Please'?”
He positively blushed. “She did,” he admitted; “and she taught me to say‘Bee
your pardon’ when I was rude. I’ll say it

had taken tea
with us, my time had come to b& alone in
the world. I have no courage to dwell on
it; my spirits sink, even at this distance of
time,' when I think of myself in those days.
The good rector helped me with his advice
—I wrote to Sir Gerard Royland.
A change had come over his life as well
as mine in the interval since we had met.
Sir Gerard had married for the second
time—and, what wae more foolish still, perhaps, at his age, had married a young woShe was said to be consumptive, and
man.
of a jealous temper as well. Sir Gerard’s
only child by his first wife, a son and heir,
was so angry at his father’s second marriage,
that he left the house. The landed property
being entailed, Sir Gerard could only express
his sense of his son’s conduct by making a
new will, which left all his property in
money to his young wife.
Tuese particulars I gathered from the
steward, who was expressly sent to visit me
at Sandwich.
“Sir Gerard never makes a promise without keeping it,” this gentleman informed
“I am directed to take you to a firstme.
rate ladies’ school in the neighborhood of
London, and to make all the necessary arrangements for your remaining there until
you are eighteen years of age. Any written
communica’ions in the future are to pass, if
you please, through the hands of the rector
of Sandwich. The delicate health of the
new Lady Royland makes it only too likely
that the lives of her husband and herself
will be passed, for the most part, in a milder
climate than the climate of England. I am
instructed to say this, and to convey to you
able

1

times even to the steward—never to Sir Gerard himself. His Winters were no doubt
passed abroad; but in the Summer time he
and Lady Royiand were at home again.
Not even for a day or two in the holiday
time was there pity enough felt for my lonely position to ask me to be the guest of the
housekeeper (I expected nothing more) at
Garrum Park. But for my pride, I might
have felt it bitterly. My pride said to me,
‘Do justice to yourself.’ I worked so hard,
I behaved so well, that the mistress of the
school wrote to Sir Gerard to tell him how
thoroughly I had deserved the kindness that
he had shown to me. No answer was re-

ceived. (Oh, Lady Royiand!) No change
varied the monotony of my life—except when
one of my schoolgirl friends sometimes took
me home’ with her for a few days at vacation
time. Never mind. My pride held me up.
As the last half-year of my time at school
approached, I began to consider the serious
question of my future life.
Of course, I could have lived bn my eighty
pounds a year; but what a lonely, barren existence it promised to be!—unless somebody
married me; and where, if you please, was I
to find him? My education had thoroughly

fitted me to be a governess. Why not try
my fortune and see a little of the world in
that way? Even if I fell among ill-conditioned people, I could be independent of
them, and retire on my income.
The rector, visiting London, came to see
me.
He not only approved of my idea—he
offered me a means of carrying it out. A
worthy family, recently settled at Sandwich,
The head of
were in want of a governess.
the household was partner in a business (the
exact nature of which it is needless to mention) having “branches” out of London.
He had become superintendent of a new
“branch”—tried as a promising comercial

experiment, under special circumstances,
a,\j uauuniuu.
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native place pleased me—dull as the place
I accepted the situation.
was to others.
When the steward’s usual half-yearly
letter arrived soon afterward,
inquiring
what plans I had formed on leaving school,
and what he could do to help them, acting
on behalf of Sir Gerard, a delicious tingling
filled me from head to foot when I thought
of my ojvn independence. It was not ingratitude toward ray benefactor; it was only
my little private triumph over Lady Rovlaud. Oh, my sisters of the sex, can you
not understand and forgive me?

So to Sandwich I returned; and there, for
three years, I remained with the kindest
peopie who ever breathed the breath of life.
Under their roof I was still living when I

met with my lost gentleman in
Ah me!,lhe end of that quiet,

the

street.

pleasant life
When I lightly spoke to the odd
was near.
trade
of
of
the
the town, I
expiring
stranger
never suspected that my employer’s trade
The speculation had
was expiring too.
turned out to be a losing one; and all his
savings had been embarked in it. He could
no longer remain at Sandwich, or afford to
keep a governess. His wife broke the sad
I was so fond of the children,
news to me.
I proposed to her to give up my salary.
Ber husband

refused

even

to consider the
of poor hu-

proposal; It was the old story
manity over again. We criei,
we parted.

we

kissed,

What was I to do next?—write to Sir Gerard?
I had already written, soon after my re
turn to Sandwich; breaking through the
regulations by directly add'essing Sir GerI expressed my grateful sense of his
ard.
generosity to a poor girl who had no family
claim on him; and I promised to make the
one return in my power by trying lo be
worthy of the interest that he had taken in
The letter was written without any alme.
loy of mental reserve. My new life as a
governess was such a happy one, that I had

forgotten my paltry bitterness of feeling
against Lady Royland.
It was a relief to think of this change for
the better, when the secretary at Garrum
Park informed me that he had forwarded
my letters to Sir Gerard, then at Madeira
with his sick wife. She was slowly and
a
decline.
steadily wasting
away in
Before another year had passed, Sir Gerard
was left a widower for the second time,
with n* child to console him under his loss.
No answer came to my grateful letter. I
should have been unreasonable indeed if I
had expected the bereaved husband to remember me in his grief and loneliness.
Could I write to him again, in my own
trumpery little interests, under these circum-

I thought (and still think) that
the commonest feeling of delicacy forbade
it.* The only other alternative was to appeal
to the ever-ready friends of the obscure and
helpless public. I advertised in the newspapers.
of one
of the
The tone
answers
which I received impressed me so favorably,
that I forwarded my references. The next
nost broueht mv written eneaeement. and
the offer of a salary which doubled iny in-

stances?

come.

The story of the past is told; and now we
travel on again, with no more stoppages by
the way.

The change in my benefactor, since I had
him last, startled and distressed me.
He lay back in a large arm-chair, wearing a
grim black dressing-gown, and looking pitiably thin and pinched and worn. I do not
think I should have known him again, if we
had met by accident. He signed to me to
he seated on a little chair by his side.
“I wanted to see you,” he said quietly,
before I die. You must have thought me
neglectful and unkind, with good reason.
seen

you have not been

My child,

forgotten.

If

years have passed without a meeting between us, it has not been altogether my
fault—”
He stopped. A painful expression passed

his poor worn face; he was evidently
thinking of the young wife whom he had
lost. I repeated—fervently and sincerely
repeated—what I had already said to him in
writipg. “I owe everything, sir, to your fatherly kindness.” Saying this, 1 ventured a
over

I took his wan whito hand,
hanging over the arm of the chair, and respectfully put it to my lips.
He gently drew his hand away from me,
little further.

and sighed as he did it. Perhaps she had
sometimes kissed his hand. “Now tell me
about yourself,” he said,
I told him of my new situation, and how
I had got it. He listened with evident interest. “I was not self-deceived,” he said,
“when I first took a fancy to you in the
shop. I admire your independent feeling;
it’s the right kind of courage in a girl like
you. But you must let me do something
more for you—some little service, to remember me by when the end has come.
When

shall it be?”

get better, sir; and let me
to you now and then,” I answered.
deed, indeed, I want nothing more.
“Try

to

write

“In-

“You will accept a little present, at least?”
With those words he took from the breast

pocket of his dressing-gown an enamelled
“Think of
cross attached to a gold chain.
me sometimes,” he said, as he put the chain
round my u.-ck. He drew me to him gently, and kissed my forehead. It was too
much for me. “Don’t cry, my dear,” he
said; “don’t remind me of another sad

young face—" Once more he stopped; once
more he was thinking of the lost wife.
I
pulled down my veil and ran out ox tne
room.

CHAPTER

IV.

Sunday Services.
Abyssinian Church.—Preaching service at 3 p.
m.
Sunday school at 4Vi p. m. Evening meeting
at 7.
Bethel Church.—Services 10v, a. iu., 3 and 7Vi
p. m.; also Tuesday and Friday evenings at 7 Vi
All from

ui.

p.

Bradley Church. Sunday,
Jan. 22. There
will be a Sunday School at 10.30 a. m„ Preachat 3 p. m.
Cape Elizablth Depot M. E. Church.—Sabbath School at aVrner’s Island at 10 o’clock and
Sabbath School on
preaching at 11 o’clock.
Brown’s Hill at 1% and preaching at 2Vi, Prayer
meetings at both places at 7 Sabbath evenings
on
wednesdav
evening on the
Hill Class
meetings at both places on Frid *y evenings. Communion Sendee on the Hill the first Sabbath of each
month. Rev. M. C. Pendexter, preacher in charge
Cirmtcn of Christ.—Cor. May and Danforth Sts:
Preaching at lOVi a. m. Lords-day school at 12 m.
Lord’s Supper at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday and
evenings at
All are invited.
7Vi. All are welcome.

ing

Friday

Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McKeown, D. D., pastor. Residence, 219 Cumberland street: Preaching at lOVi a. in. and 3 n. m.
Sunday school at lVi. Prayer meeting Sunday
evening at 6 and 7 o’clock, and Tuesday evening
at 7Vi.

Casco Street Church.—Rev. J. M

of distinction:—Mrs. Fosdyke, of Carsham Hall, widow of General Fosdyke; also
Master Frederick, Miss Ellen and Miss Eva,
the pupils of the new governess; also two ladies and three gentleman, guests staying in
the hou|e.
Discreet and dignified; handsome and
well-bred—such was my impression of Mrs.
Fosdyke, while she harangued me on the
subject of her children, and communicated
her views on education. Having heard the
views before from others, I assumed a listening position, and privately formed my
opinion of the schoolroom. .It was a large,
lofty, perfectly furnished for the purpose;
it had a big bay window and a balcony looking out over the garden terrace and the park
beyond—a wonderful schoolroom, in my
limited experience. One of the two doors
was left open, and
which it possessed
showed me a sweet little bedroom, with amber.draperies and maplewood furniture, devoted to myself. Here were wealth and

liberality, in that harmonious combination
seldom discovered by the spectator of
small means. I controlled my first feeling
of bewilderment just in time to answer Mrs”
Fodsyke on the subject of reading and recitation—viewed as minor accomplishments
which a good governess might be expected
so

to teach.

“While the organs

are young and pliable,”
lady remarked, “I regard it as of great
importance to practice children in the art of
reading aloud with an agreeable variety of
tone and correctness of emphasis. Trained
in this way they will produce a favorable
impression on others even in ordinary conversation when they grow up. Poetry com-

the

mitted to memory and recited is a valuable
means toward this end.
May I hope that
your studies have enabled you to carry out

my views?”
Formal enough in language, but courteI relieved Mrs.
ous and kind in manner.
Fosdyke from anxiety by informing her that
we had a professor of elocution at school.
And then I was left to improve my acquaintance with my three pupils.
They were fairly intelligent children; the

boy, as usual, being slower than the girls.
I did my best—with many a sad remembrance of the far dearer pupils whom I had
left—to make them like me and trust me;
and I succeeded in winning their confidence.
In a week from the time of my arrival at
Carsham Hall, we began to understand each
other.
The first day in the week was one of our
days for reciting poetry, in obedience to the
instructions with which I had been favored
by Mrs. Fosdyke. I had done with the girls,
and had just opened (perhaps I ought to say
profaned; Shakespeare’s “Julius Caesar,” in
the elocutionary interests of Master Freddy.
Half of Marc Antony’s first glorious speech
over Caesar’s dead body he had learnt by
heart; and it was now my duty to teacn
him, to the best of my small ability, how to
speak it. The fnorning was warm. We
had our big window open; the delicious perfume of flowers in the crarden beneath filled
room.

I recited the first eight lines, and stopped
there, feeling that I must not exact" too
much from the boy at first.
“Now,Freddy,”
I said, “try if you can speak the poetry as I
have spoken it.”
“Don’t do anything of the kind, Freddy,”
said a voice from the garden; “it’s all spok-

wrong.”-

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Qiticura
GREAT SKIN CURE.

THE

cordial invitation to all.
Congress St. M. E. Church—Rev. G. D. Lindsay, pastor; Residence No. 8 Eastern Promenade;
Preaching at lOVi a. m. and 3 p. m. by he pastor
Sunday School at lVi p.m; Prayer meeting
at 7 p. m. All are invited.
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every eveniug at 7%.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sunday
School at 10Vi a. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Season
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer ana Praise meeting at
7Vi p. ni- All are welcome.
A

CnuRCH of the Messiah—Corner Congress and
India Greets.—hunday school at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. Zenas Thompson. Sunday
scuool concert at 7.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D. And«rson* Jr., pastor.
Sunday School concert in the evening at 7
p. m. Prayer meeting, Tuesday evening at 7 .30:
Young People’s meeting Friday evening at 7Vi.
Free Street Bvptist Church—Rev. Jas. McWhinuio, pastor. Morning Service at lOVi a. m.
Sabbath school at 12 m; Evening services, preaching

at 7 p. m.
First Universalist Church, Congress Square
Services at lOVi a. m. and 7 p. m.; Sunday school
at 3 p. m; Preaching by Rev. W. S. Crow, of Chi-

Scaly Diseases, Huthe Scalp and
Skin Permanently

RINGWORM.
Geo. W. Brown. 48 Marshall St., Providence, R.
I., cured by Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier)
and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin
cures) of a Ringworm Humor got at the barber’s

which spread all over his ears, neck and face, and
for six years resisted all kinds of treatment.

SKIN HUMOR.
F. H. Drake, Esq., agent for Harper & Bros,
Detroit, Mich., gives an astonishing account of his
case (eczema rod nt) which had been treated by a
consultation of physicians without benefit, and
which speedily yielded to the Cuticura Resolvent
(blood purifier) internally and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin cures) externally.
SCALD HEAD.
H. A. Raymond, Auditor F. W., J.

& S. R. R.
Jackson, Mich., was cured of Scald Head of nine
years duration by the Cuticura Remedies.

Village M. E. CnuRcn.—Rev. True
Whittier, pastor. Sabbath school at 10.30 a. m;
Preaching service at 2 p. m; Prayer meeting at 7

A Philadelphia judge says he can eco no difference between gambling in stocks and gambling of any other kind. Probably ho has lost
in both ways.—New Haven Regisior.
_•_

Considerable surprise and excitement was
creatjkin Wall street the other day by a prominent operator appearing on the steps of the
treasury building with his hands in his own

pockets.—The Judge.

Burnett’s Cocoaine.
The Best and Cheapest Ilair Dressing.
It kills dandruff, allays irritation aud
motes a vigorons growth of the Hair.

Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are invariably
acknowledged the purest and best.
Tewfik, the yoqng rulor of Egypt, is par
ticuiarly fond of poets, amkkeeps his court full
of them. (We shall send a marked copy of
this issu" to the Sweet Singer of Michigan.
She may be able Tewfiks it so that sho can
leave by the next boat).—Norristown Herald.

A self-suffioient man is wise in
see it.—San Francisco Argonaut,

p.

First

One hundred doses in a bottle, and every botle makes a cure. Price one dollar. “Elixir
of Life Root,” the Banner Kidney Remedy,
There

a

INSURANCE
uiuv

Sabbatli

-IX THE-

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Evening service

commences

at

at 7 o’clock.

Lin.

ing-“The

of

Influence

Human
Evening—“Reasons for
lennial state on earth.

another.”

Beings on one
expecting a Mil-

St. M. E. Church, Rev. D. W. LeLachenr,
pastor; Preaching at 10y* a. m. and 3 p.m. Sabbath school at iy» p. m. Prayer meetings 6 & 7.
Plymouth
Church,
(Congregational.)—Rev.
Dwight M. Seward D. D., pastor. Preaching
by Rev. F. E. Clark, at 10Yt a. m. and at 7 jp. m.
by the pastor.
Preble Chapel.
Suuday, Jan. 22d. Sunday
School at 2p. m; Preaching at 3 p. m.
Temat
7.
Free to all.
perance Meeting
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, Free
Street, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Services at 10.30
a. m. 3
and 7 p. in.
Sabbath School at Noon.
Pine

Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor
at 10y2 a. m. and 3 p. m.
School at 1 %
p. m. Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
and Friday evenings. All are welcome.

Preaching

Sunday

St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H.
pastor. Services at 10y2 a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at iy2 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p.* m.
Young People’s meeting Thursday evening at 7 Ya

Wright

Stevens Plains Universalist Church.
A. Hayden pastor—Services at 11 a. m.

Rev. C.

State
Street
Congregational
Church.
Rev. J. II. Mcllvaine, of Summit, N. J., will preach
and
morning
evening. Sunday School at 3 o’olock.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa
Rec.
tor. Services at 10y2 a. m. and 3 p. in.
Sunday
school at 2 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Lo
cust St. Rev. Arthur W. Lithe, Rector. Services
at 10.30. a. m. and 7 p. m;
Sunday school at
2.30 p. m.
[All who think of joftiing the class for Conlirmaion are especially requested to attend the eveniug

Dalton,

St. Luke’s Cathedral Church.

pi

in

cavu

30

a. m.
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and 7 p.
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All

are
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invited.

Men’s

Street,

m.

p.

Christian

Association, ConElm.—Meetings at 9 a. m. and
Wednesday and Saturday at 7V*

The Peoples Spiritual Meecing, Mercantile Hall
Farrington Block Congress St. Speaking at 2.30
and 7.30 p. m. by Mrs. L. Dick, Inspirational
Medium of Boston. Tests and descriptions will be

invited.

MALE ICE WE!
A

Price—(JUST OUT.)-5© ct».
book of Sacred or “Gospel Songs” far

new

Male

voices, by L. O, EMEIiSON. It is a very comprehensive, finely edited and arranged book, with 91
good pieces, and 112 large pages. The music is of
easy compass, in no way difficult—a very satisfying
book.

Peters’ Electric Fiano Instructor
($3.26) Has been used by hundreds of thousands of
learners. A great success.

AMERICAN GLEE BOOK.
O. Perkins. Is an
for social singing.

Terms.^fect^ncyciopefor opening

your
and respect.
IS A PURELY MUTUAL <?OMPANY, havl-'g
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIES in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by
IT

(S1.50)

wonderfully

child

TABIEU1PS
With Iseautful Pottery
Centres.

CCT1CUBA

can

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, -without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest.'
President.
|OH> P. DEU'ITi,
I) AH CEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

MAINE STATE

English

Ferris, manager.
W. A. MORRIS, Agent for Portland.
dtf
dcc3
eo

atory

recent cares Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West ft Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
ante© to return the mouey if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a euro.
HAY & CO.,
only agents in Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Freo Sts.
novl5
d&wly48

One Collins’Voltaic Electrio
Plaster costing 25
is far superior to every
VOLTAIC PHIrirrmioe™'8 electrical appliance befori- the public. ') hey instautb, •
*
fc/ISTtIV
ly relieve Dispensia, Liver
Fever
and Ague and Kidney
Complaint, Malaria,
and Urinary Difficulties, and may be worn over the
the
over
kidneys or any affected
pit of the stomach,
part. Price 25 cents. Sold everywhere.

fin a.

QUWlty
K®tUC,BIUotker
otCUS

Druggists,

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.,

_W,S&w2w

Advertising Agents,
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
in SPRITE STREET, NEW VOBK
The Pbsm may oo found os flic a oar ofhoe.
4 PA UK KO W
SEW l'OBg,

E. If. FRESHMAN * BROS.

Advertising Agents,
l ISC W. FOURTH ST.,

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Logs
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abune, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure

organs.”

Janll

Cure

BEBILITY.

ment: a

Sales CoTICCRA Soap, 1880, 450,000 cakes.
■

dtl
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CINCINNATI
#

dec2dtf

Sound Brook Route.
York, Trenton

&

Philadelphia,

STATION IN REV V8BK
ftost Central Station In Philadelphia
Philadelphia <fc Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

sure

Mutual

h»T>

to bay ticket* (at any railroad
boat office In New Bugland! ria

BROOK

or

(team

ROUTE.

W* AJF8JE3,
New York and Philadelphia

(CHARTERED 1SS7).

$18,346,212
Assets, Jbb. 1st, 1881,
Snrplns (Nfew York Standard
4,062,234
Amoutft paid to Policy
Holders since its Organization over
25,000,000

—

ON

—

2. It gives you insurance cheaper than o$y other
company.
8. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to its liabilities than any otlisr large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.]
The Northwestern has $128.50 for every $100 of
liabilities.
The Connecticut Mutual has $115 for every $100
of liabilities.
The Mutual Life of New York has $114.80 for
every $100 of liabilities.
The Northwestern Mutual has about $2 of surplus
to the Mutual Life’s and Connecticut.Mutual’s $1.
4 It maintains the established rates for insurance. thus reserving full security against contingencies.
6. It has paid to its policy holders, and has assets
on hand,
90t.MJN.49 more than it ha*t
received for premium* since it** organization, a showing never made by any other company
at the same age. (note the power of compound inter
est in the * est.)
6. It is paying daily nearly $2(500 for death losses.
7. It has for ten years given to the public, printed
etailed statements of its dividends, and it is the
ly om pany that does it.

$5

T. T. Merry
STATE ALT., AUBURN.

LEWIS

McLELLAN,
GORHAM.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND,

LOCAL

AGENTS,

OFFICE:

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.
eodly

*19
<

{**;*S

Washington Street, Boston.

.hSBdtf

(len. Pass.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0. B. R. of N. J.

On and

____

~

p. ID.
At 8 4.1

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Ke-nebunk Wells; North and South
Berwick. Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, kockport,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p na. for Cape Elizabeth, "carboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester. Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Ka.il Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Train* leave Boston.
At 8.30 it. ui. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.80. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland

at 11.00 p m.
I nIIman

Parlor Car*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland. 8.46 a.
in. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
at

2.00

a.

mi).

Through ticket* to all point* Want and
Mouth may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad I>epot and at Union Ticket Office

40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat*
Bertha sold at Depot Ticket Office.

JSpHggM

STEAMERS
Baltimore, Norfolk

J. W.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

dtf

MEETINGS

A

Society.

MEETING of tbo member of the Widows’
Wood Society willbe held at the rooms ol the

society, City Building, on MONDAY EVENING,
Jan. 23, at 7^ o’clock, to hear the report of the
committee on ByLaws, and to act thereon.
jail 7

S. H. COLESWORTH Y, Secretary,

\12w

Annual Meeting:.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of tho
International Steamship Company will baheld
at the office of the company. 40 Exchange street,
on Wednesday, the twenty-fifth day of January,
1882, at 3 o’clock p. m., for the choice of officers,
and to transact such other business as may properly

THE
eome

before them.

H.

Portland, Jan. 1G, 1882.

J. LIBBY, Secretary.

jaul7dtd

STOCKHOLDERS’ MEETING.

Presumpscot

Park

Association.

annual meeting of tbo stockholders of the
Presumpscot Park Association, will be held on
FRIDAY. Jan. 27th. at 4 o’clock p. m. at the rooms
of the Commercial Club, Tolman Place.
BUSINESS—Reports of the officers, election of officers for the ensuing year, and also action in regard
to the disposal of the property of the Association,
Per order.
and payment of its debts.
WM. G. DAVIS, Pres’t.
J, C. SMALL, Clerk.
jan20dlw

THE

&

Washington

[Steamship
will sail

■_■.

one

tc

WM.

connection with

a.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
rime*. Lov>
i.lne, Qtairb
Kate*, Freqaeuf Of portfire*.
received
and
forwarded daily to FALL
Freight
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamer*. Bailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at

Clyde

Steam Line? to Clmrie»«
Philadelphia with
ton, M. Co. HraMliing(«n, D. €.,
town. D. C.y Alexandriay Va.* and all Hai
and Water Lines.
f
Through Rate * named and Bills of Lading '♦v*.
from any point in New England to Philadeiphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Was. P. Clyde A Ca.s General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia

fc'je

COPARTNERSHIP.
Notice of Dissolution of Partner-

ship.
hereby given
NOTICE
lately subsisting between
is this
dissolved

that the

is

burg,

4.45 p. m.~For Fabyan’s and intermediate st*

pany.

FRED A. BIBBER,
WALTER H. MORRILL,
FRANK B. McMANN.
Portland, January 6th, 1882.

The business will be continued at the old stand,
No. 92 Cross St., by the undersigned who have this
day formed a co-partnership under the firm name
of BIBBER, McMANN & CO.
FREDERICK A. BIBBER,
FRANK B. Mo MANN.
Portland, January 5th, 1882.
janl2 d2w

Dissolution.

tions.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
1 i .OO n. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlott.
6.30 p. in.—From Burlington and Swan ton.
el. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
Portland. Dec. 3, 1881._
dec5dtf

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada.

DOMINION LINE.
The steamers of this Line will
during the winter season
J2-JMPaEi^senSV fortnightly Detween tms port ami
Liverpool. The vessels are Cl> do
bui t. ful* powered ami have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
wrun

A.H. CUSHING,
C. A. CUSHING.

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership, under the firm name of Webb & Cushing, far the purpose of manufacturing Ladies’ and
Misses’ Fine Boots and Shoes, at 79, 81 to 83 Cross
JAMES WEBB. Jr.,
St.
C. A. CUSHING.
Portland, Jan. 18th, 1882.
janlSdlw

THE

FOR SALE
_

ICE FOR SALE.
six hundred acres of pure ice fo'
or will cut and stack and de>
on cars
pond. Apply to E. T. NUTTER*
or JESSE DYER
Portland,
Wharf,
Wldgeiy’s
of

sale in the pond
AFIELD
at the
liver

Knightville, Me.
Portland, January 19th,
Figs

after

OCT.

MONDAY,
follows:
ON 1881, trains will
nnd

run as

CHESTER sows and barrows, also one
Chester Boar two years old.

166, Fryeburg,

Enquire

p.

OFFICE WANTED.
A Physician desires to seenre famished
PRIVATE
for office purposes.
DWELLING on or near Congress street
“
DOCTOR,” care
preferred. Address
Kinsman & Aiden.
rooms

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
and THURSDAY, at 6
East River, New York,
at 4 P. M.
and
MONDAY
THURSDAY,
every
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, $6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 33, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can De obtained at 22
Excnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecSdtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

Portland, every MONDAY
t.M., and leave Pier 37,

BOSTON

Wanted.
SITUATION by

a young man in some legitiGood references given. Admate business
dress E. F., Press office.
jaulUdlw*

\

WANTED.
YOUNG man at 145 Danforth_St.
rood reader and penman.

A

Steamers !
si.oo.

The xavonte Steamer* Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Kir-Tickets and Staterooms for eale at D. H,
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle 8treet.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.

-AND-

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Millwaukce
Cincinnati, 8t. Louik, Omaha, Saginaw, 8f. Paul, Salt Lake City,

To

Northwest, West and Southwest.
.JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W.J. SPICER Superintendent.

WANTED.
GOOD CUSTOM PRESSMAN, at ALLEN &
CO.’S, 229 Middle Street.
janl6dtf
Portland, Jan. 16th.

A

TO LET.
A Nice Kent.
Sebago,
ood aud coal
stone tube set in kitchen,
FIVE
at No. 0 Horton
and closet.
rooms on one

ARJtANOEMENT.

On and after Monday, Dec. 5,
I SSI, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. n>., and
1.03 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.45 p.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. IS., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and tipa.
m. and 1.05 p. m.
at
7.30
ping
For Manchester, Concord and'points North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterbsre and Saco River.7.30 a. m., 1.03
b. m., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. in. Returning
leave Rooheeter at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.24
3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
a. m., and
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. in.
For (iorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. tn.,
1.05, O.ttO and (mixed)
*6.30 p. its.
The 1.05 p. m. ttain from Portland connect:; at
Ayer Jane, with Hoosnc Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New Vork via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
via Spi-iugHeld, also with N. V. A- N. E. R.
R. (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
ouid and with Boston & Albany R. B. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central K.K., and
Clinton,

Shin,

at GrandTrutik
Transfer, Portland, with through
m
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
to all points South and West, at
tickots
Through
Depot ofSoes and s' foiling & Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
* Does not stop
t Woodford’s.
J. V PETERS, Gen. Tloke., Agent.
GEO. F. WES
P. Snpt.
dec3dtf

IMPORTED

WINES &
of all

ORIGINAL
—FOB

R. STANLEY

LIQUORS

kind**, in the

PACKAGES,

SALK

BY—

&SON, Importers,

lO’JFOHE ST., PORTE AND ME.

Soap
room

Place, leading
jan!3dtf

St.

To Let.
\rj IN DOW

to let
i' t
quire of W. D.
Portland, Me.

No. 23 Market Square. InAMES, No. 22 Market Square,
dec29dtf

LOST AND FOUND
LOST.

evening on road from Woodford’s
Corner or in city, dark grey blanket shawl.
Finder will be rewarded by leaving at this office.
janlWSt*

TUESDAY

ESTATE.

REAL

a

C. Cobb

having planned
to leave the state, wishes to sell hie house
HOUSE
with extra lot and
W.

Emery street, together

TWO

nrm

T™

■—

■"

PER

TRIPS

BUSINESS CARDS.

WEEK.

nuiii vau

»v

0 ft-1 L A A* q
I ?

l

OS AND AFTER HON.
DAY, NOV. JMh, Mteaui
of
this I.ine will
ers

^=-———m icn v n

stable,

immediately. This is a good opportunity to secure
a very pleasant home if applied for soon.
Apply on
the premises, 24 Emery st., old number. JanlCdlw*

WHITER ARRANGEMENTS.

uuri)

evorv
of
Stato
foot
street,
Monday,
for
at 6 p. m.,
and Thursday,
Eastport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Bobbinston,

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Piatou, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalhousic, Charlottetown, Fort Falrileld, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswiok and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prinoe Edward Island Ball Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received np to 4 p. m. and any In(HP*Froighl
St.

Grand

formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.

For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and farther information apply at
T. C. HER*
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St,.
nov24dtf
SEY, President, and Manager

STEPHEN

$Golcj j!ob

and

BERRY,

(gaid W!dniei}

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOST * MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
lilillaikrtSquarc. Portland.
Price* reasonable and satisfaction

Jo2

Boston
PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Fort Every

Saturday.

lo

Wednesday

and

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston,
From

3 p.

From Pine Street Whan,
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Peun. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded freo of commission.
Passage Eixlu Dellnrs. ilsumi Trip ISIS,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
in.

Philadelphia,

siMPlOJt, Agent,

IB. H.
IO Letts

■leSIt

wfcarf,

80.10a

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.

Winter

guaranteed.
dly

In Insolvency.

—AJTD—

m.

For

and

w

on

Portland and Worcester Line.
WINTER

floor, with

Apply

for sale.

___oct!7dtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

a

dlw

dtf

ARRIVALS.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Must be

janl7

from Dow

From

74 EXCHANGE STREET

^

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

m.

PASSENGER OFFICES

d&wtf

Gnpj^,

Semi-Weekly Line to Neif York.

17th,

Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and
uehcr*
12.30 p.m.

janlO

Me.

WANTS._

Freight taken as usual.
J.^K. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 6.16 p. in.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.16 p. m.
For 601'hnm, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30

JanlO dlw#

1882.

For Male.

full blooded
WHITE
Box

Cabin.
Cabin return....

Steamship Company.

*

Portland, Jan. 18th, 1882.

RATES OP PASSAGE.

$50.00 Gold.
...$90.00 Gold.
For passage, &c.. apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

day

dissolved by inntual consent. The liabilities will bo
assumed,and all outstanding accounts will be settled
with Messrs. Webb to Cashing.

ONTARIO, Capt Williams.6th Jan.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th Jan

CHANGEOF TIME.

under the

heretofore

Const Line and Meaboard A*r

Jj^are

partnership

Bibber, Morrill &
McMaiiH,
day
by mutual consent.
Frederick A. Bibber and Frank B. McMann are
authorized to settle all debts due to and by the com-

name

Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228 Washington st.
By Inland A Meaboard 4'ouating Co and
Potomac M. K. Co. to Washington, D. C.f and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKLTN to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through Ticket* to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
£. MAITIPMON, Gen. Agent, 33 Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf, Boston.

m.—For

BAiL

OLD COLONY
HOAD,

copartnership
exist!rg
of A. H. & C. A. Cushing, is this
firm
THE

CHASE,

J>. H. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of
CAROLINAS,
TENNESSEE,
VIRGINIA,
FLORIDA,
ALABAMA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Tcmi. A Ga. Air Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Wash-

Maine

LINES

leml-Weekh

Line,

every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
at 3 o’clock, P. My from Central Wharf, Boston,

ington st.
By Atlantic

Hew

BOSTON

FROM

of their first-class

steamships

JOHN nOPKTN‘8,
VVM. LAWRENCE,
ALLEOHANSY.

leaving Portland
all stations, through to Burlington, SnnnloB, Montreal nnd Ogticms

8.45

Mr. A. "W. ClarR.,

Given to orivate pupils by the subscribe!

asd

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and 'I icjcet Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation
dt*
dec6

Until further notice passenger trains
will ran as follows:

and all points in the

Instruction in Englisiiaud Classical Studies.

CLYDE’S

Train* leave Portland.
4 a. m. Dally (Night Pullman! for Saco,
tfiddeford, Kennebank, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, hfmx and Boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30 a. m.
Sleeping Oar will bo
ready for occupancy in Portland station, »t 9.00
train for Boston.
to
this
attached
p. m and is
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready ontill 11

TIRE.
after Monday, December 5 th, laM,

Denver. San Franuinro.

Will give a second course of twenty lesions in Penmanship at Union Hall, Ho. 87 Free St., beginning
Wednesday evening, Jan. 18th, at 7V2 o’clock.
Stationary needed for the course for sale at the
Terms: $3.00 for gentlemen, §2.00 for
room.
ladies, in advance. For turther information, apply
205
Federal street, city.
at No.
janl4 eod2w

For freight or passage ates and the fullest Inf or
■nation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
H.L. HAUTI.KT'l A CO.,
113 St rule (Street, coi, Brand si., Baslan.
or to >V. D. LITTLE A 00.,
31 Exchange St., Portland.
jeSSdtf

At

CHANOE~~OF

EDUCATIONAL

SCHOOL.

as below.
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
Jan. 10.
S. 8. Colon,... .Jan. 30 | S. S. City of Para, Jan. 20

STEAMSHIP

---

Seven of the Many Reasons TVliy You
Should Have a Policy in this Company.
1. It gives you iifcurance at actual cost.

Island.,

Philadelphia &
England

^

...

Zealand nud
New
Australia.
The new as
splendid steamers util from New
York on the 10th, 28th am! SOth of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
Mundwich

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881.

Avn nppTrw

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

-BETWEEN-

New

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias

LIFE I\S[RA\CE COflPAAY.

Eastern Railroad.

Portland

*■

JAPAN, CHINA,

Leave Canton for Portland and
i: irCx'f1T****!lLo w is ton, 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
—*"n““"Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. in.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleid,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
dec8 dtf
Portland, Dec., 6tli, 1881.
,__

DOMINION, Opt. Reid.2d Feb.
BKOOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.16th Feb.

BOUND

Sale Wholesale and Retail.

NERVOUS

PAYSON TUCKER, Scp’t.

Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

Be

Duplex, Oxford

C. E. JOSE & CO.

Ministers a»d Public Spcakcn.
Rev. Dr. VViggin says: "One of the best remedies
for Catarrh, nay. the best reme iy we have found in
Sanford’s Radical
a lifetime of suffering, is
Cure. It is not unpleasant to take through the
with
come9
each bottlo a small
nostrils, and there
It clears the head
inhaler for use in inhalation.
and throat so thoroughly that, taken each morning
on arising, there are no unpleasant secretions and
no disagreeable hawking during the entire day, hut
an unprecedented clearness of the voice and respir-

morning.

S. & tO

CALIFORNIA,

FOR

•

only.

Limited Tickets first and second class for
P'.John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

PACIFIC^ MAIL

n.AIXiXiOAI>,

X Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

a vn 'TT-i

THE

and Harvard Burners.

oclO
For

a. m.

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R,

J. F.

Widows’ Wood
For

AGENCY,

f

Waterville,

claims

<*n24

Fitted complete -with the
1

g.

understand it.

ment.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

Price of
sale bv all druggists.
Ccticuha, a Mediciual Jelly, small boxe», 50c;
large boxes, $1. Ccticuha Resolvent, the New
B ood Purifier, $1 per bottle. Cuticdba Soap (the
queen of medicinal and toilet soaps) 25c.; Cdti< cea Medicinal Shaving Soap, 16c. Principal
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
depot,

a. ra., 2.50 p. m.; Skowhegan, 8.20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.66, 110.00
m.; and 6.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 a. in 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., 10,66 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Bath, 0.65 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
p. m.f Brunswick, 7.25 a. in., 11.48 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.36 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. in.; Winthrop 10.25
a. m. being due in Portland
as
follows: The
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
8.36 a. m. Lewiston,
8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
and
1.05 p.
connecting
The afternoon
m.
trains from
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. of. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

COMPANY.

ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION i3 the most just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow

Dexter, 7.05 a. in., 4.40 p. in.; Belfast,

S.m.;
.35

All policie
POLICIES!
issued after Nov. 1C, 1881. are incontestible after
three years from the date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or mistateraent of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a

WRITING

ELEGANT

for

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. ra.; Mt.
John, 8.15 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Honlton, 9.00
a. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; Rucksport,
5.30 a. m., 5. p. m.; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., t7.46

INCONTESTIBLE

easy,

tuthgat&wtf

The Cuticura treatment consists in the internal
of the Cuticura Resolvent, the new blood purifier, and the external use of Cuticura and Cuticura
Soap, the great pkin cures.

HOME

OTTRSnATLitiilD.

Rnngeley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Readfleld, West Waterville and North
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

i,

OLIVER DITSOJf & CO., Boston.
LEstahlished 1834.

use

A

IS

on

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for Ml. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on K. A N. A. Railway,
12.55, and tl 1.15 p m.; St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook
County,
Moosehead Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis R. U.. 111.15 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain la Bangor over night); for
Raugor, Rucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Mkowhegan, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m., til .16 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m„ 12.66
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Uallowell, Gardiner, Richmond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m.,12.65 p.
m., 6.15 p. m.. fll.15 p m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.55 p. m.. 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A- Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.l5p. m.; Farmington, Phillips,

epidemics.

Organ Instruction Book.
($1.50.) By A. N. Johnson. Ib

TREATMENT.

and
considera-

country,

IT

Parlor

ianl7

the

tion

nov5

the best low-priced book for the purpose.

FALLING* HAIR.

in

prominent busi-

professional

($16o,w.

Stainer and Barrett’s Dictiona-

interesting and thorough,

Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runick between
Portland and Bangoi.
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Mac hi as, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also oonnecl with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & OgdenJburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trams atop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter; jj&wrsnco and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Soc'.o may be had of M. L. Willing*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Tick**! Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. PURSER, Gen. Sup:.
3. H. STSVRNS, Q»v. Agent. Portland.
dec 2
dtf

with its

surance authorities and the most
men all over
ness and
for all these reasons is entitled to

excellent and popular collection

very

1.10 p. m.
Parlor Far Seat* secure*! in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
£B*“The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamer* for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train
connects with all Rail Line* for New
York and the South and Went.
SUN DA Y TRAINS Leave Portland for
SloMtou and Way Stations at 1,00 p. m.
Motion
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.
Trains

Rumford Falls & BucAlleld

after

tin.

Seats free.

corner
on

fessp. m., also

dealing

and

Monday, Dec*
«5, 1881, Paiwager Train*
will
LEAVE
PORTLAND
FOR BOSTON at 8.45 a.m. 1.10
3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
(Express,) and
1.15, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Eos
ton at *4,30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30. 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Scarborough Beach,
ine Point,Old Orchard Beach, and Keunebuuk,at 8.45 a.m. 3.30 and 6.30 p. ra. (See
Note.) For Saco and Biddeford, at 8.45 a. m.
1.10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Well*, at 8.46 a.
For
North Berm. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
wick, Salmon Fall*, Great Fall*, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.45 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
For
Market, at 8.45 a.m. and 3.30 p. m.
Rocketiter, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay,
a. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. in. For Manchester
and CJoncord, N. 11.. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45
a.m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Moaning Train will leave Kennebnuk for
Portland at 7.25.
Bgp^NOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will not *fop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point, Old Orchard Beach, Kennebunk or Wells,
except to take passengers tor Boston.
Parlor F**.r#» on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8 45 a. in. and

iu.

West Congregational
Church.
Sunday
School at 11 a m. Preaching by Rev. J. C. Holbrook D. D. at 3 p. m. and 7 p. m.
Williston Church, Congregational, corner
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath
school at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Woodford’s
Cong.
Chubch.
Rev.
S. W
Adriance. past or. Services at 10 30 a. m, and 7
m.
S.
S.
at
11.45.
Sermon—“Take
heed,
p.
Evening
how ye htar.’’
Woodfords, M. E. Church; E. S. Stackpole pastor. Preaching at 2% p. m. in the vestry of the
new church; Sunday
School immediately after.
Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock. All are cordially invited. Seats free.
West End M. E. Church, Rev. Parker Jaques
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
immediately after. Prayer meeting on Sunday
evening at 7.30: on 'itiesday evening at 7.45. Class
meeting on Friday evening.
Young

estab-

policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest

years of fair

(Episcopal,)

ai<

having been

IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many

State St., (near Spring ) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely Rec-

tor, Rev. C. Morton Sills, Canon; Sunday services
Morning at 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
during Sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May, at 7 o’
clock. Week day services daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy
Days at 11.00,^ and 6 p. m; From Advent to Trinity on Friday, Evening Prayer with Lecture at
7.30. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30,
a. m. on Holy Days at 11.* 0 a. m; Also at 7.00
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
Sons of Temperance Hall.—Meeting of the
Spiritual Society at 2V2 p. m. Subject to be
selected by the speakers.
Union IIAll, Capt. Dutton of the Sardinian, will

PORTLAND, MAINE.

OF

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY,
lished over thirty years.

services.]

Emerson’s Vocal Method.

employer
was in the North of England.
Having to
pass through London, I arranged to stay [in
town for a few days to make some necessary

iuciibe:

Knightville M. E. Church.
Rev. Parker
Jaques, pastor. Preaching at 2Ya p. ra. Sunday
school at 3ya p. m.
Prayer meetings Sunday and
Wednesday evenings at 7y2. Class meeting Friday
at
7Va.
evening
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor.
Divine Services at
10y2 a. m; Preaching by the pastor. Sabbath
School at 12 m; Evening service with lecture at
7 o’clock, Subject; “Marriage.” Religious meeting Tuesday at 7Ya p. m.
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizabeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2 Ya
Sabbath school immediately after the preachg service. Prayer meeting at7V2 p. m.
Park Street Church (Second Unitarian).—
corner of Park and Pleasant sts., Rev. Mr. Alger
will preach at 10 a. m. and 7 p.m. Subjects, morn-

12 m.;

(40 cts.)
and closing schools.

Frank A. Bean, Steam Fire Engine C, Boston, was
cured of Alopeci*, or falling of the hair, by the
Cu» icura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally and
Cuticura aid Cuticura Soap (the great skin cures)
externally, which completely restored his hair
when all said he would lose it.

cunin n

UNION MUTUAL

school

Tune Book.
Hymn and
Full of the
best tunes

of her sister’s child, who was cured of milk crust
which resisted all remedies for two years. Now a
fine healthv boy, with a beautiful head of hair.

vmi

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On

_STEAMERS._

RAILROADS.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

MAINE

12.15.
High St. Church—Rav.
W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching service at 10Ya a. ra.; Sunday School at
a. m.

my present

additions to my wardrobe. An old servant
of the rector, who kept a lodging-house in
the suburbs, received me kindly, and guided my choice in the serious matter of a
dress-maker. On the second morning after
my arrival, an event happened. The post
brought me a letter forwarded from the rectory. Imagine my astonishment when my
correspondent proved to be Sir Gerard Royland himself!
The letter was dated from his house in
London. It briefly invited me to call and
see him, for a reason which I should hear
from his own lips. He naturally suppoeed
that I was still at Sandwich, and requested
me, in a postscript, to consider my journey
as made at his expense.
I went to the’house the same day. While
I was asking for Sir Gerard and giving my
name, a gentleman came out into the hall.
He spoke to me without ceremony. “Sir
Gerard,” he said, “believes he is going to
die. Don’t encourage him in that idea. He
may live for another year or more, if his
friends will only persuade him to be hopeful about himself.” With thatthe|gentleman
left mt; the servant said it was the doctor.

lots of people who can take everyhint.—Phila. Item.

are

thing but

Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm

Lutheran

at 10.30

National

MILK CRUST.
Mrs. Bowers, 143 Clinton St., Cincinnati, speaks

his own can’t

m.

CHATTER III.

The| residence of

longer.

no

Ferry

dia for reference.

cured cf a humor of the face and scalp (eczema)
that had been treated unsuccessfully tor twelve
years by many of Boston’s best physicians and
most noted specialists, as well as European authorities.

are

Never Falls.
Mr. J. Leist, warehouseman for Lautz Bros.,
Buffalo, N. Y., says he had a swelling on the
foot which he attributed to chilblains. He
used Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, and is troubled

Ciiurcii—Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D.
Morning services at lOVi o’clock; Ezening services

ry of Musical

ECZEMA.
Hon. Wm, Taylor, Boston, Mass., permanently

Ten deThis in-

serters were
creases the regular army 15 per cent.—Hawkeye.

First Parish

are

Cured.

Remedies

ought to be happy.
captured last week.

cago.

given after each lecture.
^^Consecration Meeting to-morrow afternoon at
3 o’clock at Friends Meeting House, Oak St.
All

and
mors of

Itching

Lowden, pas-

Regular morning service every Sabbath at JOVi
o’clock; Interesting Bible readings by the pastor.

sons

en

and land are invited. Seats free.
to Seamen every day regular,

RAILROADS.

Gea. Sherman

at 7.

The next day I was on my way to the
North. My narrative brightens again—but
let us not forget Sir Gerard Royland.
I ask permission to introduce some per-

the

sea

Reading rooms open

Wit and Wisdom.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State ol Maine.
January 14, A. D. 1882.
case of JOHN GREEN, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice that on the thirteenth day of
January, A. 1). 1882, a warrant in insolwas
issued by Henry C. Peabody. Judge of
vency
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JOHN GREEN, of Portland,

THIS

in the county of Cumberland, adjudged to be
an
Insolvent
debtor, on petition of said
debtor, which petition was filed on the eleventh
of
D. 1882, to which date interA.
January,
day
est on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and the transfer and delivery of any propby him are forbidden by law;
erty
luat a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to

their debts and choose one or more asof his estate, will be held at a Court of
to bo holden at Probate Court room iu
said Portland, on the sixth day of February,
A. D. 1882. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
GEORGE W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Infor
said
County of Cumberland.
solvency
prove

signees

Insolvency

jan!4&21

Arrangements.

Commencing November
ONE TBIP PER WEEK.
.jrrn—The

Steamer

LEWISTON,

Mas»CHARLES DEERING.
ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
f
■'Portland,
every
Friday
evening,at 11.15o’clock,for Kochland,HaNtine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So, West Harbor, Bar Harbor, Hillbridgc, Jones port
und Harhiasport.
Beturning, leaves Maehiasport, evory Hon
day Horning, at 4.3C o’cloek, touching as above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night traiD for Boston and the West.
Rockland with
at
Sanford S. S.
Connects
Co steamers for Belfast,
Bangor and River
Landings; also with steamer for Green's Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harber with
steamer fer Lamolne and Sullivan. At Sodgwlok
with stage for Bine Hill.
K-

DOCTOR!. CANNOT CCBC

SCIATICA
(Sciatic Rheumatism) except by using

BISHOP

DR

F. II.

LINIMENT

KEnTsOII
has

opened

an

offico in

Portland and can he found

No. 276 Middle St.,

Homing West,
ounects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings lor Portland.

GEORGE L. DAY, General Tioket Agent,
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
NOV. 29,1881.
aov29-dtf

SOULE’S

t has cured, after twelve physicians had pronounced the case incurable.
Uae only
Fry it.
L.A fit* K bomt M for Sciatica, Rheumatism and
Neuralgia. Price $1.50,-Sold by druggists. P. \V.
RVBEK A NON,
Proprietors.
Man.
janddlm

Edwards & Walker's
Hardware store, from
7lb to Jan.'jya.

over

Jnn.

3017

dtt

^

